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I. INTRODUCTION

PURPOSE
On August 31, 2004, the Court of Appeal of California rendered a decision preventing the demolition of the Old County Jail located at
142 West Alisal Street, in the City of Salinas, California. Testimony regarding the Old Jail’s Gothic Revival Style and its association with
Cesar Chavez and the farm-worker movement led to Justice McAdam’s position that the Old Jail is a historic resource, both architecturally
and culturally. Justice McAdam banned demolition of the building without analysis and proper procedural requirements per the California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). This action halted the proposed demolition of the Old Jail.1 Since then, concerned citizens as well as
city and county staff have participated in public meetings to develop new plans for preserving and reusing the Old Jail.
This Feasibility Study was prepared at the request of the County of Monterey to explore possibilities for preserving and reusing the building. The study includes an evaluation of the existing site and structure to determine current condition and necessary upgrades that will be
required as part of the Old Jail’s future rehabilitation. Scopes of work for six potential options have been outlined in this report, and a cost
estimate for each proposed concept is included. The cost analysis may be used by the County of Monterey to determine which of the
proposed conceptual scheme(s) is a practical and/or economically viable option to consider.

Figure 1 - Aerial Photograph, Monterey County Old Jail, Salinas. Source: Google Earth
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METHODOLOGY

when moving forward to the next phase of the evaluation effort. No warranties are either expressed or implied.

The Feasibility Study was informed by the completion of the following tasks:

The Cost Estimate is based on traditional Design - Bid - Build procurement. An Estimate of Cost is prepared from a survey of the quantities of work - items prepared from written or drawn information provided at the feasibility stage of the design. Historical costs, information provided by contractors and suppliers, plus judgmental evaluation by the Estimator are used as appropriate as the basis for pricing.
Allowances as appropriate are included for items of work which are not indicated on the documents when the Estimator is made aware of
them, or which, in the judgment of the Estimator, are required for completion of the work.

■■ Review of existing documentation, including but not limited to:
àà 1931 Original Drawing Set by Reed and Corlett
àà 1962 Addition Drawing Set by Waterman and Kuska
àà 2000 Historical Evaluation of the Old Monterey County Jail at 142 West Alisal Street in the City of Salinas, County of Monterey, Archaeological Resource Management
àà 2000 Department of Parks and Recreation Office of Historic Preservation Historic Resources Inventory: Monterey County
Jail, Archaeological Resource Management
àà 2001 Demolition Study, County of Monterey
àà 2002 National Register of Historic Places Registration Form: Monterey County Jail, Historic Preservation Associates
àà 2002 Old Monterey County Jail Historical Monograph, Carey & Co.
àà 2004 Architectural Heritage Association v. county of Monterey, 122 Cal. App. 4th 1095. Court of Appeal of California
àà 2006 Historic Resource Evaluation Supplemental: 2290-2298 Third Street Project, KDI Land Use Planning
àà 2008 Historic Restoration Evaluation Final Report, Architectural Resources Group
àà 2010 Old Jail: AHA’s Proposal, Architectural Heritage Association of Monterey County
■■ Multiple site visits to visually assess the current condition of the building’s interior and exterior, and to verify building measurements for the code and rehabilitation analysis.
■■ Code analysis of the Jail based on the 2013 California Building Code (CBC), and the 2013 California Historic Building Code
(CHBC).
■■ Consultation with all members of the consultant team regarding issues to be considered when anticipating re-use options.
■■ Work sessions with the structural engineers to determine best approaches for the seismic strengthening of the structure.
■■ Completion of architectural diagrams and drawings exploring the conceptual use and layout for the building.
■■ Completion of structural narratives and drawings exploring the conceptual structural design for each of the re-use schemes.
■■ The development of a cost estimate for each re-use scheme.
■■ Consultation and coordination with the County of Monterey Team throughout the project. Discussions included an overview
of the existing conditions of the building, limitations associated with building operations, space allocation goals for county-owned
facilities and the anticipated program and rehabilitation options for the Old Jail.
■■ Incorporation of decision matrix developed by the county, with public input, to rank reuse schemes and major uses.
■■ Three public workshops to gather input on various reuse options.
■■ Consultation with Historic Resources Review Board during all phases of the study.

LIMITATIONS
The findings presented in this report are very preliminary and are based upon professional judgment and on limited observations, reviews
and analysis as described herein. Greater access, investigative sampling and more detailed analyses of many issues are recommended
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11.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

PROJECT SUMMARY
This Reuse Feasibility Study has been prepared by Page & Turnbull for the County of Monterey Department of Public Works. Vacant
for decades, the Old County Jail is well-located adjacent to the county’s Administrative Office. Constructed in 1931 of board-formed
concrete, this historic neo-gothic style building contains approximately 30,000 square feet on four levels. All systems are obsolete and will
require replacement in order to reoccupy the building. ADA upgrades and fire sprinklers will be required throughout. Structural strengthening will also be required, depending on how much change is planned for the interior of the building and the level of seismic strengthening. The original Administration Wing is in generally good condition, while the Cellblock Wing and the 1960s additions are in poor structural condition. Due to age, water damage, and a lack of regular maintenance, the exterior of the building has experienced deterioration,
primarily of its steel windows and metal decorative elements, all roofing, and small portions of the masonry façade.
The Old Jail is located on a site that is currently zoned PS (Public/Semipublic) and it is located in the Downtown Neighborhood Area
within the Central City Overlay District. This zoning encourages a variety of uses such as the creation of public or semipublic areas and
the creation of mixed use, commercial, retail, office, and infill housing projects, within the framework of pedestrian and transit oriented
development.

BUILDING USES
Input was sought during a series of three public meetings that were attended by an average of 19 participants. Use options that were
considered by the public included:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Office
Cultural
Educational
Mixed-Use
Open Space

Feasibility Study
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The building is listed on the National Register of Historic Places as an individual resource, and as such, any proposed project would
require an environmental evaluation for compliance with the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties.
This study includes a summary of character-defining features as well as Significance Diagrams that identify those features and spaces that
help to convey the building’s significance and which should be retained and preserved to the fullest extent possible.
The various reuse options contend with the unique design challenge of adapting a former jail to a new use. In addition to structural considerations, the building poses spatial and environmental challenges such as low ceilings, different floor levels that impact space and circulation
efficiency, and fixed windows that prevent adequate ventilation. Removal of building additions such as the existing stair towers, or removal
of floors to improve ceiling heights will trigger additional structural solutions and expense but could be considered to improve the building.
Of the six options presented in this study, some are more preservation-sensitive than others and would more easily conform to the Secretary’s Standards. Exploring a variety of schemes has allowed for different financial considerations, as the degree of repair versus replacement can influence the costs of rehabilitation and impact the financial feasibility of a proposed project. Additionally, some options require
more structural interventions than others and trigger mandatory versus voluntary seismic upgrades. Further study of the most preferred
option(s) should be considered prior to final decisions regarding the future of the Old County Jail.

OPTIONS

APPROX. AREA

ESTIMATED PROJECT COST

ESTIMATED COST/ SF

Scheme 1

17,700 gsf

$3,062,008

$173

Scheme 2

20,550 gsf

$29,060,240

$1414

Scheme 3

20,550 gsf

$19,878,806

$967

Scheme 4

22,650 gsf

$18,587,634

$821

Scheme 5

23,325 gsf

$13,532,983

$580

Scheme 6

30,095 gsf

$2,092,969

$70

BUILDING SCHEMES AND SITE USES
Based on a concurrent analysis of space needs, the County has determined that the most feasible program for reuse of the Old Jail is office
use for a county administration function(s), with selected areas to serve as interpretive display areas that highlight the historic and cultural
significance of this National Register listed building.

BUILDING SCHEMES

Through a collaborative process involving public workshops, the County created various building scheme and site use options that
were responsive to public needs and the aforementioned reuse considerations. The public also provided input on evaluative criteria for
weighting the building and reuse alternatives. The resulting matrices, depicted in figures 2 through 5, provide a collaborative, as well as an
objective, approach for the County to determine the future of the Old Jail. These six schemes are further weighted according to architectural and cost criteria (Figure 2).

A range of treatment options - from demolition, to rehabilitation according to various levels of preservation, to stabilization and repair for
occupancy in the future have been explored:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Remove the building and convert the lot to parking or landscaped area
Save the historic south façade and add a new building behind the façade
Retain the administration wing and add a new building in place of the cellblock wing
Rehabilitate Original Construction, adding new infill construction, aligning all floors to be continuous
Full rehabilitation of existing, removing one cell block floor
Stabilization and preservation of existing vacant building, retaining all floors

Page & Turnbull
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Figure 2 - County of Monterey Defining Criteria Matrix. The County developed the Building Scheme and Site Use matrices to quantitatively assess the preservation and reuse alternatives established through public process. All of the numbers used to weight the building and use options were assigned definitions specific
to each criterion.

DEFINING CRITERIA | Screening Matrix

Monterey County Old Jail

Construction and Operational
Costs

Building Features

Available
Financing and
Revenue

Land Use/Historic Preservation

1
Criteria

Range

Land Use Consistency

0-2

0 incompatible, 1 partially consistent, 2 fully consistent

Existing Zoning/Compatible Uses

0-2

0 incompatible, 1 partially compatible, 2 fully compatible

Environmental Review

0-4

0 Full EIR, 1 Supplemental EIR, 2 Mitigated Negative Declaration, 3 Negative Declaration, 4 N/A

Overall Level of Historical Preservation

0-4

0 Save Nothing, 1 Save Façade Only, 2 Save Admin Wing, 3 Selective Demo of Infill, 4 Save All

Preservation of Most Important Historic Elements

0-4

0 Save Nothing, 1 Save Façade Only, 2 Save Admin Wing, 3 Selective Demo of Infill, 4 Save All

Accessibility of Public to View Important Historic Elements

0-2

0 no access restricted, 1 limited access, 2 full access

Synergy of Uses with Site's Symbolism

0-1

0 Uses independent of Symbology, 1 Uses highly relate to Site's Symbology

Existing Funding

0-4

0 No Funding, 1 Rely on Grants w Match and COPs, 2 Cash and COPs, 3 All Cash, 4 Independent Funding: private, corporate

Future Lease Sustainability

0-4

0 not sustainable, 1 sustainable: O&M for life cycle, 2 sustainable: offsets project costs, 3 sustainable: offsets contr. and O&M, 4 fully sustainable

Existing Grants (Fed, State, Local)

0-4

0 not available, 1 not qualified, 2 can't provide matching, 3 qualified match is funded, 4 grant avail without match, qualified, competitive

Generates Positive Cash Flow/Profit

0-1

0 Does not, 1 Does

Overal Level of Architectural Preservation

0-5

0 None, 1 Minimal Amount, 2 Partial Amount, 3 Moderate Amount, 4 Signficant Amount, 5 Complete

Preservation of Most Important Historic Artifacts

0-3

0 none preserved, 1 relocated elsewhere, 2 on-site interpretative area, 3 preservation in-place

Accessibility of Public to View Important Historic Elements

0-2

0 no access/restricted, 1 limited access, 2 full access

Parking

0-4

0 reduce below existing, 1 status quo, net zero, 2 net gain parking, 3 meet exceed parking requirement for use, 4 solve parking shortfall

Quality of Natural Lighting and Ventilation

0-2

0 significant alteration required, 1 minimal change required, 2 no change required

Quality of Building Circulation

0-2

0 low efficiency, 1 medium efficiency, 2 high efficiency

Cost of Construction

0-2

0 High, 1 Medium, 2 Low

Construction Complexity

0-2

0 High, 1 Medium, 2 Low

Future Utilities and Operational Staff Costs

0-2

0 High, 1 Medium, 2 Low Cost

Exterior Maintenance Costs

0-2

0 High Routine Maint Costs, 1 Moderate Routine Maint Costs, 2 Low Routine Maint Costs

Interior Environmental Quality (IEQ)

0-3

0 extensive modifications, 1 moderate modifications, 2 minimal modifications, 3 no modifications

Energy and Env Sustainability

0-3

0 signficant impact, 1 moderate impact, 2 minimal impact, 3 no impact

Interior Maintenance Costs

0-2

0 High Routine Maint Costs, 1 Moderate Routine Maint Costs, 2 Low Routine Maint Costs

8 - Executive Summary
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Figure 3 - County of Monterey Building Scheme Ranking Matrix.

BULDING SCHEME Ranking Sheet | Screening Matrix

Monterey County Old Jail

Construction and Operational
Costs

Building Features

Scheme/Priority #
Bldg. Scheme/Priority Name

Range

Remove Bldg

Save Front for New Bldg

Combine Admin W/New Bldg

Rehabilitate Original Constr., New Infill

Full Rehabilitation

Full Preservation

Overall Level of Architectural Preservation

0-5

0

1

2

3

4

5

Preservation of Most Historic Elements

0-3

1

2

2

2

2

3

Accessibility of Public to View Important Historic Elements

0-2

0

0

0

1

1

2

Parking

0-4

3

3

2

1

1

1

Quality of Natural Lighting and Ventilation

0-2

2

2

1

0

0

2

Quality of Building Circulation

0-2

2

2

1

0

0

0

Cost of Construction

0-2

2

0

1

1

1

2

Construction Complexity

0-2

2

1

1

2

2

1

Future Utilities and Operational Staff Costs

0-2

2

2

1

2

2

2

Exterior Maintenance Costs

0-2

2

1

1

2

2

2

Interior Environmental Quality

0-3

3

3

2

1

0

0

Energy and Env Sustainability

0-3

3

2

1

0

0

0

Interior Maintenance Costs

0-2

2

2

1

0

0

0

Raw Total

24

21

16

15

15

20

Weighted Total

104

85

64

61

59

74

Weighted Total

Remove Bldg
104

Save Front for New Bldg
85

Combine Admin W/New Bldg
64

Rehabilitate Original Constr., New Infill
61

Full Rehabilitation
59

Full Preservation
74
`
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Site Use

Figure 4 - County of Monterey Building Use Results

The five site use options established at the public workshops are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Bldg Scheme Results
120
104

Office
Cultural
Educational
Mixed Use
Open Space

The five uses are weighted according to land use, historic preservation, and financial criteria. Office use received the highest score and was
selected by the County for the Old Jail’s future use (Figure 6).

100
85
74

Weighted Total

80
64

61

59

60

40

20

0

Remove Bldg
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Figure 5 - County of Monterey Building Use Ranking Matrix

BUILDING USE Ranking Sheet | Screening Matrix

Monterey County Old Jail

Available
Financing and
Revenue

Land Use/Historic Preservation

Use/Priority #
Bldg. Use/Priority Name

Range

Major Use: Office

Major Use: Cultural

Major Use: Educational

Major Use: Mixed

Major Use: Open Space

Land Use Consistency

0-2

2

0

0

1

1

Existing Zoning/Compatible Uses

0-2

2

0

0

2

2

Environmental Review

0-4

1

0

0

1

0

Overall Level of Historical Preservation

0-4

3

3

3

3

0

Preservation of most Important Historic Elements

0-4

3

3

3

3

0

Accessibility of Public to View Important Historic Elements

0-2

4

3

3

4

0

Synergy of Uses with Site's Symbolism

0-1

1

1

0

0

0

Existing Funding

0-4

1

1

1

1

3

Future Lease Sustainability

0-4

1

1

1

1

0

Existing Grants (Fed, State, Local)

0-4

1

2

1

1

0

Generates Positive Cash Flow/Profit

0-1

0

0

0

0

0

Raw Total

19

14

12

17

6

Weighted Total

44

36

30

40

18

Weighted Total

Major Use: Office
44

Major Use: Cultural
36

Major Use: Educational
30

Major Use: Mixed
40

Major Use: Open Space
18
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Figure 6 - County of Monterey Building Use Results

Bldg Use Results
44

45

40
40

36

35
30

Weighted Total

30
25
18

20
15
10
5
0

Major Use: Office
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new county jail, located five miles from the Salinas courthouse, was built in 1977. 7 8

AGRICULTURE AND LABOR HISTORY IN MONTEREY COUNTY

BRIEF HISTORICAL OVERVIEW
The Old County Jail is significant as the site of the incarceration of Cesar Chavez in 1970. In December of 1970, Chavez was arrested
and incarcerated in the Old Jail due to his involvement with the Salinas Valley lettuce boycott.1 His imprisonment in the Old Jail represents
the confluence of Monterey County’s agricultural, immigrant, and labor histories, discussed below.

ARCHITECTURAL HISTORY OF THE OLD COUNTY JAIL
The Old County Jail was constructed in 1930. The subject building is the third county jail in Salinas, following an original jail of 1874 and
a two story replacement of 1904. 2 The Old Jail was designed by Reed and Corlett Architects and Engineers of Oakland, California in an
eclectic style which incorporates Art Deco, Gothic, and Classical elements, seen in the stepped profile, stylized floral motifs, and zigzag
patterns. 3 The National Register nomination form for the jail emphasizes the building’s revival elements and design history:
The jail is in the Gothic Revival Style, which became the final choice after five preliminary submissions. The building represents a timely
interpretation, in the 1930’s, of a style commonly used in the 19th century for public, governmental, academic buildings, and for prisons.
[…] The impressive façade of the Old Monterey County Jail is notable for its symmetry, its tiered Gothic window and door arches, the
quality of the wrought iron work at its door and windows, its monumental buttresses, and the castellation at its roofline throughout, giving
veracity to its fortified intention.”4
In designing the floor plan of the Old Jail, Carey & Co. discussed that its architects originally planned for a jail similar to San Quentin Prison,
built in the 1850s. A Historical Monograph written by Carey & Co. in 2002 notes that:
The cell blocks were isolated within the building shell and faced a row of windows, with the central area used to house utilities. The cell
blocks were entered through a narrow corridor from the administration building. A day room on either side met the visitor, and the
corridor proceeded around the exterior wall of the building. This design was modified, however, by Sheriff Abbot, who had the cell blocks
turned around to face the center of the building. No documentation explaining this change exists, nor do plans of the subsequent interior
configuration.5
In the 1950s, the Salinas firm of Belli, Fox, and Kuska was responsible for three notable additions to the jail’s original construction. They
include the installation of the two one story store fronts at the north and south ends of the façade which anchor the surrounding security
wall of the entire structure, the three and four story additions at the rear, and the two exterior elevator towers at the north east corner
and the south west corner at the rear of the building. These additions, except for the security wall, are all on secondary sides of the main
structure and are not visible from the front or street side of the building. 6 The last upgrade to the Old Jail took place in the 1960s, and a

1 Historic Preservation Associates, Monterey County Jail, Salinas, California, National Register of Historic Places Registration Form (30 August 2002) 8.
2 Carey & Co., Inc., Monterey County Jail, Salinas, California, Old Monterey County Jail Historical Monograph (28 June 2002) 2-3 and 6.
3 Architectural Resources Group, “Historic Restoration Evaluation Final Report” (15 February 2008) 23.
4 Historic Preservation Associates, Monterey County Jail, Salinas, California, National Register of Historic Places Registration Form (30 August 2002)
8-9.
5 Ibid., 5.
6 Ibid., 9.
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Settlement in Monterey County is traced to as early as the Ohlone, Salinan, and Esselen people (ca. 5000 B.C.E – 1870 C.E.), followed
by the Spanish occupation (1769 – 1822), the Mexican occupation (1822 – 1848), and then the American settlement of Monterey.9
Since the 1800s, Monterey County has been an important agricultural center for local, regional, national, and international markets. The
agricultural history of Monterey County is encapsulated in a document titled the “Agricultural Resources Evaluation Handbook, Monterey
County, California,” written by PAST Consultants, LLC. According to PAST Consultants:
Many factors have contributed to the local agricultural economy’s ongoing success, including a temperate Mediterranean climate;
fertile and highly productive soils; relatively open landscape; large Spanish and Mexican land grants, which made big farm parcels
possible; reclamation and irrigation projects; the adaptive and plentiful workforce, including many different ethnic groups who
arrived in successive stages of immigration; access to major transportation and distribution networks; and a willingness to experiment with new crops and products. The crops, technology, distribution methods and labor force have changed over time, but
reaping the bounty of the land remains a proud tradition in Monterey County. 10
During the Agricultural Expansion, between ca. 1870 and 1960, farmers transitioned from extensive agriculture—which requires relatively
low labor and capital—to intensive agriculture—which requires high levels of labor, capital, and technology. This was caused by a shift
from grains and cattle ranching to dairies, orchards, and row crops. This transition was spurred by the climate, changes in financing, the
construction of the railroad, the availability of immigrant labor, and technological progress. 11 The change to intensive agriculture prompted
augmentation of the irrigation systems and electrical networks in the county.12
The area’s climate favored fruit, which yielded a higher profit. In particular, farmers grew strawberries, and orchards contained fruits and
nuts.13 The transition to intensive agriculture was also encouraged by changes in financing. Farmers were able to receive larger loans per
acre of orchard as opposed to per acre of wheat. Similarly, intensive agriculture was encouraged by contract-based farming, wherein
crops were bought before the harvest, so that farmers did not carry the financial risk of a poor harvest.14 Investors favored intensive crops.
Another financing factor that urged the transition into intensive farming was the influence of the Spreckels Sugar Company, which offered
planting contracts to farmers to grow sugar beets.15 Other intensive agriculture crops that were grown in the county include artichokes,
beans, guayule for rubber, brussels sprouts, broccoli, peas, grapes, spinach, paprika peppers, tomatoes, onions, garlic, chili peppers, corn,
cut flowers, and asparagus. Of note, in 1915, lettuce was introduced and by 1955, Monterey County supplied 45% of the country’s
lettuce.16
The climate also favored dairy farming, since the temperate weather made food and shelter cheaper for farmers than on the East Coast.
7 Carey & Co., Inc., Monterey County Jail, Salinas, California, Old Monterey County Jail Historical Monograph (28 June 2002) 2-3 and 6.
8 Permit approvals for infill, dating from 1962, corroborate this date, however, as noted above, the National Register Nomination notes that infill development occurred in the 1950s.
9 PAST Consultants, LLC, Historic Context Statement for Agricultural Resources in the North County Planning Area, Monterey County. (September
2010) 4.
10 PAST Consultants, LLC, Agricultural Resources Evaluation Handbook, Monterey County, California. (September 2011) 9.
11 Ibid., 71-72.
12 Ibid., 101-104.
13 Ibid., 83 and 88.
14 Ibid.
15 Ibid., 79.
16 Ibid., 90-94.
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Dairy farmers fed cows the pulp from sugar beets, and alfalfa, which was grown increasingly.17
The introduction of the Southern Pacific Railroad to Monterey County in 1871 and the regular use of refrigerated rail cars in 1923 were
other factors in the transition to intensive farming. The railroad enabled migrant workers to travel to Monterey to meet the growing
need for agricultural labor. Consequently, new labor led to the cultivation of more acres, which in turn encouraged entrepreneurship and
invention in new crops and pesticides, and in methods of growing, packing, distribution, and marketing. The railroad also served to open
the market for California agriculture. 18
Immigrant labor often organized itself. In the 1860s, the Chinese laborers organized into a single labor pool that communicated with employers through a “boss.” In the 1890s, Japanese labor formed a club for fee-paying members. The club provided a range of services such
as negotiating with employers, setting wages, finding jobs, and negotiating land and home leases. In 1934, the Filipino Farm Labor Union
was formed.19 The growth of the farm labor movement in California during the 1960s and 1970s was facilitated by the local infrastructure
of organizing that already existed in Monterey County.
Corporate agriculture and agricultural colonies characterized production in Monterey during the Agricultural Expansion period. The main
corporations were the Salinas Land Company and the California Orchard Company.20 The main agricultural colonies were Fort Romie
Colony, Clark Colony, and St. Joseph’s Colony.21
The introduction of industrial agriculture (1925-1960) was a turning point in Monterey County’s agricultural history. The “Agricultural
Resources Evaluation Handbook, Monterey County, California” notes that:
Industrial agriculture features specialization on many levels: crop specialization; labor specialization (laborers trained to perform a single
task such as harvesting crops versus a single family performing all labor on their family farm); and the complete commercialization of farming. It also requires close connections between growers, labor, scientists, investors, marketing agencies, regional markets, governmental
regulators, businesses and consumers. In Monterey County today, most agricultural production is on the industrial scale.22
The transition to industrial agriculture was also facilitated by technological advancements in pesticides, packing and packaging, refrigeration,
and other research and development. Industrial agriculture relied on large labor pools, comprised mostly from Filipino and Mexican immigrants and Dust Bowl migrants. Workers lived in labor camps that were segregated by ethnicity. 23

CHICANO LABOR AND CIVIL RIGHTS HISTORY IN CALIFORNIA
In addition to Monterey County’s agricultural history, the story of Cesar Chavez is tied to Mexican American or Chicano history. Chicano
history in California begins as early as 1519, when the Spaniards and Indians conquered the Aztec Empire in Mexico. After the conquest,
colonies spread throughout North America, including in California.24 In the United States, Chicano history was influenced by World War II,
which resulted in labor shortages on American farms and the need to import immigrant labor.

17 Ibid., 74-75.
18 Ibid., 72-73 and 95-97.
19 Ibid., 73.
20 Ibid., 107-115.
21 Ibid., 116.
22 Ibid., 123.
23 Ibid., 123-128.
24 Pitti, Jose, Antonia Castaneda, and Carlos Cortes. Five Views: An Ethnic Historic Site Survey for California: A History of Mexican Americans in California,
(California Department of Parks and Recreation Office of Historic Preservation, December 1988) Introduction.
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With the arrival of World War II, growers found themselves scrambling to fill vacancies left by military personnel and Japanese workers
who were placed in internment camps by the government. In response, the United States and Mexico established the Mexican Farm Labor Program, also known as the Bracero Program, to bring Mexican labor to American farms. During the program’s duration from 1942
to 1964, the United States signed 4.6 million worker contracts. In 1951, with the onslaught of the Korean War, the Bracero Program was
made more permanent and turned into Public Law 78. The government set living and working condition standards, but violations were
rampant. As a result of the Bracero Program, farm wages dropped significantly during the 1940s to the 1950s.25 During the World War II
period, Mexican Americans experienced discrimination from law-enforcement and racial violence from U.S. servicemen. This persisted
through the 1970s, during which time a report by the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights found that Chicanos were discriminated against by
law-enforcement and the judicial system.26
Despite the poor working conditions of laborers and the racial violence, the World War II period also represents a positive time in Chicano history. Returning Chicano veterans were able to get educational subsidies and loans for businesses and housing through the G.I. Bill of
Rights; and veterans were key in establishing and developing Chicano organizations, including the Mexican American Political Association
(MAPA). The period also saw an increase in the number of Chicanos in professional, technical, managerial, and clerical positions—though
the percentage of these jobs was still small compared to the total population.27
The negative aspects of the Chicano experience during World War II formed a collective experience that encouraged the Chicano civil
rights movement of the 1960s. In Five Views: An Ethnic Historic Site Survey for California: A History of Mexican Americans in California,
the Chicano movement is described as:
Rising from the turbulent 1960s and drawing on the century-long foundation of Mexican American experience, the Chicano
movement has become a dynamic force for societal change. The movement is not a monolith, but is rather an amalgam of individuals and organizations who share a sense of pride in Mexicanidad, a dedication to enhancement of Chicano culture, mutual
identification, a desire to improve the Chicano socio-economic position, and a commitment to making constructive changes
in U.S. society. […]The most visible and publicly dramatic aspect of the Chicano economic struggle has been the United Farm
Workers’ movement led by Cesar Chavez.28

SALINAS: POLITICAL GROWTH AND FARM LABOR UNIONS
The convergence of agricultural, transportation, and migration led to Salinas’ political importance. The city’ political and farm labor history
is discussed the 2002 Historical Monograph written by Carey & Co.:
When the Southern Pacific railroad was extended to Salinas in 1872, the city was incorporated into Monterey County. A few
months later the county seat, which was located in Monterey, was moved to Salinas. With the introduction of political business
from the county, and the railroad providing opportunities to expand agricultural business, the city quickly grew. Salinas became a
destination for immigrants looking for work. Chinese laborers were among the first to come to Salinas. At the turn of the century
the sugar beet industry was introduced into Salinas Valley, and with it came thousands of Japanese immigrants to harvest the
crop. In the 1920’s, lettuce took over as the most important crop in the Valley, and as a result a large Filipino population came to
Salinas. […]

25 PAST Consultants, LLC, Agricultural Resources Evaluation Handbook, Monterey County, California. (September 2011) 130.
26 Pitti, Jose, Antonia Castaneda, and Carlos Cortes. Five Views: An Ethnic Historic Site Survey for California: A History of Mexican Americans in California,
(California Department of Parks and Recreation Office of Historic Preservation, December 1988) World War II.
27 Ibid.
28 Ibid., Chicano.
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the crops. After the war Mexicans also joined the labor unions efforts with strikes and boycotts. One of the most famous union
leaders was Cesar Chavez. Chavez founded the national Farm Workers Association in 1962 with the intent of making “people
aware of the struggles of farm workers for better pay and safer working conditions.” 30

SIGNIFICANCE AND CURRENT HISTORIC STATUS
The Old County Jail in Monterey County is significant to the United States of America for its social history related to the agricultural labor
movement. It is therefore listed in the National Register of Historic Places under Criterion B (association with the lives of persons significant in our past) with a period of significance spanning the Old Jail’s construction in 1930 to Chavez’s incarceration in 1970. The Old Jail
has also been recommended by a National Park Service study for inclusion in a national park unit associated with Cesar Chavez.31 The
early history of the jail is associated with the growth of the Salinas Valley as an agricultural center and the later history is significant for the
activism of Cesar Chavez. From December 10-24, 1970, Cesar Chavez was incarcerated for refusing to comply with a court injunction to
end a lettuce boycott. According to the National Register of Historic Places Registration Form:
The Old Monterey County Jail is historically significant because of its connection to the extensive labor troubles linked to the
growth and expansion of the agricultural development of the Salinas Valley, once known as the “salad bowl of America.” Additionally this development, from the 1920s until the present is pivotal in the continual battle between the ethnic populations that
changed from Chinese, to Japanese, to Filipino, and today mostly Hispanic. The intense strife between these races was only
equaled by the inequalities of the labor practices perpetrated on the field works of all nationalities. The combined racial tensions
and inequitable working conditions were often modified by incarceration in the Old Monterey County Jail.
The most notable occupant that brought the Jail into national prominence was Cesar Chavez, the charismatic labor leader who
changed labor/grower practices throughout the nation by establishing the UFWA or United Farm Workers of America. The fact
that he was jailed in the Old Monterey County Jail focused national attention on his organizing efforts and changed the course of
farm labor working conditions nationwide.[…]
Figure 7 - Salinas Old County Jail (date unknown; estimated to be circa 1930s): Courtesy of the Salinas Public Library Local History Collection

After World War I the technological advances in agriculture brought wealth to Salinas. In the mid 1920’s, Salinas was the wealthiest community per capita in the United States. Building projects during this time could not keep up with the growing population. During the Depression, 3,500 people escaping the Dustbowl migrated to the Salinas Valley looking for work. According
to Breschini, “Because of the rapid expansion of the agriculture industry, Salinas did not feel the effects of the Great Depression
as much as other areas of the country.”29 However, the area did have its share of social unrest during this time, trying to police
prohibition and the creation of labor unions and the first labor strikes.
The Filipino people created one of California’s first farm labor unions in the Salinas Valley, the Filipino Labor Supply Association.
By the 1930s labor unions had a considerable voice in the community and their opinions were often in the newspapers. When
the county jail was built in 1931, “Representatives of local labor unions protested a clause in the general instructions to bidders
which provided that the employment of such would not raise the cost of construction. The labor leaders protested this statement, they said, because it did not include the stipulation that men were to be employed at the going wage of this district.”
When the Japanese population of Salinas was relocated, people from Mexico were encouraged to the Valley to help harvest
29 Breschini, Gary S., Trudy Haversat and Mona Grudgel. 10,000 Years on the Salinas Plain: An Illustrated History of Salinas City, California. (Heritage
Media Corp., 2000) 21 – 37, quoted in Carey & Co., Inc., Monterey County Jail, Salinas, California, Old Monterey County Jail Historical Monograph (28
June 2002) 2-3 and 6.
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[On] December 4, 1970, Chavez was ordered to appear before Judge George Campbell, having been arrested for not obeying
a court order to terminate a boycott he had led against Bud Antle Produce, for refusing to sign collective bargaining contracts.
Chavez was jailed for an indeterminate period or until the boycott was terminated. [He was held on the second floor of the Old
Jail. ]32 There were mass demonstrations at the courthouse and in front of the jail, with workers gathering from all of the Valley
towns. Marching was led by Dolores Huerta, Larry Itliong, Phillip Veracruz, and Cesar’s brother Richard. The demonstrators
were joined by Coretta Scott King and Ethel Kennedy who had come to support Chavez. The boycott was finally successful and
contracts were signed between the growers and the Chavez’s union, the United Farm Workers. Still Chavez was not released
from Jail. In mid-December Coretta Scott King returned to Salinas and 2 days before Christmas Chavez was released by order
of the California State Supreme Court.33
The National Park Service study on Cesar Chavez notes that:
Cesar Chavez’s imprisonment at the Monterey County raised national attention for the Salinas Valley lettuce boycott and
affirmed the legal use of the boycott as a means of union organizing; legitimizing that would be one of the union’s most powerful

30 Carey & Co., Inc., Monterey County Jail, Salinas, California, Old Monterey County Jail Historical Monograph (28 June 2002) 2-3 and 6.
31 National Park Service, “Cesar Chavez Special Resource Study & Environmental Assessment” (Fall 2013), 8.
32 Brazil, Eric, “Ethel Kennedy Visits Chavez”, Salinas Californian (7 December 1970).
33 Historic Preservation Associates, Monterey County Jail, Salinas, California, National Register of Historic Places Registration Form (30 August 2002) 6
and 8.
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tools for raising awareness about farm labor working conditions.34

PAST EVALUATIONS
In recent years, six different documents have already examined the history and significance of the Old County Jail, and all of them have
been referenced for this study:
■■ Architectural Heritage Association v. County of Monterey. 122 Cal. App. 4th 1095. Court of Appeal of California. 2004.
■■ Archaeological Resource Management, “Historical Evaluation of the Old Monterey County Jail at 142 West Alisal Street in the
City of Salinas, County of Monterey” 18 July 2000.
■■ Archaeological Resource Management, “Department of Parks and Recreation Office of Historic Preservation Historic Resources
Inventory: Monterey County Jail” 25 May 2000.
■■ Carey & Co. Inc., “Old Monterey County Jail Historical Monograph” 28 June 2002.
■■ Historic Preservation Associates, “National Register of Historic Places Registration Form: Monterey County Jail” 30 August 2000.
■■ KDI Land Use Planning, “Historic Resource Evaluation Supplemental: 2290-2298 Third Street Project” 25 June 2006.
■■ National Park Service, “Cesar Chavez Special Resource Study & Environmental Assessment” Fall 2013.

CHARACTER-DEFINING FEATURES
The following pages show a table of the character-defining features of the Old Jail.

34

National Park Service., Cesar Chavez Special Resource Study and Environmental Assessment (Fall 2013) 8.
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EXTERIOR CHARACTER-DEFINING FEATURES
OLD MONTEREY COUNTY JAIL
A property’s character-defining features are those physical elements that enable a property
to convey its historic identity or significance. These distinctive character-defining features
are the physical traits that convey significance relative to a property type and/or architectural
style. A property must clearly contain enough of those characteristics to be considered a true
representative of a particular type, period, or method of construction, and these features must
also retain a sufficient degree of integrity. Characteristics can be expressed in terms such as
form, proportion, structure, plan, style, or materials. The character-defining features for the
Old Jail are those features that are associated with Cesar Chavez’s experience in the jail, i.e.
those features that convey the building as an institutional building and as a jail constructed in its
particular architectural style, and those features that specifically relate to Chavez’s incarceration.
The character defining features are as follows:

LOCATION
Exterior

FEATURE

LOCATION

FEATURE

IMAGE

LOCATION

FEATURE

4 Multi-lite fixed windows set within
pointed Gothic arch openings

Decorative steel grillwork around the
windows:
4 at the West Façade
2 at the North Façade
1 at the East Façade

3 Decorative steel light fixtures: two
flanking the entrance and one hanging
within the recessed entry

11 Circular punched vents below the
roofline:
4 at the West Façade
3 at the North Façade
4 at the East Façade

Multi-lite window flanked by ornate
pilasters, capped with a broken
pediment, featuring a coat of ams
in the tympanum, flanked by ornate
pilasters; above main entry

Capped monumental buttresses on all
the façades

IMAGE

IMAGE

Massing and exterior concrete façade
of original 1931 building

Recessed entry system with
decorative steel grate and gothic arch
surround; note that original door has
been replaced

Arched, multi-lite windows with
arched surrounds
1 at Primary (South) Façade
2 at West Façade

Roofline featuring castellated parapet
at the front (South) administrative
building, tiered parapet at the topmost
roofline, and 2 projecting scuppers at
East and West façades

Tile framing in main entrance

Fixed and divided lite windows (49
total):
10 at Primary (South) Façade
21 at West Façade
18 at East Façade

Page & Turnbull
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INTERIOR AND PLAN CHARACTER-DEFINING FEATURES
OLD MONTEREY COUNTY JAIL
LOCATION
Interior

FEATURE

LOCATION

FEATURE

IMAGE

LOCATION

FEATURE

IMAGE

IMAGE
Holding Room toilet, sink, and metal
plate walls

Representative cell from second floor:
Steel bar doors
Integrated toilet and sink feature
Metal bed frames
Metal plate walls

Booking Office metal bars

Visitation booths in Prisoners Area 29

Booking Office metal barriers
Floor Plan

Second floor lockdown panel

Spatial arrangement of central building
surrounded by varous other building
additions and courtyard; integrity of
the exercise deck on the roof of the
infill has been compromised since the
enclosure has been dismantled

Booking Office metal plate doors
Ground floor circulation between Jail
reception, Hall 37, Holding Room,
Booking Office, and Visitation Area

Open floor plan; including metal bars,
metal ceilings, and walls of day rooms

Second floor circulation between cell
block and Day Rooms

Holding Room benches and bars
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SOUTH FACADE
GOTHIC REVIVAL STYLE
• CASTELLATED PARAPET
• BROKEN PEDIMENT WITH COAT OF ARMS FLANKED BY
ORNATE PILASTERS
• POINTED GOTHIC ARCH OPENINGS BETWEEN MONUMENTAL
BUTTRESSES
• WROUGHT IRON GRILL WORK AND 49 LITE WINDOWS
LEGEND
1960s ADDITIONS (OBSCURE 1931 CONSTRUCTION)

WEST FACADE
GOTHIC REVIVAL STYLE
• 49 LITE WINDOWS
• CAPPED BUTTRESS
• CASTELLATED PARAPET
• PROJECTING SCUPPERS
LEGEND
1960s ADDITIONS
(OBSCURE 1931
CONSTRUCTION)
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NORTH FACADE
LEGEND
1960s ADDITIONS (OBSCURE
1931 CONSTRUCTION)

EAST FACADE
GOTHIC REVIVAL STYLE

• CASTELLATED PARAPET
• CAPPED MONUMENTAL
BUTTRESSES
• WROUGHT IRON GRILL WORK
• 49 LITE WINDOWS
LEGEND
1960s ADDITIONS (OBSCURE
1931 CONSTRUCTION)
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SIGNIFICANCE DIAGRAMS
In 2004, the Old County Jail was approved for designation to the National Register under Criterion B (Persons) for its association with
Cesar Chavez. The Old Jail was constructed in 1931, and Chavez was incarcerated in 1970. Therefore the Old Jail’s period of significance
spans a period beginning with the date of construction and ending with the event for which the jail is associated: 1931-1970.
The Old Jail’s designation under Criterion B (Persons) rules out a significance diagram that would highlight an architectural approach to
preserving the jail focused only on the original construction from 1931. Cesar Chavez was likely housed on the second floor in a jail cell
within the original 1931 cell block;1 and within the 1950s/1960s addition, he was likely processed through the Jail Reception, Holding
Room, and Jail Reception and he likely met with Ethel Kennedy and Coretta Scott King in the Visitation Area.
Utilizing accepted standards for the evaluation of historic resources, the major historical features have been identified and visually documented within a series of “Significance Diagrams.” For the purposes of this analysis, Page & Turnbull surveyed the building, including all
exterior façades and interior spaces, and evaluated their relative significance by categorizing them as “Contributing” and “Non-Contributing.” These categories are defined as follows:

CONTRIBUTING
Description: Features that are Contributing consist of the most historically important spaces, features, or materials in the building, as well
as historically important exterior features that also have a high degree of historic integrity. Contributing features should be retained and
preserved, or where alterations have occurred, be restored. Deteriorated materials should be repaired rather than replaced. Where
replacement is necessary due to extensive material deterioration or failure, replacement materials should match the original.
The integral parts of Old Jail are those elements that convey the building’s use as a jail and those elements related to Chavez’s incarceration. The original 1931 construction with the surrounding wall best impart the Old Jail’s historic use. All exterior facades that are not
obscured by the 1950s/1960s construction retain their original historic fabric and appearance and convey the function of the building as
a civic building and as a jail. The visible exterior facades are therefore Contributing. On the interior, the areas where Cesar Chavez was
processed for internment, the cell block he was held in, and the area where he visited with Ethel Kennedy and Coretta Scott King are
Contributing. These interior portions include the original construction as well as portions in the 1950s/1960s addition.

NON-CONTRIBUTING
Description: Non-historic elements that do not contribute to the overall significance of the building.2 Non-Contributing elements are not
specifically limited by preservation recommendations, except to note that the overall character of alterations to the building must meet the
general requirements set forth in the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties.
On the exterior, the Non-Contributing elements are those that do not convey the building’s function as a civic building and a jail. The
1950s/1960s additions do not convey this sense and are therefore non-contributing. On the interior, the Non-Contributing features are
those areas of the interior that are not associated with Cesar Chavez.
The following diagrams present two ways in which to interpret the significance of the Old Jail for the role it played as the location of
Chavez’s incarceration, which brought national attention to the agricultural labor movement in the Salinas Valley and galvanized labor
protection legislation in California and in Washington.
1 Brazil, Eric, “Ethel Kennedy Visits Chavez”, Salinas Californian (7 December 1970).
2 Ibid.
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DIAGRAM SET 1: BUILDING AS SYMBOL (EXTERIOR ONLY)
Cesar Chavez’s incarceration at the Old County Jail in 1970 spurred a media frenzy regarding his involvement with the Salad Bowl strike. Flocks of people visited the Old Jail, including
members of the press, activists from both pro-union and anti-union groups, and curious
members of the public. Marches, peace vigils, and other types of demonstrations were held
in front of the jail throughout Chavez’s stay. His incarceration drew national attention to the
plight of farm workers in the Salinas Valley. Therefore, the Old Jail evolved into a symbol of the
turbulent labor movement that led directly to the California Agricultural Labor Relations Act in
1975.
As a majority of people did not experience the inside of the Old Jail, the “Building as Symbol”
significance approach would only include the exterior of the building, much as it was experienced by those who were gathered outside during Chavez’s incarceration period in December of 1970. Areas to be preserved would include everything that conveyed the building’s use
as a jail to demonstrators in 1970, including the exterior walls and the visible portions of the
1931 building. Features of the building that were not visible to the public, including the original
construction at the first level that was obscured by the exterior wall, would not contribute to
the significance of the building.

LEGEND
Contributing
Non-Contributing

DRAWING NOT TO SCALE
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DIAGRAM SET 2: ASSOCIATION WITH CESAR CHAVEZ/BUILDING AS
HE WOULD HAVE EXPERIENCED IT (EXTERIOR/PARTIAL INTERIOR)
Cesar Chavez was housed on the second floor during his incarceration at the Old Jail. He
was arrested on Dec. 4th, 1970, and spent 20 days in the Old Jail for his involvement with
the largest farm worker strike in United States History. He was released on December 23,
1970 as ordered by the California Supreme Court.
The second floor was constructed in 1931 as part of the original jail building. chavez was also
likely housed temporarily in the holding room. The visitation area is included in the east wing
and is also considered a contributing feature due to documented visitations Chavez received
from well-known public figures such as Dolores Huerta, Ethel Kennedy and Coretta Scott
King. It is currently unknown how much time Chavez spent in the main cell block, although
it does contain the dining area. Therefore, the interiors of the cell block do not contribute to
the building as Chavez would have experienced it.
The exterior of the building remains significant, including the exterior walls of the cell block,
the administration building, and the perimeter wall.

LEGEND
Contributing
Non-Contributing

DRAWING NOT TO SCALE
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IV. REUSE CONSIDERATIONS

PREVIOUS REUSE STUDIES
Four previous reuse studies have been conducted on the Old County Jail and are summarized as follows:
In 2001, the County of Monterey prepared a study for demolition of the Old Jail. The report found asbestos, lead based paint, and mold
spores within the building.1
In 2008, Architectural Resources Group (ARG) wrote a “Historic Restoration Evaluation Final Report Document.” In the report, ARG
proposed four reuse alternatives: 1) complete demolition, 2) demolition of the building’s later additions, 3) demolition of additions and
building new additions, and 4) demolition of additions and relocation of the original building.2 ARG also produced a PowerPoint which explored reusing the jail for creative office space or a records retention facility. The PowerPoint also examined building stabilization methods
as well as different demolition options.3 Finally, ARG also produced an “Old County Jail Re-Use Allocation Cost Matrix” which explored
seven different options.4
In 2010, the Architectural Heritage Association of Monterey County (AHA!) compiled two options for reusing the Old Jail. The first option
they proposed was to create a museum featuring the history of the jail and the agricultural labor movement. The second option calls for a
museum as well as offices.5

PLANNING AND ZONING
The Old County Jail is located on a site that is currently in the PS (Public/Semipublic) zoning district. According to the Salinas Municipal
Code, Section 37-30.380, the PS designation is intended to:
a. Allow consideration of a large public or semipublic use separately from regulations for an underlying base zoning district that may or
may not be appropriate in combination with the public or semipublic use;
b. Allow consideration of establishment or expansion of a large public or semipublic use at rezoning hearings rather than at conditional use
permit hearings only, and to give public notice of the extent of a site approved for a large public or semipublic use by delineating it on
the zoning map;
c. Promote vital and safe public or semipublic areas through the incorporation of crime prevention through environmental design (CPTED) features in development; and
d. Allow the planning commission and city council to consider the most appropriate use of a site following discontinuance of a large public
or semipublic use without the encumbrance of a base zoning district that may or may not provide appropriate regulations for reuse of
the site.
1
2
3
4
5

Monterey County, “Initial Study” (1 June 2001) 20.
Architectural Resources Group, “Historic Restoration Evaluation Final Report Document” (15 February 2008).
Architectural Resources Group, “Monterey County Old Jail Alternate Designs” (15 February 2008).
Architectural Resources Group, “Old County Jail Re-Use Allocation Cost Matrix” (n.d.).
Architectural Heritage Assocation of Monterey County (AHA!), “Old Jail; AHA’s Proposal.” (5 April 2010).
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The Old Jail is also located in the Downtown
Neighborhood Area within the Central City Overlay
District. According to the Salinas Municipal Code,
Section 37-40.290., the Central City Overlay District designation is intended to:
a. Encourage and accommodate the increased
development intensity for mixed use, commercial,
retail, and office uses within the central city;
b. Increase opportunities for infill housing and innovative retail while transforming and aesthetically
improving transportation corridors into pedestrian-oriented civic boulevards with mixed use
projects;
c. Promote live entertainment uses in the downtown core area of the city without adversely
impacting adjacent land uses; and
d. Encourage pedestrian-oriented neighborhoods
where local residents and employees have services, shops, entertainment, jobs, and access to
transit within walking distance of their homes and
workplace.
Specific development regulations and development
regulations apply to the Public/Semipublic District,
the Central City Overlay, and the Downtown
Neighborhood Area. For further details, refer to the
Salinas Municipal Code.

CHALLENGES OF REUSING THE OLD COUNTY JAIL
Reusing the Old County Jail poses several challenges structurally, spatially, and environmentally.
The cellblock wing’s structural system was constructed to have open spans on the floor plane, but relied on the tightly spaced floors to
create rigid diaphragms for the perimeter reinforced concrete bearing walls (as further explained in the structural section of this report).
The challenge of the system is the low ceiling heights and the engineering of the floor slabs. Removal of the floor slabs whether as an
omission of the floor or a reconstruction of the floor at another elevation, will require shoring and re-engineering of the perimeter wall
supports. Also, the stair towers are critical masses for stabilizing the envelope. Removal and redesign will trigger new needs for stabilizing
masses. Seismically, a voluntary upgrade is advised if the building is to be inhabited within any capacity.
The spatial relations and circulation between the Admin and Cellblock wings also require upgrades before reuse. The different floor levels
of the Admin and Cell Block wings require the usage of stairs and impact program functionality and net building efficiency. It makes circu-
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lation and disabled access very challenging to resolve without re-constructing floor levels to align. Existing stairs and elevators do not meet
current code, nor do the buildings mechanical, electrical, and plumbing systems. Existing hallways also have locations of restricted width
where the exterior pilasters extend into the interior space. The entrance on W. Alisal Street will require an ADA compliant ramp or lift to
become accessible to the entire public.
There are also environmental impacts when considering the Jail as a newly adapted office building. The fixed windows throughout the
building make ventilation difficult and contain patterned glass that obscures all visual connection with outdoors. Due to the nature of
penitentiary architecture, the reach of natural light into the space is limited. The large number of unshaded windows on the East and West
facades will add to the heat load of the building throughout the day, making it more difficult to cool. If converted to open plan office space,
as requested by the County, the low ceiling heights of the cellblock will be disproportionate to the open expanse of the office floors. In
the interior areas that should be retained because of association with Cesar Chavez, the low ceiling height of the cells, the exposed toilets
and sinks, and the metal finish on the walls and ceilings create an uncomfortable and uninviting environment. The building also poses other
challenges. The building contains potentially hazardous materials: asbestos, lead based paint, and mold spores. Reusing the building will
require mitigation measures to make it non-hazardous and safe for occupants.
The building’s aesthetic design also poses a challenge. The Period of Significance ranges from 1930 to 1970, and all features within that
time period must be considered. The Secretary of the Interior’s Rehabilitation Standard 4 notes that changes to a property that have
acquired historic significance in their own right will be retained and preserved. The 1950s/1960s additions, however, are not significant,
in that they do not convey the building’s function as a civic building and a jail. In addition, they are unattractive windowless and featureless
masses that obscure the building’s ornamental aspects, which were built in 1931.
Finally, reuse and rehabilitation of the Old Jail must substantially adhere to the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards, outlined below.

SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR’S STANDARDS FOR THE TREATMENT OF HISTORIC PROPERTIES
In order to comply with CEQA and/or Section 106 federal regulations, changes to the Old County Jail should abide by the Secretary of
the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties (Standards). In California, the Standards are the benchmark by which local
government bodies evaluate rehabilitative work on historic properties. The Standards are a useful analytic tool for understanding and
describing the potential impacts of substantial changes to historic resources. Compliance with the Standards does not determine whether
a project would cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of an historic resource. Rather, projects that comply with the Standards benefit from a regulatory presumption that they would have a less-than-significant adverse impact on an historic resource. Projects
that do not comply with the Standards may or may not cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of an historic resource.
The Standards provide guidelines for four types of treatment that can be applied to historic properties: Preservation, Rehabilitation, Restoration, and Reconstruction. According to the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties, the treatments are
defined as follows:
Preservation: The Standards for Preservation “require retention of the greatest amount of historic fabric, along with the building’s historic form, features, and detailing as they have evolved over time.”
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Reconstruction: The Standards for Reconstruction “establish a limited framework for recreating a vanished or non-surviving
building with new materials, primarily for interpretive purposes.”
Typically, one set of standards is applied to a project based on the project scope. For the building under review, the Standards for Rehabilitation would be the most appropriate treatment for the potential project, since they call for a strategy of retaining and preserving the most
significant character-defining features of the buildings. Each re-use section of this report provides an analysis of the conceptual scheme’s
conformance with the Standards. The Standards for Rehabilitation, as quoted from the National Park Service, are defined as follows:
Rehabilitation Standard 1. A property will be used as it was historically or be given a new use that requires minimal change to its
distinctive materials, features, spaces, and spatial relationships.
Rehabilitation Standard 2. The historic character of a property will be retained and preserved. The removal of distinctive materials or alteration of features, spaces, and spatial relationships that characterize a property will be avoided.
Rehabilitation Standard 3. Each property will be recognized as a physical record of its time, place, and use. Changes that create
a false sense of historical development, such as adding conjectural features or elements from other historic properties, will not
be undertaken.
Rehabilitation Standard 4. Changes to a property that have acquired historic significance in their own right will be retained and
preserved.
Rehabilitation Standard 5. Distinctive materials, features, finishes, and construction techniques or examples of craftsmanship that
characterize a property will be preserved.
Rehabilitation Standard 6. Deteriorated historic features will be repaired rather than replaced. Where the severity of deterioration requires replacement of a distinctive feature, the new feature will match the old in design, color, texture, and, where
possible, materials. Replacement of missing features will be substantiated by documentary and physical evidence.
Rehabilitation Standard 7. Chemical or physical treatments, if appropriate, will be undertaken using the gentlest means possible.
Treatments that cause damage to historic materials will not be used.
Rehabilitation Standard 8. Archeological resources will be protected and preserved in place. If such resources must be disturbed, mitigation measures will be undertaken.
Rehabilitation Standard 9. New additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction will not destroy historic materials,
features, and spatial relationships that characterize the property. The new work shall be differentiated from the old and will be
compatible with the historic materials, features, size, scale and proportion, and massing to protect the integrity of the property
and its environment.
Rehabilitation Standard 10. New additions and adjacent or related new construction will be undertaken in a such a manner
that, if removed in the future, the essential form and integrity of the historic property and its environment would be unimpaired.

Rehabilitation: The Standards for Rehabilitation “acknowledge the need to alter or add to a historic building to meet continuing
new uses while retaining the building’s historic character.”

CHALLENGES TO MEETING THE STANDARDS

Restoration: The Standards for Restoration “allow for the depiction of a building at a particular time in its history by preserving
materials from the period of significance and removing materials from other periods.”

Rehabilitation Standard 1 calls for uses that only minimally change the property’s distinctive materials, features, spaces, and spatial relationships, if at all. While Standard 1 emphasizes use, Standard 2 discourages the removal of distinctive materials or alteration of features,
spaces, and spatial relationships that characterize a property.. Given the jail’s particular use, creating a comfortable place within the desire
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for historic preservation poses a unique design challenge for re-using this particular building type.
Another consideration is compliance with Standard 3, which requires that recordation of the historical development not rely on conjecture. Sources on where Cesar Chavez was held within the jail are sparse. No previous reports mention where Chavez was held.
Additional research has indicated that he was held on the second floor.6 There are six cells on the second floor. Without knowing which
cell Chavez was held in, the best approximation would be a representative cell. Similarly, there is no record of Chavez passing through the
Jail Reception, Holding Room, and Booking Office, although since this was standard operating procedure, it can be assumed that Chavez
briefly occupied these spaces.
Rehabilitation Standard 6—that deteriorated historic features be repaired or in the case of severe deterioration, replaced—poses another
challenge. Many of the features within the building are deteriorated after decades of neglect. Many of the fixed windows, for example, are
in poor condition. The degree of repair versus replacement can influence the costs of rehabilitation and challenge the financial feasibility of
a preservation approach.

POSITIVE ASPECTS OF REUSE
While the above discussion outlines some of the challenges for the reuse of the Old Jail, there are also significant benefits to its reuse.
■■ Good location adjacent to other county-owned buildings
■■ Preserves a National Registered listed building that contributes to the culture of Salinas and the United States
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structure to qualify for a tax incentive. As defined by the Secretary of the Interior, rehabilitation is “the act or process of making possible
a compatible use for a property through repair, alterations, and additions while preserving those portions or features which convey its
historical, cultural, or architectural values.”
To qualify for the tax incentives, property owners or project sponsors must complete the appropriate parts of the Historic Preservation
Certification Application in conjunction with the State Historic Preservation Office (called OHP in California). The same guidelines that
apply during the Section 106 consultation process are the criteria that determines whether or not tax credits are approved by the NPS.
Due to the historic nature of this rehabilitation (and the substantial amount of qualified expenditures) Historic Preservation Tax Credits
should be considered -- the credits would generate significant tax savings for the investors in this project.

CALIFORNIA HISTORICAL BUILDING CODE OVERVIEW
With any construction that is undertaken for Old County Jail, certain building codes and requirements become mandated; this is the case
with any building. As a historic building, however, Old Jail becomes exempt from certain modifications, retrofits, or upgrades that would
otherwise be required in a building rehabilitation as allowed by the State Historic Building Code (SHBC). The intent of the CHBC is to
save California’s architectural heritage by recognizing the unique construction problems inherent in historical buildings and by providing
a code to deal with these problems. The CHBC is intended to provide solutions for the preservation of qualified historical buildings or
properties, to promote sustainability, to provide access for persons with disabilities, to provide a cost -effective approach to preservation,
and to provide for the reasonable safety of the occupants or users. The CHBC requires enforcing agencies to accept solutions that are
reasonably equivalent to the regular building code when dealing with qualified historical buildings or properties.

■■ Rehabilitation is an inherently sustainable approach
■■ Rehabilitation rather than demolition utilizes embodied energy and avoids landfill
Research conducted for this report has identified several examples of other jails that have been successfully re-used for other purposes –
these case study examples have been provided to encourage a creative and optimistic approach to visualizing the potential of the Old Jail..
Additionally, there are several incentives for rehabilitating this important historic structure, as outlined below.

HISTORIC PRESERVATION TAX CREDIT OVERVIEW
In 1966, the U.S. Congress passed the National Historic Preservation Act to protect prehistoric and historic resources in the United
States. The National Historic Preservation Act provided for the creation of several tax incentive programs; targeted towards the private
sector, the Federal Historic Preservation Tax Incentives program gives tax incentives to private investors for rehabilitation and economic revitalization of historic buildings. Current tax incentives include a 20% tax credit for the rehabilitation of certified historic structures
(National Historic Landmarks, listed in the National Register, or contribute to a National Register Historic District or certain local historic
districts) and a 10% tax credit for the rehabilitation of non-historic non-residential buildings built before 1936.
The National Park Service (NPS) and the State Office of Historic Preservation (OHP) manage the Federal Historic Preservation Tax
Incentive Program, which applies only to properties that are income producing and that are rehabilitated according to the Secretary of
the Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties. Given that the Old Jail is owned by a public agency that pays no taxes,
further research on the ability of the county to structure a transaction that allows for tax credits (via lease agreement to a private entity, for
example) must be done in order for this incentive to apply. The proposed project must be a certified rehabilitation of a certified historic
6

Brazil, Eric C. “Ethel Kennedy Visits Chavez” Salinas Californian, 7 December 1970.
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PRECEDENTS FOR ADAPTIVE REUSE OF JAIL STRUCTURES
Project Name: Allegheny County Prison
Location: Pittsburgh, PA
Year Built: 1884
Year Rehabilitated: 1999-2000
Description: In 1995, Allegheny County
opened a new jail, rendering the historic
old jail useless. Between 1998-2000, the
structure was renovated to house the
Family Division of the Allegheny County
Court of Common Pleas.

Project Name: Armory Arts Village
Location: Jackson, MI
Year Built: 1839
Year Rehabilitated: 2007
Description: In 2007, the former
prison was opened to artists as a living,
working, and presentation space.
Extra space is occupied by low-income
families and individuals.
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PRECEDENTS FOR ADAPTIVE REUSE OF JAIL STRUCTURES
Project Name: Het Arresthuis
Location: Roermond, The Netherlands
Year Built: 1863
Year Rehabilitated: 2011
Description: The Het Arresthuis jail
was closed in 2007 and reopened in
2011 as a hotel. 105 prisoner cells were
converted into 40 rooms and the hallway
was adapted to accommodate a lounge.
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PRECEDENTS FOR ADAPTIVE REUSE OF JAIL STRUCTURES
Project Name: Charles Street Jail
Location: Boston, MA
Year Built: 1851
Year Rehabilitated: 2001
Description: In 1991, the Charles Street
Jail was transformed into the boutique
Liberty Hotel. Designers sought to
balance preservation and the dynamic
new use.

Project Name: Oxford Castle and Prison
Location: Oxford, England
Year Built: 11th -19th centuries
Year Rehabilitated: 1998-2005
Description: In 1996, the prison finally
closed its doors, and in 2005, was
reopened. The first businesses included
restaurants and the Malmaison Hotel.
Page & Turnbull
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PRECEDENTS FOR ADAPTIVE REUSE OF JAIL STRUCTURES
Project Name: Old Salem Jail
Location: Salem, MA
Year Built: 1813
Year Rehabilitated: 2009
Description: In 2001, the Old Salem
Jail was bought by the city for one dollar.
Four years later, New Boston Ventures
stepped in and converted the site into
residential units, a restaurant, and a
museum.
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PRECEDENTS FOR INTERPRETIVE DISPLAYS IN FUNCTIONAL SPACES
Project Name: Dundalk and Sollers
Point High Schools
Location: Baltimore, MD
Year Display Created: 2013
Description: When Baltimore County
Public Schools initiated a project to
join Dundalk and Sollers Point High
Schools, they created interpretive
displays to describe the schools’ and
neighborhood’s history.
Project Name: Civil War Interpretive
Center
Location: Corinth, MS
Year Display Created: 2004
Description: The Corinth Civil War
Interpretive Center is operated by the
National Park Service and provides
multimedia displays to explain Corinth’s
role during the Civil War.
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V. EXISTING CONDITIONS

by Reed and Corlett show the administrative wing to have an approximately 72’x25’ footprint and to consist of three stories over a basement. The cell block is shown in the drawings to have a footprint of approximately 63’x43’ and to consist of three levels of above-grade
construction.

SITE DESCRIPTION

The Old Jail is centered on two primary structures: the Administration Building, which faces West Alisal Street at the south end of the
site, and the Cell Block, which is connected on the north of the Administration Building by a passage. Originally, there were two yards to
the east and west of the cell block in the original design; today these spaces are occupied by additions made in the 1950s/1960s. These
alterations included adding structure around the perimeter of the cell block for support services (doctor’s office, kitchen, holding cells, and
outdoor fenced space), adding second and third floors to the cell block, and altering the original administration building for more jail cell
space.

The Old County Jail is located at 142 West Alisal Street, between Capitol Street and Cayuga Street. The Old Jail sits adjacent to a number
of structures associated with Monterey County’s court system, as well as landscaped pedestrian access walkways to the court district. The
Old Jail directly fronts on West Alisal Street and is surrounded on the remaining sides by the Monterey County Recorder to the north, the
Monterey County Courthouse to the east, and a courthouse parking lot to the west.

The south façade is the primary elevation of the Old Jail, and the entry point to the building. The Administration Building façade is boardformed concrete, punched by two types of steel windows, with decorative steel window grills on the second level. Buttresses segment
the façade into five zones, each capped by sloping or pyramidal capitals. The center three zones rise above the lower two stories to a
third, with crenellation at the roofline. Two concrete scuppers on the façade have been removed. The entry is inset under an archway,
with two steel lights adjacent and repaired concrete steps leading up to it. The door is a modern replacement, but the sidelights have
original decorative steel grills. The entire entry vestibule is bordered in colorful ceramic tile. On either side of the Administration Building
façade are two modern aluminum and glass storefronts in fair to poor condition. These additions replace what were originally garage
entrances in the perimeter wall.
The west façade faces a parking lot. The perimeter walls are board-form concrete as are the visible surfaces of the Administration Building,
connecting stair link, Cell block, and the additions. Buttresses and sloping capitals continue around the structure, with crenellation continuing along the roofline of the Administration Building. The perimeter wall height is inconsistent; it varies to match roof heights of structures
behind it (These structures are non-original). Small plantings and three small trees grow close to the wall. Above, the boxy addition on the
north end is marked by a visible concrete repair. The 1931 cell block exterior features a steel pipe along the same line as the repair. Steel
windows on the cell block are partially covered by steel screens.
At the north façade there are many plantings and benches to support the pedestrian access and plaza from the parking lot to the nearby
court buildings. The perimeter wall is intact beyond. Board-form additions are visible, covering over all but the northeast corner of the
1931 cell block exterior.
The east façade perimeter wall is the most intact section of the perimeter wall. Its height has been increased approximately 1-foot to
accommodate the roofline and gutters of the structures behind it. Various conduits and gutter pipes are attached to it. Weep holes from
the previous yard area beyond are still visible at the base of the wall. A door has been added toward the south end. Visible behind the
perimeter wall are the Administration Building and Cell Block with their various board-formed concrete additions.
More detailed architectural descriptions can be found in the 2002 National Register Nomination, the 2002 Carey & Co. “Old Monterey
County Jail Historical Monograph”, and the 2009 “Historic Resource Evaluation” by Architectural Resources Group.

ARCHITECTURAL & CONDITION ASSESSMENT
BUILDING DESCRIPTION
The Old County Jail was built in 1931 and subsequent additions were constructed in the 1950s/1960s. The 1931 portion was designed
by Reed and Corlett and consists of an administrative wing, fronting West Alisal Street, and a cell block at the rear. Architectural drawings
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The Page & Turnbull team has completed assessments as summarized below. The visual examination was limited to the visible exterior
surfaces and accessible interior areas, with emphasis on the original surfaces. As a note, limited access, hidden conditions and a lack of
comprehensive field surveys, testing, and detailed analysis make it difficult to comprehensively evaluate existing conditions. An in-depth
study and detailed analyses are recommended when moving forward with any scheme for Old Jail.
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Various hazardous materials issues are present in the building including asbestos, animal droppings, and lead paint. Certain precautions
were taken during the survey to mitigate disturbance. Any future work or in-depth analysis should be aware of the hazards.

Figure 8 - South Facade

This section summarizes the site investigations by discussing material conditions, suggesting possible remediation strategies for deteriorated
areas, and prioritizing the order of work to be completed for the Old Jail building. Elevation drawings of the current exterior are keyed to
problem areas, and should be referenced in conjunction with the information below. Due to the limited access to the interior, and variety
of interior wall partitions and door types, interior floor plans with keyed conditions are not provided (general conditions of the interior
materials are noted below).

DEFINITIONS
The following general conditions are associated with Old Jail’s materials. Definitions are here provided to ensure clarity and understanding:
■■ Corrosion results when metal is exposed and oxidizes (as it reacts with oxygen in the air), appearing as rust. The rust byproduct
of steel, as one example, can be destructive, expanding up to ten times the volume of the original material. If the steel is encased
in another material, such as concrete, the expansive corrosion can result in material failure (cracking or spalling). The rate of
corrosion can be accelerated through the presence of salts like in marine air, acids, or by galvanic action.
Figure 9 - West Facade

■■ Spalling is a common failure in which a small portion of a material such as concrete detaches itself and falls away. Spalling can
be attributed to changes within the wall assembly, such as efflorescence or corrosion (rusting) of embedded steel elements, or
minor deficiencies or defects within the original construction. An incipient spall is the condition in which a material has detached,
like with a typical spall, but remains in place.
■■ Delamination is a failure in which mechanically or adhesively bonded materials separate along the bonding plane. Paint is a good
example of a material that delaminates.
■■ Staining occurs when a deposit remains on some surface of the building. The mechanism by which that deposit is left can be by
the movement of water, or by the absence of water. Exterior darkening is often staining of the substrate by airborne particles
where water does not pass. Rust staining is also common where water is able to pass over and beyond a deteriorating metal
element, causing it to corrode, transporting bits of the corrosion by-product with the water as it continues to move, depositing
them on another surface.
■■ Ghosting is the fading of previous painting, particularly decorative painting for signage or advertisement. At Old Jail, ghost lettering
is apparent at the south façade entry.

Figure 10 - North Facade

Figure 11 - East Facade
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EXTERIOR
The perimeter buttressed walls of the Old Jail surround the complex up to its street front south façade. The west elevation wall fronts the
parking lot, obscured only by 3 three small overgrown shrubs along its length. The north elevation wall, which faces a public pedestrian
walkway and plaza in front of the County Recorder building is blocked almost entirely from view by vegetation. Small trees and bushes
abut the wall, where the planting bed runs directly up to the wall face. The east elevation is fully exposed as a driveway for fire truck use
runs alongside it. The perimeter wall conditions are reviewed as a part of the Building Description’s Exterior evaluation.

For the most part, the concrete at Old Jail is in fair condition. There are a few areas of damage to corners of the perimeter walls and its
buttresses. Spalls and Incipient spalls are occurring only at buttress capitals, wall edges, and sills, but are serious in many cases. Cracks,
some with repairs, are evident on some exterior surfaces in locations susceptible to settlement cracks.
Staining of the concrete and particulate accumulation is occurring in multiple places on all sides of the Old Jail façade. Small areas of rust
staining are occurring where some element above is corroding and water is able to pass over it. Below the roofline and along the crenellation, darkening of the concrete is visible where water does not typically “flow” over the surface during a rainstorm. This is a common
condition typically rectified by occasional cleaning.

Inside the perimeter walls, structures added in the 1960s now occupy the original prison yards.
Concrete
The primary building material of the Old Jail is board-formed reinforced concrete. The board-form finish is transferred from wood boards
used during construction to create the formwork for pouring concrete walls; upon removal, the surface of the concrete reflects the
unsmoothed surface of the wood. The primary causes of deterioration of this type of concrete are mechanical: damage cause by exterior
blunt forces, especially at sills, edges, and corners; or interior forces, due to expansive corrosion of the reinforcing steel bars inside the
walls.

Figure 12 - Spalls and incipient spalls are frequent at projecting edges, indicating
interior corrosion or blunt force.
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Figure 13 - Delamination and water staining at the concrete window sills.

Figure 14 - Cracking in the concrete at main entry.

Figure 15 - Paint loss and particulate accumulation are surface issues across concrete
walls.
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Roof

Windows

The roofing material varies by building element. The Administration Building roof is non-original, is white rolled sheeting, and appears
in good condition. Its edges appear well-flashed and well-adhered to the parapet walls at the roof edges. The structures of the 1960s
additions share similar roofing materials.

There are three types of windows on the exterior of Old Jail. The windows are steel with divided lites in particular configurations.

The cell block roof is tar-based and is potentially original. Much of the roof surface is in poor condition. Sand and other particles have collected in areas of the roof, suggesting water pooling and probable leakage into the floors below. The edges of the roof where they meet
the parapet wall are peeling in many locations, with accumulation of dirt, sand, and other particles at the corners.

At the south façade of the Administration Building, arched steel windows with operable casements and a lower hopper sit within pointed
arch frames. These windows are in fair condition, with visible paint delamination, putty cracking and spalling, and corrosion on the interior
and exterior. The original window hardware is still in place on most windows. Smaller, arched, divided lite windows also appear on the
third floor of the Administration Building on two sides, and do not have the casement or hopper openings. These windows are in fair
condition with similar deterioration issues. All clear, unmottled glass lites appear to be intact.
The primary window type for the rest of the Administration Building, the Cell Block, and the link between is one window in two sizes,
both with wire-glass glazing. This rectangular, divided lite steel window has a partial hopper pivot sash with a screen anchored to the
sash’s exterior. Generally, the Administration Building has this window in a 6x7 lite configuration, with an awning sash of 4x3 lites one lite
from the edge at the bottom. At cells in the Administration Building and in the Cell Block, a variation of this window is used that has a 7x7
light configuration, with an awning sash that is 5x3 lites. These windows typically feature a steel mesh or hole-punched screen across its
entire interior as well. Interior hardware has generally been removed from the hopper sashes. The exterior screens on these windows
are in poor condition, with the most extreme deterioration on the west, marine-side elevation. The steel windows are in fair, salvageable
condition with issues of rust corrosion, putty loss and glazing loss.

Figure 20 - Administration Building and Link roof.

Figure 19 - Cell Block Roof.
Figure 16 - Large arched window type (south
facade only).
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Figure 17 - Above, small arched window.
Below, 6x7 lite rectangular window type.

Figure 18 - 7x7 rectangular window type.
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Decorative Steel and Window Grills

Ceramic Tile

The south façade of the Old Jail showcases two types of decorative steel window grills on its second story, which are in fair condition. The
two types of grills are formed from punched steel sheets, cast steel elements, and rolled steel bars strapped together. The grills are showing signs of rust corrosion and paint delamination. Their anchoring to the concrete wall looks solid and well intact, though the connections
at the sill are not visible.

Small areas of ceramic tile are inset into the building’s entry for decorative effect. The colorful glazed tile is in good condition, with few
glaze spalls or nicks.

Decorative steel grills also surround the door at the front entry. Twisted steel bars and sheeting frame the sidelights and transom above
the door. The steel is in good to fair condition with some surface rust.
Three light fixtures also made of decorative steel are in fair condition. These suffer from the same deterioration issues as the other exposed steel elements: rust and paint delamination. It is unknown whether their light sources are still active.

Figure 24 - Decorative ceramic tile at the entry.

Figure 21 - Simple window grill.
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Figure 22 - Ornate window grill.

Figure 23 - Deterioration at front entry decorative steel,
ceramic tile.
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Elevations of Old Jail’s four facades with keyed conditions follow.

Paint
The exterior paint is in poor condition over much of the building’s exterior. The paint is delaminating over much of the wall surface, particularly at window sills, the parapet crenellation, and below the roof line on all facades. Breathable paint was likely not used or available
when the building was painted, thus this level of delamination is to be expected due to the inability of water to transfer in and out of the
concrete walls. Paint has been newly applied in some areas, presumably to cover over graffiti.
Above the south façade entry, ghosting is apparent, reading “SHERIFF’S O…” in dark serif lettering.

Figure 25 - Decorative steel light fixture and paint ghosting at main entry
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SITE
1

Volunteer growth

2

Recessed dirt footing

CONCRETE
heavy planted
growth;
impact to wall
is unknown

3
4
5

Crack (s)
Spall
Incidient Spall

6

Staining (rust)

7

Staining (particulate
accumulation)

8

Scupper removal

9

Previous repair

ROOF

2

10 Flashing deterioration
11 Improper flashing
12 Gutter failure
WINDOWS
13 Broken or replaced
pane(s)
14 Mild Corrosion of
mullions and sill
15 Heavy corrosion of
mullions and sill

1

DECORATIVE STEEL
16 Minor corrosion
17 Missing element
EXPOSED METAL
18 Added conduits or duct
work
19 Minor Corrosion
20 Heavy corrosion
CERAMIC TILE

1

1

21 Spall

1

PAINT
22 Bubbling
23 Heavy Delamination
24 Inappropriate repainting
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INTERIOR

Concrete

The interior surfaces of the Old Jail have been treated with a spray-applied antifungal material. This white substance covers walls, fixtures,
and ceilings and obscures some deterioration from view.

The concrete on the interior of the Old Jail shares the same board-form finish as the exterior. Condition is fair in most places. The walls in
the lower levels carry large vertical cracks and moderate spalling. The floors are pockmarked in many places with small spalls, nicks, and
thin cracks.

Interior Walls & Ceilings
The interior wall materials vary by construction date, room location, and room use. All walls that have an exterior face are board-formed
concrete. Original interior partition walls in the Administration Building are hollow clay tile on the first floor and plaster over wood lath
above. Most partition walls in the Cell Block are concrete, concrete with steel plates, or metal bar barriers. Walls added in later additions
are typically metal stud framed with plaster over metal lath.
The base material for the floors is concrete. Most floors remain concrete, some painted, some unfinished; currently, however, floor finishes are largely obscured by the white antifungal spray. Ceiling material is inconsistent: cells and inmate spaces mostly have steel plates over
concrete, and some have unfinished concrete. Administration spaces or offices are typically plaster over metal lath.

Interior window sill deterioration has occurred in a number of locations in the basement of the Cell Block floor . The steel sill plate supporting the window has corroded causing the concrete interior wall surface to spall.
Most of the visible concrete is without efflorescence (though it is possible that it is obscured by the antifungal spray), however, the alley
between cells on the fourth floor of the Cell Block shows efflorescence leeching from a crack near the base of the wall. Deterioration and
mold growth on the insulation of duct work above suggests that this exposed location under the roof experiences water infiltration.

The kitchen on the first floor has ceramic tile partition walls furred over the original concrete. The floor is a quarry tile. Both appear to be
in good condition under the antifungal layer.

Figure 26 - The dripping white layer shown here is the antifungal spray
that coats almost every interior surface.
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Figure 27 - Interior sill spall and corrosion on basement floor.

Figure 28 - Efflorescence of concrete on Floor 4.
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Steel (metal plate doors, walls, ceiling, metal barriers, stairs)

Plaster

There is a considerable amount of steel used for the interior of this former prison, as would be expected. Metal plate doors with steel
frames are used at many doorways. Steel bar barriers are present along much of the corridors, day rooms, and cells, and many walls and
ceilings are lined with riveted steel plates.

Plaster overlays the inner wall material on most surfaces, particularly in the Administration Building and other office spaces. In places of
water intrusion or exposure, efflorescence coats the cracked plaster. In a handful rooms, biological growth is also present.
Many rooms exhibit holes either in walls or the ceiling. Multiple offices have areas of ceiling failure due to water damage.

Many metal surfaces show surface rust, predominately along edges and at points of connection. Larger areas of corrosion are visible behind fixtures and toilets or where there has been an obvious leak or water exposure issue. In the cells, there is visible scarring of the paint
and metal plates due to inmate incision. The steel of the fourth floor spaces in the Cell Block exhibit the greatest levels of rust deterioration, even above the white antifungal spray layer.
Operating panels for the cell locking mechanisms are still in place on some floors and exhibit mainly surface rust. Radiator units are in fair
or good condition (though pipes leading to units often are not). The heaviest corrosion of steel occurs at the elevator: the doors on each
floor, cab components and framing are heavily deteriorated, though the concrete shaft is in good condition.

Figure 29 - Steel Cell condition on Floor 2.
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Figure 30 - Steel Cell condition on Floor 4.

Figure 31 - Typical nature of delaminating paint and cracking plaster.

Figure 32 - Plaster condition in Administration building offices;
ceiling holes are common.
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Paint

CONCLUSION

On the interior, paint is bubbling or delaminating from most surfaces, particularly steel surfaces. With long-term abandonment of this building, the level of paint deterioration is expected.

The majority of the Old Jail’s deteriorated physical conditions can be attributed to a lack of maintenance or deterioration due to the infiltration of water. As a jail facility, heavy use of steel is to be expected due to the building’s intended use. When steel is not maintained and
allowed to rust, its expansive corrosion can cause breakage, cracking, and other issues, which accelerate in a marine environment like that
of Salinas.

A number of the cells have small murals drawn by inmates. These were generally left uncoated by the antifungal spray.

Exterior conditions can be described as three focus areas. First, the concrete is in good to fair condition in most places. Spalls and cracks
are happening in expected locations. Secondly, the steel windows exhibit reasonable deterioration for their lifetime and lack of ongoing
maintenance. Broken glazing units, putty loss, and light frame corrosion are the primary issues. Lastly, the roof over the Cell Block, as the
interior assessment revealed, is not performing as it should. Water has infiltrated the interior causing accelerated corrosion of the steel
elements on the fourth floor, as well as efflorescence of the concrete.

Storefront additions
Flanking the main façade of the Administration Building are two storefront areas added in the 1960s to replace the vehicular access to the
jail and capture additional space for the interior. The interior of these spaces are in fair condition. The T-bar drop ceiling frame is rusting,
many tiles themselves with water damage. The steel access stair into the Administration Building is also showing some corrosion. The
concrete finish floor is in good condition.

Figure 33 - The added storefronts on the south facade.

Figure 34 - The interior of the office of the behind the western storefront.

Interior conditions center on the water-based deterioration as well. The presence of the antifungal paint layer suggests a pervasive issue
with biological growth, though this mitigation effort appears successful in most spaces. The many steel elements on the interior show signs
of corrosion, the higher floors more so than the lower ones, due to the roof deficiencies of the Cell Block. Light surface rust is visible on
all floors due to the natural humidity of the marine air. Plaster ceiling and walls show efflorescence and cave-ins from water intrusion.
The level of repair needed for the Old Jail will ultimately be determined by the scheme selected for its reuse (or demolition). In general,
however, the focus of the repair recommendations is on creating a watertight envelope that will prevent future interior damage and repairing deteriorating, damaged or broken materials as they are at present. By repairing the roof and emphasizing the removal of points of
water intrusion (like faulty piping), the deterioration of much of the steel and decorative metal on the building can be mitigated. Repairing
broken window panes, rehabilitating the steel present all over, and repainting the interior and exterior will bring the building back to a
finished state, one which is much easier to maintain. As with any building, a plan for regular maintenance after repair will slow the onset of
future deterioration necessitating more drastic interventions later on. The degree to which these repairs restore the original finishes of the
building are dictated by the goals of each design scheme.
Condition photographs keyed to floor plans follow this section.
See the Proposed Options section for specific repair recommendations and scopes of rehabilitation for each reuse scheme.
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STRUCTURAL ASSESSMENT
OVERVIEW
DCI+SDE Engineers walked through the Monterey Country Old Jail with representatives from Page & Turnbull and the County of Monterey on
January 27, 2014 to perform an evaluation of the current structural conditions. No structural components were identified for material strength
testing and no areas were selected to determine steel reinforcement location or size. Only visual inspection was performed and our review is
based on provided architectural and structural drawings, along with observations noted during the site visit.

DOCUMENTATION REVIEW
DCI+SDE was provided with a complete set of the original architectural and structural drawings for the cell block and administration building. The
documents were prepared by Reed and Corlett Architects and Engineers, and dated February 19, 1931.
DCI+SDE was also provided with a full set of architectural and partial set of structural drawings for the alterations and additions by Waterman &
Kuska Architects, dated June 15, 1962. Only sheets S1 and S2 for the foundations and Level 2 floor framing have been provided in the structural
drawings.
Additionally, DCI+SDE received the “Monterey County Old Jail Alternate Designs” presentation outlining previously proposed reuse options by
Architectural Resource Group, Inc.

BUILDING DESCRIPTION
The building site is located along W Alisal Street between Church Street and Capitol Street in Salinas, California. The building site has seismic properties SDS and SD1 of 1.00 and 0.51, respectively, per the United States Geological Survey. These values classify the site as a moderate-to-high risk
for seismic activity. “Maps of Known Faults Near-Source Zones in California and Adjacent Portions of Nevada”, published by International Conference of Building Officials, documents the site within five miles of the Rinconada fault.
Construction was completed circa 1931 on the original cell block and administration building. The administration building is located off W Alisal
Street and is connected by a central staircase to the cell-block immediately north. Based on architectural drawings by Reed and Corlett, the cell
block has an approximate footprint of 63’x43’, while the administration building is approximately 72’x25’. The administration building includes one
(1) level of basement and three (3) levels of above-grade construction. The original cell-block has two (2) levels of above-grade construction. The
second and third floors were not built during the original construction, but structural requirements were considered for the future build out based
on staircase landings and the proposed future floors shown on original structural drawings.
Alterations and additions were completed in 1962. These alterations included adding structure around the perimeter of the cell block for support
services (doctor’s office, kitchen, holding cells, and outdoor fenced space), adding the second and third floors to the cell block, and altering the
original administration building for more jail cell space.
Foundations
Review of the original drawings from Reed and Corlett show interior spread footings and continuous footings along perimeter walls for both the
administration and cell block buildings. Footing depths range between 12” and 26” below the finished slab on grade elevation.
Gravity System
Original 1930s construction of the administration building and cell block is cast-in- place reinforced concrete. Perimeter bearing walls ranging from
8” to 12” in thickness with 12”x18” concrete columns support concrete floor slabs. No interior columns are present in the administration building.
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Concrete columns were added in the cell block during the 1962 alteration and consist of drop caps at the underside of the floor slab. The use of
drop caps suggests a two-way, thin slab construction spanning between interior columns and perimeter bearing walls. Slab thickness and reinforcement in the second and third levels is unknown due to incomplete structural drawings for the 1962 modifications and dropped ceilings in the jail

cells covering the existing structure. Structural drawings from Reed and Corlett show an 8” thick, one- way slab supported by 14” wide x
26” deep concrete beams spanning in the east- west direction.
Built-up steel trusses, approximately 5’-0” in depth, span between perimeter bearing walls and support a 3” thick slab and 12” deep
intermediate joist roof construction in the cell block. The roof and floor system for the administration building consists of concrete beams
spanning in the north-south direction supporting a 4” thick, one-way slab.
The 1962 addition surrounding the first level of the cell block is constructed with reinforced concrete walls. Perimeter fence walls from the
1930s construction were incorporated into the new addition with tapered, steel trusses (approximately 10” in depth and 18” on center)
spanning from original fence walls to the cell block and administration building’s exterior bearing walls to support the roof. The roofing
material was not determined due to insulation cover from the underside. Stair towers were also added in the 1962 alteration to the north
ends of the cell block, as well as an elevator shaft in the southeast corner of the cell block. These structures connect all levels of the cell
block, extend over 10’-0” above the roof, and are concrete construction. The northeast stair provides roof access from the cell block.
Lateral System
Both the administration and cell block buildings consist of perimeter, reinforced concrete bearing walls for the main lateral force resisting
system. The concrete slabs act as rigid diaphragms that distribute force from the interior of the building to the exterior bearing walls. The
Waterman and Kuska drawings for the 1962 additions and alterations do not show complete upgrades to the main lateral force resisting
system. Structural drawings detailing stair and elevator core walls and the wall connection to the cell block are missing from the Waterman
and Kuska set. The stair and elevator cores are reinforced solid concrete walls, and can act as shear walls and resist lateral force if adequately detailed at the connection to the cell block.

STRUCTURAL OBSERVATIONS
Based on site observations, the administration building is determined to be in moderate to good condition. Minor cracking is present in
the floor beams, but no severe corrosion is apparent on the main structural members. The basement level shows some signs of water
damage on the walls, so the current state of the waterproofing for this area is questionable.
The cell block is in poor to moderate condition. Water damage and corrosion are more prominent in the cell block than the administration
building. Insufficient waterproofing has been noted by the County of Monterey for the cell block. Concrete walls have large vertical cracks
and moderate spalling in the lower levels. The upper levels have areas of exposed, corroded reinforcement. Large cracking and signs
of spalling show that the concrete walls have undergone large stress cycles, while the corrosion can quickly diminish the strength of steel
reinforcement. The integrity of the structural system is questionable due to these findings. Any weak link in complete load path between
the floors, walls, and foundations puts the structural system as a whole at risk.
The 1962 additions are in poor to moderate condition. Structural walls are in good condition with only isolated areas containing large
vertical cracking. However, the roofing is in poor condition. The underside of the roof is exposed in several areas and a large amount of
water damage is visible. Exposed steel trusses show large amounts of corrosion where the waterproofing membrane has been clearly penetrated. The trusses are the main structural members supporting the roof. Corrosion on the steel trusses is a structural concern because
of the lack of water protection on the truss and the ability for the corrosion to continue to expand.
Both buildings contain large amounts of hollow clay tile partitions and façade ornamentation. Removal of the hollow clay tiles and façade
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ornamentation, or the addition of supplemental reinforcement would be required to eliminate the risk of these components falling during
an earthquake. The added mass from additions and alterations completed in 1962 change the seismic behavior of the building. The detailing for the new additions is currently unknown; however, only minor diagonal cracking is apparent after review of the exterior window
openings. The small amount of cracks at the windows demonstrates that the building has undergone some level of seismic activity and
performed adequately.

PREVIOUSLY PROPOSED REUSE ALTERNATIVES
The Monterey County Old Jail has previously been studied for adaptive reuse options. The reuse options mainly included office space and
a records retention facility. A seismic upgrade would be required due to the change of occupancy in the building. The 2010 California
State Historical Building Code requires that all building components be brought up to meet 75% of the strength requirements of current
codes. The perimeter bearing walls contain large window openings which make the seismic system behave more like a beam and column
system, as opposed to shear walls. Original drawings from Reed and Corlett, show that perimeter bearing walls do not possess the necessary reinforcement to meet current detailing requirements. A new seismic system would also have to consider the increased mass from
additional floor levels constructed during the 1962 renovations. The records retention facility has a high live loading demand and requires
25% of the live load mass to be included in the seismic analysis. This would further challenge the already under- designed system. Options to bring the lateral system up to current standards could include the addition of new concrete shear walls and/or the strengthening of
existing perimeter walls. Both options provide the architectural challenges and construction obstacles of integrating new and old structural
systems.
The gravity loads associated with both reuse options are higher than the allowance of the original design. Floor slabs for the administration
building and cell block were designed for approximately 40 Pounds per Square Foot (PSF) live loads. The code states that new live loads
are 50 PSF and 125 PSF for office space and records retention, respectively. The table below summarizes gravity and seismic load impacts
associated with proposed reuses.

challenge because of the complexities faced during construction and working within an existing space.

RECOMMENDATIONS
DCI+SDE recommends that, if appropriate, the reuse option chosen is one that does not warrant a mandatory seismic upgrade. The
2010 California State Historical Building Code requires that renovated buildings meet 75% of the current codes. The current seismic
system for the Monterey County Old Jail is a perimeter bearing wall system that does not meet the detailing requirements of the latest
design standards. If the chosen reuse does not trigger a required seismic upgrade, then the County of Monterey could perform a voluntary
seismic upgrade instead. The California State Historic Building Code allows for additions, alterations, and change of occupancies without a
required mandatory seismic upgrade.
However, the structure, including any alterations or additions, is required to be evaluated for its capacity to resist wind and seismic loads. If
the structure is significantly weakened or altered, which significantly changes the behavior of the lateral force resisting system, any unsafe
conditions need to be corrected, or alternative load paths need to be provided. A voluntary seismic upgrade provides the owner with
the ability to address critical components of the building, while not being forced to bring every building structural element up to current
standards, which would likely reduce the architectural impacts to the building associated with a full seismic upgrade.
DCI+SDE also recommends that particular attention is paid to the new gravity loading associated with the reuse. The administration and
cell block buildings were likely designed for a 40 PSF live load. Without knowing the reinforcement, keeping the reuse gravity loads close
to the original design will mitigate the amount of supplemental structural work required. If a reuse is chosen with a live load that far exceeds the original design, then DCI+SDE recommends a loading scheme that helps the original structure distribute weight so the original
design is not exceeded.

Occupancy Live Loads
Original Design

2013 California Building Code

Cell Block

40 PSF

-

Administration Building

40 PSF

-

Office

-

50 SF

Education

-

40 SF

Cultural

-

100 PSF

Record Retention

-

125 PSF
(25% to be included in seismic analysis)

The office space live loading is likely acceptable for the current structure and may not require additional strengthening for gravity elements.
Material testing would need to be performed and slab reinforcement determined to finalize the slab capacity. The records retention facility far exceeds the original design live load. The slab and vertical load carrying members would need to be strengthened to meet the new
requirements. Options to retrofit gravity components could include, but are not limited to, fiber-wrapping columns and adding beams for
additional slab support. These alterations would also impact architecture because of the thicker floor assembly.
Existing foundations would also require upgrades to meet new building loads. The smaller the change to the overall building loading, the
less work would have to be performed to the existing foundations. Foundation upgrades to existing building footings are coordination
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TABLE OF CODE REQUIREMENTS FOR EXISTING CONDITIONS

This code summary provides an analysis of the proposed reuse of the Old County Jail in its current configuration. It evaluates the compliance of existing conditions against the 13 parts of the 2013 California Building Standards Code (CSBC), Title 24, and California Code of
Regulations. Because the Jail is considered to be a historic resource, it is eligible to utilize the provisions of the California Historical Building
Code (CHBC) in conjunction with the requirements of the regular California Building Code (CBC).

ITEM
Occupancy Group

CODE REFERENCE
CBC 304 - Business Group B includes
Offices, Civic Administration, and
Educational for students above 12th grade

The California Historical Building Code (CHBC) offers certain benefits over current code, including unlimited area and height for fully
sprinklered buildings. The CHBC allows existing elements to remain as long as they are not determined to create a distinct hazard. The
existing stair towers were code compliant during their original construction, and though they lack the clearances and dimensions of the
current CBC, they are protected via the CHBC. The CHBC also allows equivalent facilitation. Equivalent facilitation allows building officials
to consider the use of alternative methods to meet code requirements if it is determined that complying with regular code would threaten
the historical integrity of the building. An application and rationale would have to be submitted for consideration by building officials.

Construction Type

CBC 602.2 - Type II-A (as existing)

Allowable Area/ Floor

CBC Table 503- Allowable Building Heights
and Areas - 37,500 Sq Ft and 5 stories

The following codes were used for the code analysis in this report:
■■ California Building Code – 2013 edition (referred to as CBC 2013)
■■ California Electrical Code – 2013 edition

COMPLIANT COMMENTS

yes

Gross Parcel Area

24,500 Sq Ft

Gross Sq Ftg

30,095 Sq Ft

Occupant Number

CBC Table 1004.1.2 Max Flr Area per
occupant: Business 100 gross

300 occupants

Number of Req. Exits

CBC Table 1021.1 - 2 per floor

no

Common Path of Travel
Distance

CBC Table 1014.3: 75 feet

no

Exit Access Travel
Distance
Corridor Width

CBC Table 1016.2: B Occupancy = 200'
without sprinklers and 300' with
sprinklers
CBC Table 1018.2: Minimum corridor
width to be 44"
CBC 2103 - 1009.4 - 44" min width or
occupant load x .2"

yes

Elevator
Accessibility

Minimum Dimensions for a stretcher
ADA 2010

no
no

Fixture Count: Toilets

CPC (California Plumbing Code) Table
422.1 - B Occupancy: Male: 1 per 50 for
first 100. Female: 1: 1-15, 2: 16-30, 3: 3150,
51-100
CPC4:Table
422.1 - B Occupancy: 1: 1-100, 2:
101-200

no

■■ California Plumbing Code – 2013 edition
■■ California Mechanical Code – 2013 edition
■■ California Historical Building Code – 2013 edition
The Current Building Statistics acknowledge the Jail as a Four story building with a total area of 30,095 sf including Basement (uninhabitable space).
Area per floor:
		
Basement: 2,640 sf
		
First Floor: 13,760 sf
		
Second Floor: 5,300 sf
		
Third Floor Cellblock: 3,520 sf
		
Top Floor: 4,875 sf

Stairs

no
no

The Code Analysis is evaluated for a single occupancy group. If the owners wish to add an accessory occupant (in the Cesar Chavez
Exhibit Space, for instance), CBC 508.2 limits 10% of building area for the story located and shall not exceed table 503 tabular values
without area increases per 506.
The Code Analysis of the Current Building configuration is documented as follows.

Fixture Count: Urinals

Page & Turnbull

All existing exit stairs are
not compliant

Risers and treads exceed
7" / 11" requirements
Circulation between
admin and cellblock wings
require stair usage, as
does the main entrance.
Thresholds exceed max
height, and hallways do
not have min clear widths.

no

Fixture Count: Sinks

CPC Table 422.1 - B Occupancy: Male: 1: 175 and Female 1: 1-50 , 2: 51-100

no

Fixture Count: Drinking
Fountains

CPC - 1 per 100

no
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EXTERIOR:
Condition of Openings

Roofs

Corrosion,1 rust and broken lights
at many of the 49 windows
Corrosion, rust, and broken
lights at many 49 lite Windows

Accessibility

2

3

Main roof of cellblock wing
needs replacement

Main entrance not ADA compliant because of stairs

4

Side entries not ADA compliant because of single step

1

2
3

4

SUMMARY OF BUILDING DEFICIENCIES
Page
& Turnbull
BUILDING

DEFICIENCIES

OLD MONTEREY COUNTY JAILHOUSE
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INTERIOR:
Egress

1
Numerous locations of restricted
widths through the general circulation
of all spaces. Columns restrict passage width at numerous locations in
the cellblock hallways

Doors

3

4

Inadequate widths
Doors in sequence without required
clear ﬂoor space

No ﬁre separation of areas

Quality of Light

Elevator

Doors

5
Shaft dimension is 6’-4” x 8’-4”
Basement Floor Doors rusted shut and
Equipment severely rusted

Heavy steel Doors requiring greater than 5 lbs of force for operation

Stairs

6
All are non-compliant due to high risers, short
treads, short landings, and narrow widths.
Handrails lack proper extension and have large
diameter

Deteriorated Areas
3

1

5

2

7

4

6
7
Ground Floor exhibits rust and peeling paint in
all locations.
Second ﬂoor inﬁll has areas where ceiling
caved in and plaster with biolovhf second ﬂoor
Admin building with damaged plaster, holes in
walls or ceiling, rusted piping, and exposed wiring.

2
Cellblock has limited to no day light
access
Kitchen wing has no daylight access
East Inﬁll has bad to OK daylight access
Top ﬂoor of admin building has limited
day light access

SUMMARY OF BUILDING DEFICIENCIES

Second ﬂoor plumbing shows signs of leakage
Where visible, wiring was no longer in conduits

BUILDING DEFICIENCIES

Page & Turnbull
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PROPOSED CHANGES

BUILDING SCHEMES
The consultant team was directed to explore a variety of options to be considered. The impetus for developing the following six schemes
was to explore all options that would utilize the Old Jail property while accommodating the growth needs of the County’s personnel.
While acknowledging the historical significance of the Jail, the County also acknowledges the property’s central location within a collection of Civic Buildings. At one end of this spectrum is the exploration of removing the building and allowing the site to be utilized by the
surrounding county buildings and employees, as either a landscaped plaza or additional parking. At the other end of the spectrum is the
option of preserving the jail intact, sealing it off from occupants, and allowing it to remain a monument to the Farm Labor Movement and
the neo-gothic style of penitentiary architecture of the 1930s. The four options in the middle have a varied combination of salvage and
new construction that results in a functional building while maintaining a visual piece of history. Based on input, the most feasible reuse
scheme is to remove the building from the site. The next most feasible reuse scheme is to save the historic south facade and construct a
new building behind it. The options that were studied were:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Remove Building – convert to parking or landscaped area
Save historic South façade and add new building
Retain Administration Wing and add new building
Rehabilitate Original Construction, adding new infill construction, aligning all floors to be continuous
Full Rehabilitation, removing one cell block floor
Full Preservation, retaining all floors

BUILDING USES
Based on input, including public, professional and government, the highest and best use of the building is county business use, with
potential space for food concessions, and an interpretive/ exhibit space that can tell the story of the jail and its relationship to the county’s
agricultural context and Cesar Chavez. The spatial requirements for the administrative function are divided into private offices, conference
rooms, reception space, restroom facilities, and record storage. Mixed use with government and other tenants ranked less feasible than
county business use.

N

Each scheme identified by this Feasibility Study triggers a different level of rehabilitation scope. The variety of rehabilitation scopes are
keyed below to the scheme they have been designed to support. Seismic or Mechanical/Electrical/Plumbing modification, if any, is indicated in each scheme. Diagrams follow this section which illustrate the options.

SCHEME 01 - RemoveExisting
Building - Convert
lotGoogle
to parking
or landscaped area
Site Source:
Earth

OLD MONTEREY COUNTY JAIL
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SCOPE DESCRIPTION
• Remove (E) structure and foundation
• Salvage ornamental materials
• Cap utility lines at property line
• Compact areas of disturbed earth/ foundation removal
• New asphalt paved parking area with storm drains,
site lighting, and signage
• New planted landscaping with irrigation
• 43 Parking Spaces

Approximate Area of Usable Space:
17,700 SF total
In 2002, Carey & Co. wrote a historic narrative in a
document title “Old Monterey County Jail Historical
Monograph.” The document focuses on the history of
the jail, but also provides recommendations for elements
that should be salvaged in case of demolition: the central
broken pediment, the window grills, and the decorative
steel entryway with it sidelites and tiles. The report included an addendum that suggested removing for display
or recycling: the cell bars and assemblies, the lock-down
panel, the steel security door, the visitation stations, and
the cell wall with inmate graffiti.1
1 Carey & Co., “Old Monterey County Jail Historical Monograph” (28 June 2002) 10.

Total Project Cost: $3,062,008

LEGEND
NEW PARKING
EXISTING PARKING

N

NEW LANDSCAPING

SCHEME 01 - Remove Building - Convert lot to parking or landscaped area
Page & Turnbull
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TABLE OF BUILDING CODE REQUIREMENTS FOR SCHEME 1
Description: Remove the entire building and convert the lot into a hardscaped area. Use options
are plaza or parking lot.
CODE REFERENCE
Ground Level
Occupancy Group
Construction Type
N/A
Allowable Area/ Floor

N/A

Gross Sq Ftg*

Foot print of lot to be calculated

With complete building removal, no rehabilitation options are needed. It is possible, however, to salvage the Old Jail’s materials. It would
be a more sustainable alternative to strict, wholesale demolition. Features like the decorative steel window grills could be reused either on
site or in other places.

TREATMENT SCOPE

AMOUNT

GENERAL
Demolition / material salvage

100% full site

SCHEME 1: Structural Schematic Option

Occupant Number
Number of Req. Exits
Common Path of Travel
Exit Access Travel Distance
Stair Width
Elevator
Fixture Counts
Fixture Count: Sinks
Fixture Count: Drinking
Fountains

Page & Turnbull

General rule of parking lot planning:
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Special precautions must be taken during demolition of the existing building. A specialty design engineer will need to provide a shoring
and demolition sequencing plan prior to demolishing the existing structure. Consideration for the demolition equipment and raw material
weight will drive the temporary shoring design. Walls will need to be temporarily braced to provide out-of-plane support while floor and
roof levels are removed.
Staged sequencing will likely be a top-down demolition process that may include the removal of existing basement walls and foundations.
If existing basement walls and foundations are removed, compacted fill is assumed to provide the sub-base for the new parking lot and
plaza area. At the contractor’s option, existing basement walls and foundations may be left at the site. If the contractor chooses to leave
these existing elements in place, a controlled low strength material (CLSM) or a lean concrete mix fill can be poured into the void to provide the sub-base for the new parking lot and plaza area.
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SCOPE DESCRIPTION
• Preserve and stablize primary facade with supplemental
concrete reinforcing at backside
• Demolish existing structure except facade
• Salvage Ornamental Materials in area of demo
• New Building:
-Concrete foundations
-Structural steel framing
-Concrete filled metal deck
-Painted cement plaster exterior wall system
-Aluminum window system - assume 25% glazed area
•

Rehabilitate Historic Windows @ Historic Facade

• New Construction 2013 Cal Green Compliant
• Hardscape entry plazas @ East/ West
• New landscaping with drip irrigation
WEST ALISAL STREET

• New utility services
• Interior improvements by future tenants

Approximate Area of Usable Space:
20,550 SF total
Total Project Cost: $29,060,240

LEGEND
OFFICE SPACE -NEW CONSTRUCTION
OFFICE SPACE - REHABILITATE EXISTING
CIRCULATION - STAIRS, RAMP, AND ELEVATOR
OUTDOOR/ GREEN SPACE
ORIGINAL EXTERIOR WALL TO BE RETAINED
EXITING DIAGRAM

SCHEME 02 - Save Historic South Facade and Add New Building - First Floor Plan
66 - Proposed Changes
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THIRD FLOOR PLAN
SECOND FLOOR PLAN

ROOF PLAN

N
LEGEND
OFFICE SPACE -NEW CONSTRUCTION
CIRCULATION - STAIRS, RAMP, & ELEVATOR
OUTDOOR/ GREEN SPACE
SECTION - SECOND FLOOR
SECTION - THIRD FLOOR
SECTION

ORIGINAL WALL TO BE RETAINED

SCHEME 02 - Save Historic South Facade and Add New Building - Plans and Section
Page & Turnbull
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SCHEME 02 - Save Historic South Facade and Add New Building - Structural Sketch
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TABLE OF BUILDING CODE REQUIREMENTS FOR SCHEME 2
Description: Save Main Admin Façade for new building. A new building of 20,000 SF is to abut the two feet of the retained profile. The one‐story
perimeter wall is also demolished.
CODE REFERENCE
First Floor
Second Floor
Third Floor
Occupancy Group
Business Group B includes Offices, Civic
Administration, and Educational for students
above 12th grade
Construction Type
Type 111‐A: Must be sprinklered
Allowable Area/ Floor
Gross Sq Ftg*
Occupant Number
Number of Req. Exits

6,850

6,850

6,850

Table 1004.1.2 Max Flr Area per occupant:
Business 100 gross
Table 1021.1 Minimum Number of Exits or access
to exits per story: Occupant Load 1‐500: 2 exits,
except if Table 1021.2(2): One Exit for B
Occupancy ‐ First floor above or below grade=
max 49 occupants and 75' max exit access. Second
story above grade plane= max 29 occupants and
75' max exit access.

68

68

68

2

2

2

Table 1014.3: 75' , 100'* (* with sprinklers)

Exit Access Travel Distance

Table 1016.2: B Occupancy = 200' without
sprinklers and 300' with sprinklers
CBC 2103 ‐ 1009.4 ‐ occupant load x .2" or 44"
min width
Kone Ecospace
Table 422.1 of 2013 California Plumbing Code‐ B
Occupancy: Male: 1 per 50 for first 100. Female:
1: 1‐15, 2: 16‐30, 3: 31‐50, 4: 51‐100

Elevator
Fixture Count: Toilets

Fixture Count: Urinals
Fixture Count: Sinks
Fixture Count: Drinking
Fountains

28500 and 5
stories

20,550

Common Path of Travel

Stair Width

Page & Turnbull

Table 503‐ Allowable Building Heights and Areas

Table 422.1 of 2013 California Plumbing Code‐ B
Occupancy: 1: 1‐100, 2: 101‐200
Table 422.1 of 2013 CPC ‐ B Occupancy: Male: 1: 1‐
75 and Female 1: 1‐50 , 2: 51‐100
1 per 100

Max < 75' ‐ code
met
300' ‐ code met

Max < 75' ‐ code
met
300' ‐ code met

Max < 75' ‐ code
met
300' ‐ code met

44" clr

44" clr

44" clr

68/2 = 34 per
gender
Male:
1 Female: 3

68/2 = 34 per
gender
Male:
1 Female: 3

68/2 = 34 per
gender
Male:
1 Female: 3

Male: 1

Male: 1

Male: 1

Male: 1 Female:
1
1 hi/ lo fountain

Male: 1 Female:
1
1 hi/ lo fountain

Male: 1 Female:
1
1 hi/ lo fountain
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SCHEME 2: Rehabilitation Treatment
With the demolition of the main bulk of the Administration Wing and the Cell Block, leaving only the main south façade, the rehabilitation
scope focuses only on that façade.

this time. Deeper foundations such as piers or piles may be required if soil bearing strength for the site is low, or if there are potential
liquefaction problems in the area, although it is our understanding that the site soils are likely adequate for spread footings. The recommendations currently provided are based on our structural understanding of the existing building and foundations, and the assumption that
similar building loads will occur for the new construction.
Gravity Framing:

TREATMENT SCOPE

AMOUNT

GENERAL
Demolition / material salvage – Cell Block, perimeter wall, and all of Administration Wing
except south facade

90% full site

Exterior – South Façade street side
Clean Exterior.

Full façade

Remove all extant and unused conduits, pipes, attachments, and anchors.

~ 6 s.f.

Repair concrete spalls and incipient spalls, and cracks.

~ 20 s.f.

Repaint exterior (protect ghosting signage at main entry; repaint).

Full facade

Rehabilitate steel windows: remove all putty and glazing, replace broken glazing as needed
(assume 10% replacement of clear glass lites), clean and refinish all steel frames, covers,
and muntins, reinstall glazing, reputty, and paint.

4 large arched;
1 small arched
5 large rectangular

Clean, refinish and repaint decorative steel windows and entry door grills in place.

4 window grills
1 entry

Clean, refinish, and repaint decorative steel fixtures

3 fixtures

Clean Ceramic Tile, patch where needed.

< 1 s.f. to be patched,
repainted

Interior
Strip antifungal spray/paint from fixtures and hardware (only if possible without material
damage).

Full façade interior

Patch holes in existing plaster walls as necessary.

~10 s.f.

Repaint interior walls.

Full façade interior

The new structure can be assumed to consist of wide-flange steel columns and beams for three (3) levels of elevated floor and roof framing. W12 columns will be spaced approximately 15 to 20 feet on center in a grid pattern, while beams and girders will be W10 to W12
steel sections, respectively. The column spacing will yield three (3) bays in the East-West direction and six (6) bays in the North-South
direction based on the current proposed plans for this scheme. Concrete fill on metal deck framing is assumed for the structural floor and
roof slabs. A concrete fill on metal deck (3 ¾” lightweight concrete over 3” metal deck) floor assembly will span between floor beams as
well as provide the necessary 2-hour floor fire rating. A concrete fill on metal deck (2 ½” regular weight concrete over a 3” metal deck)
roof assembly is assumed, with a 1-hour fire rating. Exterior cladding for the new construction is assumed to be a curtain wall façade with
a combination of glass and cement plaster panels. Standard cladding detailing to allow for intermediate floor deflections and story drifts is
assumed to be required. The existing south façade will tie into new floor levels with drill and epoxy dowels fastened to an adjacent steel
ledger. Special precaution will be taken to maintain the integrity of the existing façade while adequately bracing it to the new structure.
Lateral Framing:
The existing south façade walls are not likely adequately detailed to meet current shear wall requirements. These walls can be assumed
to require an additional 8” layer of shotcrete at select segments to laterally brace the wall. These segments will be located behind the
existing concrete wall and will not interfere with current window locations. During site observations, a small level of diagonal cracking and
spalling, possibly from prior long term settlement or earthquake damage, was noted. An epoxy injection and crack repair program should
be assumed to be required to fix spalling and cracking on the existing façade. This will strengthen the existing façade and increase the long
term performance of the building.
Continuous new concrete shear walls from the foundations to the new roof level can be assumed for support of code required lateral
loads. Ideal wall locations are surrounding egress stairs and elevators in the northwest and southeast corner, primarily. New shear walls
will range from 12” to 16” in thickness. Once site conditions are better defined with a site geotechnical report, additional wall locations
may be required to reduce the torsional characteristics of the assumed shear wall locations shown on the attached Scheme 2 drawings. Additional wall locations can be coordinated with Page & Turnbull to minimize impacts on path of egress and room layouts. New
concrete shear walls will tie into the new steel framing and floor and roof metal deck slabs with angle ledgers along the wall and steel drag
beams at the edge.

SCHEME 2: Structural Schematic Option
Demolition of the existing structures is assumed to occur similarly to Scheme 1 with special care taken to preserve the existing south
façade. The new building is assumed to have an office space occupancy loading. The structural design of the new building and integrated
historic façade is assumed to be required to comply with the 2013 California Building Code (CBC) for new structures.
Foundations:
Based on original 1930 construction documents, isolated spread footings are assumed to be sufficient to support new building loads for
gravity columns, while mat footings are assumed for support of new concrete shear wall cores. Foundations below the south façade to
remain will need be increased in width to support new seismic loading. Increasing foundation widths will include drill and epoxy reinforcement at a uniform spacing to tie new and existing footings together. A geotechnical report has not been provided to DCI+SDE at
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SCOPE DESCRIPTION
• Demolish north portion of (E) structure, including Cellblock,
infill wings, and most of perimeter wall
• Rehabilitate (E) admin structure
•

Seismic strengthening to CHBC requirements

•

New MEP systems

•

Rehabilitate (E) window and door systems

•

Install (N) roof and roof installation

•

Access improvements and hardscape @ North/South
plazas

• New Building:
-Concrete foundations
-Structural steel framing
WEST ALISAL STREET

-Concrete filled metal deck
-Painted cement plaster exterior wall system
-Aluminum window system - assume 25% glazed area
• Perimeter landscaping with irrigation
• New utility services
• Interior improvement by future tenants

Approximate Area of Usable Space:
20,550 SF total
Total Project Cost: $19,878,806
LEGEND
OFFICE SPACE -NEW CONSTRUCTION
OFFICE SPACE - REHABILITATE EXISTING
CIRCULATION - STAIRS, RAMP, AND ELEVATOR
OUTDOOR/ GREEN SPACE
ORIGINAL EXTERIOR WALL TO BE RETAINED

SCHEME 03 - Retain Administration Wing and Add New Building - First Floor Plan
Page & Turnbull
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EXITING DIAGRAM
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BASEMENT PLAN

N

SECOND FLOOR PLAN

THIRD FLOOR PLAN

LEGEND
OFFICE SPACE -NEW CONSTRUCTION
OFFICE SPACE - REHABILITATE EXISTING
CIRCULATION - STAIRS, RAMP, & ELEVATOR
SECTION - SECOND FLOOR
SECTION - THIRD FLOOR

SECTION

ROOF PLAN

SECTION - BASEMENT
ORIGINAL WALL TO BE RETAINED

SCHEME 03 - Retain Administration and Add New Building - Plans and Section
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SCHEME 03 - Retain Administration and Add New Building - Structural Sketch
Page & Turnbull
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SCHEME 03 - Retain Administration and Add New Building - Structural Sketch
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TABLE OF BUILDING CODE REQUIREMENTS FOR SCHEME 3
Description: Retain the Admin Building and demo everything else on site. Construct a new building that abuts the back of the admin building and has the same floor levels. New
Main lobby and entry to be constructed on the North End of the building. New plus Existing square footage to be 20,000.
Occupancy Group

CODE REFERENCE
Business Group B includes Offices, Civic Administration,
and Educational for students above 12th grade

Construction Type

Type 111‐A: Must be sprinklered

Allowable Area/ Floor

Table 503‐ Allowable Building Heights and Areas

Gross Sq Ftg*
Occupant Number
Number of Req. Exits

Table 1016.2: B Occupancy = 200' without sprinklers and
300' with sprinklers

Fixture Count: Drinking
Fountains

6850: (E)1725
and (N) 5125

Table 1004.1.2 Max Flr Area per occupant: Business 100
gross
Table 1021.1 Minimum Number of Exits or access to exits
per story: Occupant Load 1‐500: 2 exits, except if Table
1021.2(2): One Exit for B Occupancy ‐ First floor above or
below grade= max 49 occupants and 75' max exit access.
Second story above grade plane= max 29 occupants and 75'
max exit access.

Exit Access Travel
Distance
Stair Width

Fixture Count: Sinks

Page & Turnbull

20,550

Table 1014.3: 75' , 100'* (* with sprinklers)

Fixture Count: Urinals

Second Floor

Third Floor

Basement

6850: (E)1725
and (N) 5125

6850: (E)1725
and (N) 5125

na

28500 and 5
stories

Common Path of Travel

Elevator
Fixture Count: Toilets

First Floor

68

68

68

2

2

2

Max < 100' ‐
code met
300' ‐ code met

Max < 75' ‐ code
met
300' ‐ code met

Max < 75' ‐ code
met
300' ‐ code met

44" clr

44" clr

44" clr

68/2 = 34 per
gender
Male:
1 Female: 3

68/2 = 34 per
gender
Male:
1 Female: 3

68/2 = 34 per
gender
Male:
1 Female: 3

Table 422.1 of 2013 California Plumbing Code‐ B
Occupancy: 1: 1‐100, 2: 101‐200
Table 422.1 of 2013 CPC ‐ B Occupancy: Male: 1: 1‐75 and
Female 1: 1‐50 , 2: 51‐100

Male: 1

Male: 1

Male: 1

Male: 1 Female:
1

Male: 1 Female:
1

Male: 1 Female:
1

1 per 100

1 hi/ lo fountain

1 hi/ lo fountain

1 hi/ lo fountain

CBC 2103 ‐ 1009.4 ‐ occupant load x .2" or 44" min width
Kone Ecospace
Table 422.1 of 2013 California Plumbing Code‐ B
Occupancy: Male: 1 per 50 for first 100. Female: 1: 1‐15, 2:
16‐30, 3: 31‐50, 4: 51‐100
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SCHEME 3: Rehabilitation Treatment

Foundations:

By retaining the Administration Wing, this entire building will need to be rehabilitated in conjunction with its seismic and MEP upgrades.
The removal of the interior walls and cells, much of the perimeter wall, Cell Block, and passage from the Cell Block to the Administration
Building removes those spaces from the scope.

The existing Administration Building structure is assumed to be adequate to support new vertical office loads, and existing interior footings
are not assumed to require strengthening. Perimeter footings, particularly under new shotcrete wall additions, will need to be thickened
and/or widened to increase the existing foundation’s capacity to resist lateral loading. Isolated spread footings and mat foundations, similar
to Scheme 2, are assumed to provide structural support for the new structure.

TREATMENT SCOPE

AMOUNT

GENERAL
Demolition / material salvage – Cell Block, interior walls and partitions (Administration 80% site
Wing), most of perimeter wall
Abatement for Hazardous Materials: Asbestos, lead paint, and animal droppings.

Full Wing interior

Exteriors
Clean Exterior.

Full Wing exterior

Remove all extant and unused conduits, pipes, attachments, and anchors.

~15 s.f.

Repair concrete spalls and incipient spalls, and cracks

~60 s.f

Repaint exterior (protect ghosting signage at main entry; repaint)

Full Wing exterior

Rehabilitate steel windows: remove all putty and glazing, replace broken glazing as
needed (assume 50% replacement of wire-glass lites), clean and refinish all steel
frames, covers, muntins, reinstall glazing, reputty, and paint.

4 large arched;
3 small arched
14 large rectangular

Clean, refinish and repaint decorative steel windows and entry door grills in place.

5 window grills
1 entry

Clean, refinish, and repaint decorative steel fixtures

3 fixtures

Clean Ceramic Tile, patch where needed.

< 1 s.f. to be patched, repainted

Interior
Strip antifungal spray/paint from fixtures, hardware and unfinished concrete where it
will remain (only if possible without material damage).

Full Wing Interior of exterior wall

Clean and seal concrete floors.

4 floors, Wing only

Patch holes and repaint existing plaster walls and ceilings as necessary.

~ 75 s.f.

Gravity Framing:
At this time, no structural alterations to the existing concrete beams and slab are assumed for the Administration Building. New occupancy loads are assumed to be similar to the original design criteria. New steel columns and beams as outlined for Scheme 2 above can be
assumed for support of the new three (3) levels of concrete fill over metal deck floor and roof slabs.
Lateral Framing:
Shotcrete walls, approximately 8” in thickness, are proposed for select locations in both principal directions to adequately brace the
existing administration building for the required 2013 CHBC seismic loading. These locations will be coordinated so as to not affect the
exterior façade and window locations, and will be located in spans between existing windows. Scheme 2 summarizes a concrete spalling
and crack repair program. This is also recommended for Scheme 3 on all four exterior walls to improve the long term performance of
the Administration Building structure.
The new office structure adjacent to the existing Administration Building will also incorporate concrete shear walls to limit drifts and provide a similar building performance to the Administration Building. Similar to Scheme 2, new 12” to 16” shear walls will be located at stair
and elevator areas – the northwest and southeast corners, primarily. Any additional concrete shear walls needed to minimize torsion will
be coordinated to work within the architectural program. A seismic gap will be required between the administration building and the new
building. This will be accomplished by detailing steel seated connections at the new office structure to allow for movements between the
two buildings.
Level 1 includes open air courtyard spaces that are adjacent to the existing Administration Building structure. The design intent, as we
understand it, is to maintain the exterior façade and open the roofs to provide an outdoor space. By removing the existing roof, exterior
walls likely will be unbraced against wind and seismic loads. DCI+SDE recommends using an open trellis that contains steel members
along the perimeter to sufficiently brace the walls out of plane. The trellis will also include tension cables to rigidly tie the walls back to the
existing Administration Building structure.

SCHEME 3: Structural Schematic Option
The south Administration Building will be maintained while the north Cell Block Building will be removed as outlined in Scheme 1. Open
air courtyard spaces will border the Administration Building at the east and west ends. The design of the new building portions is assumed
to be based on office space occupancy loading, and to be required to comply with the 2013 CBC seismic design requirements for new
buildings. The existing Administration Building is assumed to be seismically separated from the new building with a seismic joint at the
link, and therefore, will be analyzed to comply with the 2013 California Historic Building Code (CHBC). Seismic analysis and additions
of the Administration Building under the CHBC will bring the building up to 75% of the current code seismic load requirements for new
buildings.
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SCHEME 04 - Rehabilitate Original Construction, Add New Construction for Infill - Structural Sketch
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TABLE OF BUILDING CODE REQUIREMENTS FOR SCHEME 4
Description: Retain the Admin and Cell Block wings, plus the stair towers, and gut the interiors to align the floors. The cellblock will be modified to include a new North Lobby
entry and interpretive center in the Cesar Chavez wing.
Occupancy Group

CODE REFERENCE
Business Group B includes Offices, Civic Administration, and
Educational for students above 12th grade

Construction Type

Type 111‐A: Must be sprinklered

Allowable Area/ Floor

Table 503‐ Allowable Building Heights and Areas

First Floor

Third Floor

Basement

28500 and 5
stories

Gross Sq Ftg*

11,655

5503

5503

116

55

55

2

2

2

Occupant Number

Table 1004.1.2 Max Flr Area per occupant: Business 100 gross

Number of Req. Exits

Table 1021.1 Minimum Number of Exits or access to exits per
story: Occupant Load 1‐500: 2 exits, except if Table 1021.2(2):
One Exit for B Occupancy ‐ First floor above or below grade=
max 49 occupants and 75' max exit access. Second story above
grade plane= max 29 occupants and 75' max exit access.

Common Path of Travel

Table 1014.3: 75' , 100'* (* with sprinklers)

Max < 75' ‐ code
met

Max < 75' ‐ code
met

Max < 75' ‐ code
met

Exit Access Travel
Distance

Table 1016.2: B Occupancy = 200' without sprinklers and 300'
with sprinklers

300' ‐ code met

300' ‐ code met

300' ‐ code met

44" clr

44" clr

44" clr

Stair Width
Elevator
Fixture Count: Toilets

Fixture Count: Urinal
Fixture Count: Sinks

Fixture Count: Drinking
Fountains

Page & Turnbull

Second Floor

CBC 2103 ‐ 1009.4 ‐ occupant load x .2" or 44" min width
Kone Ecospace
Table 422.1 of 2013 California Plumbing Code‐ B Occupancy:
Male: 1 per 50 for first 100. Female: 1: 1‐15, 2: 16‐30, 3: 31‐50,
4: 51‐100

Table 422.1 of 2013 California Plumbing Code‐ B Occupancy: 1:
1‐100, 2: 101‐200
Table 422.1 of 2013 CPC ‐ B Occupancy: Male: 1: 1‐75 and
Female 1: 1‐50 , 2: 51‐100
1 per 100

116/2= 58 male
and 58 female:
TWO (2) Male
toilets and FOUR
(4) Female
Toilets
58 male= ONE
(1) urinal
Male: ONE (1)
and Female:
TWO (2)
2 fountains

55/2 = 27.5 :
ONE (1) Male
Toilet and TWO
(2) Female
toilets
27.5 male= ONE
(1) urinal
ONE (1) sink per
gender

27.5 male= ONE
(1) urinal
ONE (1) sink per
gender

1 hi/lo fountain

1 hi/lo fountain
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SCHEME 4: Rehabilitation Treatment

SCHEME 4: Structural Schematic Option

By choosing to rehabilitate the existing building, much of the original and added material can be preserved and reused. The new construction to align the Cell Block floors with the Administration Wing means the removal of the cell material and replacement with new that is
appropriate to its new use as office space. It is presumes that the interior surfaces of the exterior walls will be rehabilitated even in these
spaces, retaining the steel window coverings. As with Scheme 03, the interiors of the Administration Wing will be removed to make way
for new offices.

Existing exterior concrete walls for the Administration and Cell Block Buildings, along with existing Level 1 wing areas will be preserved as
part of the Scheme 4. All spaces are assumed to have an office occupancy, and to support similar loads to the original design. The interior
of the Cell Block Building and first level wing areas will consist of new construction to accommodate the architectural program. The scope
of Scheme 4 includes substantial structural alterations and would, therefore, trigger a full seismic upgrade of the entire structure to the
2013 CBC requirements for new buildings.

Adjacent to the cell block building, some spaces included with later additions will be removed to reintroduce outdoor courtyards, reminiscent of the original prison yards which occupied these spaces before the 1960s additions. The building exterior in these locations that has
been hidden will need to be reviewed and restored to match the rest of the existing original exterior.

Foundations:

TREATMENT SCOPE

AMOUNT

GENERAL
Demolition / material salvage – infill spaces to reintroduce plazas, cells in cell block

40% site

Abatement for Hazardous Materials: Asbestos, lead paint, and animal droppings.

Full interior

Exteriors
Clean Exterior.

Full exterior

Remove all extant and unused conduits, pipes, attachments, and anchors.

~40 s.f.

Repair concrete spalls and incipient spalls, and cracks, including new board form finish ~450 s.f
at previously covered-over surfaces at new plazas.
Repaint exterior (protect ghosting signage at main entry; repaint)

Full exterior

Rehabilitate steel windows: remove all putty and glazing, replace broken glazing as
needed (assume 50% replacement of wire-glass lites), clean and refinish all steel
frames, covers, and muntins, reinstall glazing, reputty, and paint.

4 large arched;
3 small arched
~65 large rectangular

Replace roofing

All structures except Administration Wing

Interior
Strip antifungal spray/paint from fixtures, hardware, and unfinished concrete where
these will remain (only if possible without material damage).

Full Interior

Clean existing steel bars and panels, repaint. (Chavez wing cells)

~ 1,200 s.f

Clean and seal concrete floors.

60% all site floors, incl. basement/
ground level

Patch holes and repaint existing plaster walls and ceilings as necessary.

~ 200 s.f.

Repaint interior walls where painted (protect inmate murals; do not repaint).

Full interior

ADMINISTRATION WING
Clean, refinish and repaint decorative steel windows and entry door grills in place.

5 window grills
1 entry

Clean, refinish, and repaint decorative steel fixtures

3 fixtures

Clean Ceramic Tile, patch where needed.

< 1 s.f. to be patched, repainted
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Perimeter footings under all existing exterior concrete walls to remain will need to be widened to provide support for both new vertical
and lateral loads. New interior column locations will likely conflict with existing footings. DCI+SDE recommends that the existing interior
footings be entirely removed, and new interior spread footings be provided for all new steel columns.
Gravity Framing:
The existing framing for the Administration Building is assumed to be sufficient under existing and new gravity loading conditions. Interior
spaces for the Cell Block Building can be assumed to be framed similar to Scheme 2, and use steel wide flange beams and columns to
support three (3) levels of concrete over metal deck floor and roof slabs. New floor levels will frame into the perimeter walls at approximately the same elevation as the existing administration floor slabs. New floor diaphragms will tie into the existing exterior walls with steel
ledgers welded to the metal deck and epoxy anchored to existing walls. New roof structure over the Level 1 wing areas will also include
concrete fill on metal deck construction that acts as a diaphragm to tie these spaces back to the existing Administration and Cell Block
structures.
A two story rear entry space is also proposed in the scope of Scheme 4. This space will similarly be framed with wide flange columns
along the perimeters with a concrete on metal deck ceiling/roof slab. Span lengths and roof loads for this space would require new W12
steel beams to match interior spaces. Open web steel girder and joist assembly is also a viable option if a larger column spacing is preferred along the perimeter.
Lateral Framing:
The current proposed scheme maintains existing stair towers that are located at the north end of the Cell Block Building. The detailing
of the reinforcing steel in these stair walls does not meet the current building code requirements. DCI+SDE recommends applying new
shotcrete along the exterior walls of the stairs towers to help resist the code required wind and seismic loads, and to minimize impact
to the interior architectural spaces. A new bathroom space as well as new stair and elevator core are proposed between the existing
Administration and Cell Block Buildings. New 12” to 16” concrete shear walls can also be assumed at select locations in these new areas.
The new concrete shear walls will be tied into existing exterior walls at both the Administration and Cell Block Buildings to adequately
brace both structures for the code required lateral loading. Similar to Scheme 2, new shotcrete can be assumed to be applied to the
inside surface of the existing exterior concrete walls along the south side of the Administration Building. Existing walls in the Cell Block
Building may also require interior shotcrete wall applications to meet code level lateral force requirements. Fiber Reinforced Polymer
(FRP) wrap is another alternate option to new shotcrete, since the amount of wall strengthening of the Cell Block Building is likely more
extensive than the Administration Building. The FRP wrap can be used to confine the existing exterior walls to meet current 2013 CBC
detailing requirements, and is less intrusive architecturally.
A more extensive survey of the exterior façade concrete walls and interior floor framing systems is recommended to assist in developing
a program for epoxy repair of concrete cracks and spalling. During the site walk through, some window openings were documented to
have diagonal cracks. The epoxy injections outlined in Scheme 2 are recommended for any noticeable concrete cracks.
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SCOPE DESCRIPTION
• Hazmat abatement
• Seismic upgrade - stabilize (E) walls to SHBC requirements
• New MEP and Fire Sprinkler systems
• Rehabilitate exterior windows, doors, and facade
• New roof and roof insulation
• New core and shell toilets, elevators, and stairs
• Perimeter lighting with special lighting of historic facade
• New utility services
• Interior implements by future tenants

Approximate Area of Usable Space:
23,325 SF total

2 section

WEST ALISAL STREET

2 plan

WEST ALISAL STREET

Total Project Cost: $13,532,983

4 plan

4 section

LEGEND
OFFICE SPACE -NEW CONSTRUCTION
OFFICE SPACE - REHABILITATE EXISTING
CIRCULATION - STAIRS, RAMP, AND ELEVATOR
OUTDOOR/ GREEN SPACE
CESAR CHAVEZ INTERPRETIVE SPACE
ORIGINAL WALL TO BE RETAINED

SCHEME 05 - Full Rehabilitation- First Floor Plan
Page & Turnbull

OLD MONTEREY COUNTY JAIL

SALINAS, CA | 28 OCTOBER 2014

N

EXITING DIAGRAM
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THIRD FLOOR PLAN

BASEMENT PLAN

N

SECOND FLOOR PLAN

LEGEND
OFFICE SPACE -NEW CONSTRUCTION
OFFICE SPACE - REHABILITATE EXISTING
CIRCULATION - STAIRS, RAMP, & ELEVATOR
SECTION - SECOND FLOOR
SECTION - THIRD FLOOR
SECTION - BASEMENT

SECTION

ROOF PLAN

ORIGINAL WALL TO BE RETAINED

SCHEME 05 - Full Rehabilitation- Plans and Section
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SCHEME 05 - Full Rehabilitation - Structural Sketch
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TABLE OF BUILDING CODE REQUIREMENTS FOR SCHEME 5
Description: All spaces will be retained and renovated, including the infill additions. The third floor of the cellblock bldg will be omitted. Access and Circulation will dictate the extents of the renovation.
CODE REFERENCE
Occupancy Group

Business Group B includes Offices, Civic Administration,
and Educational for students above 12th grade

Construction Type

Type 111‐A: Must be sprinklered

Allowable Area/ Floor

Table 503‐ Allowable Building Heights and Areas

Gross Sq Ftg*
Occupant Number
Number of Req. Exits

Common Path of Travel
Exit Access Travel
Distance
Stair Width

Elevator
Fixture Count: Toilets

Fixture Count: Urinals
Fixture Count: Sinks
Fixture Count: Drinking
Fountains
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Table 1004.1.2 Max Flr Area per occupant: Business 100
gross
Table 1021.1 Minimum Number of Exits or access to exits
per story: Occupant Load 1‐500: 2 exits, except if Table
1021.2(2): One Exit for B Occupancy ‐ First floor above or
below grade= max 49 occupants and 75' max exit access.
Second story above grade plane= max 29 occupants and
75' max exit access.
Table 1014.3: 75' , 100'* (* with sprinklers)
Table 1016.2: B Occupancy = 200' without sprinklers and
300' with sprinklers
CBC 2103 ‐ 1009.4 ‐ 44" min width because occupant load x
.2" is less than the min ‐ 105 occupant x .2"/occupant
equals a number less than 44"
Kone Ecospace
Table 422.1 of 2013 California Plumbing Code‐ B
Occupancy: Male: 1 per 50 for first 100. Female: 1: 1‐15, 2:
16‐30, 3: 31‐50, 4: 51‐100
Table 422.1 of 2013 California Plumbing Code‐ B
Occupancy: 1: 1‐100, 2: 101‐200
Table 422.1 of 2013 CPC ‐ B Occupancy: Male: 1: 1‐75 and
Female 1: 1‐50 , 2: 51‐100
1 per 100

First Floor
Admin

Second Floor
Cellblock

Second Floor
Admin

Third Floor

10,550 SQ FT

2,930 SQ FT

3,275 SQ FT

1830 SQ FT

4750 SQ FT

105 Occupants

29 Occupants

32 Occupants

18 Occupants

47 Occupants

2 exits

1 exit

2 exits

1 exit

2 exits

Max < 75' ‐ code
met
300' ‐ code met

Max < 75' ‐
code met
300' ‐ code met

Max < 75' ‐
code met
300' ‐ code met

Max < 75' ‐
code met

Max < 75' ‐ code
met

44" clr

44" clr

44" clr

44" clr

44" clr

105/2 = 52.5
Men and 52.5
Women Male: 2
Female: 4
Male: 1

22/2= 11:
Male:1 Female:
1

32/2= 16
Male:1 and
Female:2

18/2 = 9
Male:1 and
Female:1

47/2= 23.5
Male:1 and
Female:2

Male: 1

Male :1

Male:1

Male:1

Male: 1 Female:
2
2

Male: 1
Female: 1

Male: 1
Female: 1

Male: 1
Female: 1

Male: 1 Female:
1
1

First Floor Main

Basement

28500 and 5
stories

1

1

1

1 exit

44" clr
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SCHEME 5: Rehabilitation Treatment

SCHEME 5: Structural Schematic Option

In a full rehabilitation, the whole existing building will receive new systems and a structural upgrade making the building usable again. With
this scope, a full rehabilitation of historic materials and spaces is understood, with removal of interior material to accommodate the new
uses and cores. Elsewhere, the building will receive a facelift, returning vibrancy to the historic elements.

All exterior façades, along with interior floor spaces, of the Administration Building, Cell Block Building, and Level 1 wing areas are
assumed to be retained for this scheme, except for Level 2 of the Cell Block Building, which is assumed to be removed. Scheme 5 is
assumed to have an office occupancy with loading similar to the original design loading. Alterations proposed in Scheme 5 are considered
minor enough to use minimum seismic design requirements per the 2013 CHBC. This will design the structural seismic system using
lateral loads approximately 75% of the requirements of the 2013 CBC for new construction.

Here a single floor is also removed in the Cell Block and not replaced.

Foundations:
TREATMENT SCOPE

AMOUNT

Demolition / material salvage –cells in cell block, single floor, interior walls
and partitions, hardware

25% site

Abatement for Hazardous Materials: Asbestos, lead paint, and animal
droppings.

Full interior

Clean Exterior.

Full exterior

Remove all extant and unused conduits, pipes, attachments, and anchors.

~40 s.f.

Repair concrete spalls and incipient spalls, and cracks.

~250 s.f

Repaint exterior (protect ghosting signage at main entry; repaint)

Full exterior

Rehabilitate steel windows: remove all putty and glazing, replace broken
glazing as needed (assume 50% replacement of wire-glass lites), clean and
refinish all steel frames, covers, and muntins, reinstall glazing, reputty, and
paint.

4 large arched;
3 small arched
~65 large rectangular

Replace roofing

All structures except Administration
Wing

Strip antifungal spray/paint from fixtures, hardware and unfinished concrete
where material is to remain (only if possible without material damage).

Full Interior

Clean existing steel bars and panels, repaint (Chavez wing cells)

~1,200 s.f

Clean and seal concrete floors.

85% all site floors, incl. basement/
ground level

Patch holes and repaint existing plaster walls and ceilings as necessary.

~ 200 s.f.

Repaint interior walls where painted (protect inmate murals; do not repaint).

Full interior

GENERAL

Structural foundation supports will closely follow proposed solutions outlined in Scheme 4. This will likely include widening perimeter
footings along the edge for vertical and lateral support. Any conflicting foundations for new core construction will be tied into existing
foundations. Existing interior foundations will be maintained, as new occupancy loads are anticipated to be similar to original design loads.
Any increase in loading to an existing column, and subsequent foundation, will likely require widening the dimensions of the footing. Consistent with previous schemes, final foundation design is contingent on geotechnical recommendations.
Gravity Framing:

Exteriors

Interior

ADMINISTRATION WING

Under similar building loads, floors in the Administration and Cell Block Buildings are assumed to sufficiently distribute loads to columns.
Preservation of existing floors will require an extensive survey to identify all structural deficiencies. During the 1/27/2014 site observations, several locations were noted in the Cell Block Building to have significant spalling with highly corroded reinforcement. These areas
will need to be locally strengthened in order to support new building loads. DCI+SDE recommends chipping away the concrete in these
areas to expose and remove all corroded rebar. New replacement rebar will be coupled or lapped with existing reinforcement prior to
patching the slab. Small amounts of corrosion can be ground or wire brushed off prior to patching the concrete slab.
Hollow clay masonry unit walls were also noted in several locations during the site walk throughout the existing buildings. DCI+SDE
recommend the removal of all hollow clay masonry units. These walls are a potential collapse hazard during a seismic event.
New core infill locations between the Cell Block and Administration Buildings can also be assumed to consist of concrete fill on metal deck
floor and roof slabs, as well as new steel framing, where necessary.
Lateral Framing:
Concrete shear wall solutions similar to Scheme 4 will be utilized to brace the building against code required lateral wind and seismic
loads. New concrete shear walls in the core areas between the Administration and Cell Block Buildings will help address varying floor
elevations between the buildings. Removal of the second floor in the Cell Block Building alters the out-of-plane properties of the existing
exterior walls. FRP wrap as referenced as an alternative to shotcrete in Scheme 4, is also recommended to help strengthen the out-ofplane bending properties of the existing walls.
As noted in Scheme 4, an extensive survey of the exterior façade concrete walls and interior areas would also be required in order to develop a program for epoxy repair of concrete cracks and spalling. This is also recommended for Scheme 5 to preserve the exterior walls
and insure improved long term performance of the existing structures.

Clean, refinish and repaint decorative steel windows and entry door grills in 5 window grills
place.
1 entry
Clean, refinish, and repaint decorative steel fixtures

3 fixtures

Clean Ceramic Tile, patch where needed.

< 1 s.f. to be patched, repainted
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SCOPE DESCRIPTION
• Voluntary Stabilization of existing structure
• Close up building and prevent unauthorized future entry

Approximate Area of Usable Space:
30,095 SF total

WEST ALISAL STREET

WEST ALISAL STREET

Total Project Cost: $2,092,969

LEGEND
OFFICE SPACE -NEW CONSTRUCTION
OFFICE SPACE - REHABILITATE EXISTING
CIRCULATION - STAIRS, RAMP, AND ELEVATOR
OUTDOOR/ GREEN SPACE
ORIGINAL EXTERIOR WALL TO BE RETAINED
EXITING DIAGRAM

SCHEME 06 - Full Preservation - First Floor Plan
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BASEMENT PLAN

N

THIRD FLOOR CELLBLOCK PLAN

SECOND FLOOR PLAN

SECTION

ROOF PLAN

TOP FLOOR PLAN

LEGEND
EXISTING FLOOR SPACE

CIRCULATION

SECTION - SECOND FLOOR

SCHEME 06 - Full Preservation - Plans and Section
Page &MONTEREY
Turnbull
OLD
COUNTY JAIL

SALINAS, CA | 28 OCTOBER 2014

EXISTING FLOOR SPACE
SECTION - TOP FLOOR
SECTION - BASEMENT

ORIGINAL WALL TO BE RETAINED
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SCHEME 06 - Full Preservation - Structural Sketch
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SCHEME 6:Rehabilitation Treatment

TABLE OF BUILDING CODE REQUIREMENTS FOR SCHEME 6

The full preservation scheme indicates structural stabilization wherever needed and “mothballing” of the building. Under this
scheme, no rehabilitation work is needed, only added elements on doors and windows to prevent entry.

Description: The Building will be stabilized and sealed up. No renovation or intention of use.
Occupancy Group

Construction Type
Allowable Area/ Floor
Gross Sq Ftg*
Occupant Number

CODE REFERENCE
Business Group B includes Offices, Civic
Administration, and Educational for students
above 12th grade
Type II‐A (as existing)

COMPLIANT
yes

Table 503‐ Allowable Building Heights and Areas ‐
37,500 Sq Ft and 5 stories
30,095 Sq Ft

yes

no

2

yes

Common Path of Travel
Distance

Table 1014.3: 75 feet

no

Exit Access Travel Distance

Table 1016.2: B Occupancy = 200' without
sprinklers and 300' with sprinklers
CBC 2103 ‐ 1009.4 ‐ 44" min width or occupant
load x .2"

yes

Stair Width
Elevator
Fixture Count: Toilets

Fixture Count: Urinals

The intent of Scheme 6, as we understand it, would include a voluntary seismic upgrade to the existing building that yields a
safe site for pedestrians and neighboring properties. The building will be vacant, and, therefore, have no occupancy loading to
consider. The voluntary seismic upgrade evaluation is assumed to be governed by minimum lateral loading requirements of
the 2013 CHBC, with lateral loads approximately 75% of the lateral load requirements of the 2013 CBC for new construction.

Table 422.1 of 2013 California Plumbing Code‐ B
Occupancy: Male: 1 per 50 for first 100. Female:
1: 1‐15, 2: 16‐30, 3: 31‐50, 4: 51‐100
Table 422.1 of 2013 California Plumbing Code‐ B
Occupancy: 1: 1‐100, 2: 101‐200

Existing foundations along the perimeter will be widened as required similar to Scheme 2 to help support new lateral loads,
as required. Localized areas under new shotcrete wall locations may require further widening to sufficiently support areas of
increased localized soil stresses. New foundations will be tied into existing foundations similar to Scheme 2.
Gravity Framing:
Due to the building being proposed to be vacant, no structural renovation/strengthening of the existing floor and roof gravity
framing is recommended for Scheme 6.
Lateral Framing:

no
no
no

no

Fixture Count: Sinks

Table 422.1 of 2013 CPC ‐ B Occupancy: Male: 1: 1‐
75 and Female 1: 1‐50 , 2: 51‐100

no

Fixture Count: Drinking
Fountains

1 per 100

no

Page & Turnbull

SCHEME 6: Structural Schematic Option

Foundations:

Table 1004.1.2 Max Flr Area per occupant:
Business 100 gross

Number of Req. Exits

COMMENTS

New shotcrete walls will be added, as required, to interior portions of the exterior walls at select locations that do not interfere with window locations. These locations will likely include all four perimeter walls in the Administration Building, as well as
perimeter walls along in the east-west direction of the Cell Block Building. Stair and elevator cores in the Cell Block Building
will also provide good locations for additional shotcrete in the north-south direction. Shotcrete walls will be 8” in total thickness and lengths will vary depending on locations driven by doors and windows as well as the findings of the seismic analysis.
As with Schemes 4 and 5, an extensive survey of the exterior façade concrete walls and interior gravity framing systems for
epoxy repair of concrete cracks and spalling is recommended for Scheme 6. This will mitigate possible falling debris from
cladding damage during a seismic event.
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COST ESTIMATE
ESTIMATE SUMMARY
COUNTY OF MONTEREY, CALIFORNIA
PROJECT:

OLD COUNTY JAIL REUSE

PHASE:

FEASIBILITY STUDY

BID DATE:

10/1/2016

SUMMARY
1 of 11
9/23/2014
3:56 PM
Old Monterey County Jail 9_23_14

BID PACKAGE: 1
ESTIMATE DATE: SEPTEMBER 23, 2014

PREPARED BY: J.R.CONKEY & ASSOCIATES

BLDG
QTY

UNIT

ESTIMATED
CONSTRUCTION
COST
COST

TOTAL
PROJECT
TOTAL
COST

SCHEME
1

REMOVE BUILDING - CONVERT TO PARKING

1

EA

$2,187,148
$1,620,110

$3,062,008
$1,620,110

OR LANDSCAPED AREA
2

SAVE HISTORIC SOUTH FAÇADE & ADD NEW BUILDING

1

EA

$20,243,565
$14,995,233

$29,060,240
$14,995,233

3

RETAIN ADMINISTRATION WING AND ADD NEW BUILDING

1

EA

$13,685,397
$10,137,331

$19,878,806
$10,137,331

4

REHABILITATE ORIGINAL CONSTRUCTION,
RENOVATE
WITH COURTYARD
RESTORATION,
ADD
NEW CONSTRUCTION
FOR INFILL

1

EA

$12,710,357
$9,415,079

$18,587,634
$9,415,079

ALIGNING ALL FLOORS TO BE
CONTINUOUS
5

FULL
REMOVING
ONECELL
CELLBLOCK
BLOCKFLOOR
FLOOR
FULL REHABILITATION,
RENOVATION, REMOVING
ONE

1

EA

$9,083,042
$6,728,179

$13,532,983
$6,728,179

6

FULL PRESERVATION, RETAIN ALL FLOORS

1

EA

$1,494,978
$1,107,391

$2,092,969
$1,107,391

(STABILIZED & SEALED UP)
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ESTIMATE WORKSHEET

SUBTOTAL ESTIMATED CONSTRUCTION COST

COUNTY OF MONTEREY, CALIFORNIA

PROGRAM LEVEL ACCURACY CONTINGENCY

PROJECT: OLD COUNTY JAIL REUSE
PHASE:

FEASIBILITY STUDY

$1,620,110
35%

$567,038

SCHEME: 1

2 of 11
9/23/2014
3:56 PM
Old Monterey County Jail 9_23_14

ESTIMATE DATE SEPTEMBER 23, 2014

BUILDING GSF: 30,095

BID DATE: 10/1/2016

TOTAL ESTIMATED CONSTRUCTION COST

$2,187,148

PREPARED BY: J.R.CONKEY & ASSOCIATES

ITEM

DESCRIPTION

QTY

UNIT

1

HAZARDOUS MATERIAL ABATEMENT

30,095

SF

2

REMOVE (E) STRUCTURE

30,095

3

TEMP SHORING

1

4

SALVAGE ORNAMENTAL ITEMS

5

REMOVE (E) FOUNDATIONS

6

CAP UTILITY LINES

7

IMPORTED FILL, BASEMENT AREA

8

NEW PARKING AREA
A

ASPHALT PAVING

UNIT

TOTAL

PRICE

COST
$120,380

SF

$10.00

$300,950

LS

$25,000

$25,000

1

LS

$25,000

$25,000

30,095

SF

$3.00

$90,285

20% - Construction Management

$437,430

1

LS

$10,000

$10,000

20% - Design/Environmental

$437,430

1,757

CY

$45.00

$79,080

Furniture, Fixtures & Equipment

24,000

SF

$5.55

$133,200

B

STRIPING

800

LF

$2.00

$1,600

C

CURB

760

LF

$15.00

$11,400

D

SIDEWALK

950

SF

$6.50

$6,175

E

STORM DRAINAGE

1

LS

$30,000

$30,000

F

COUNTY OF MONTEREY COSTS WORKSHEET - SCHEME 1

$4.00

AMOUNT
TOTAL ESTIMATED CONSTRUCTION COST

TOTAL PROJECT COST

$2,187,148

0

$3,062,008

SITE LIGHTING
1

FIXTURES

2

FEEDER

3

CHRISTY BOXES

G

DEMOLITION OF (E) SITE (ALLOWANCE)

H

MISC

I

LANDSCAPING / IRRIGATION

6

EA

$4,500.00

$27,000

725

LF

$40.00

$29,000

6

EA

$1,000.00

$6,000

26,000

SF

$1.50

$39,000

1

LS

$75,000

$75,000

3,800

SF

$2.00

$7,600

SUBTOTAL HARD COSTS

$1,016,670

CONTINGENCY
ESTIMATING CONTINGENCY

15.00%

SUBTOTAL CONSTRUCTION COSTS

$152,501
$1,169,171

MARK-UPS
GENERAL CONDITIONS

12.00%

$140,300

OVERHEAD & PROFIT

10.00%

$130,947

INSURANCE & BONDS

2.25%

SUBTOTAL MARK-UPS

$32,409

$303,657

SUBTOTAL CONSTRUCTION COSTS & MARK-UPS

$1,472,827

ESCALATION
ESCALATION (2 YEARS AT 5% ANNUAL)

Page & Turnbull TOTAL ESTIMATE:

10.00%

$147,283

$1,620,110

Cost Estimate - 93

Feasibility Study
FINAL REPORT - October 28, 2014

Old County Jail Re-Use Study
Salinas, California

ESTIMATE WORKSHEET

ESTIMATE WORKSHEET

COUNTY OF MONTEREY, CALIFORNIA

COUNTY OF MONTEREY, CALIFORNIA

PROJECT: OLD COUNTY JAIL REUSE

PROJECT: OLD COUNTY JAIL REUSE
PHASE:

FEASIBILITY STUDY

SCHEME: 2

3 of 11
9/23/2014
3:56 PM
Old Monterey County Jail 9_23_14

ESTIMATE DATE SEPTEMBER 23, 2014

BUILDING GSF: 20,550

BID DATE: 10/1/2016

DESCRIPTION

FEASIBILITY STUDY

QTY

UNIT

UNIT

TOTAL

PRICE

COST

ITEM

DESCRIPTION
1

FIXTURES

A

$10,000

2

FEEDER

$57,500

3

CHRISTY BOXES

B

REINFORCE INSIDE OF FAÇADE

1
2,300

LS
SF

$10,000
$25.00

C

REHABILITATE HISTORIC WINDOWS

10

EA

$2,500.00

$25,000

J

D

CLEAN

2,300

SF

$5.00

$11,500

K

E

REPAINT

2,300

SF

$3.00

$6,900

F

CLEAN/REPAINT (E) DECORATIVE FIXTURES

3

EA

$1,000.00

$3,000

G

CLEAN TILE

1

LS

$2,500.00

$2,500

H

PATCH TILE

I

STRIP INTERIOR OF FAÇADE

J

PATCH HOLES IN (E) PLASTER

K

PAINT INTERIOR OF FAÇADE

1

LS

$500.00

$500

2,300

SF

$2.00

$4,600

10

SF

$100.00

$1,000

2,300

SF

$3.00

$6,900
$0

QTY

UNIT

TOTAL

UNIT

PRICE

COST

SITE LIGHTING

PRIMARY FAÇADE
PRESERVE

4 of 11
9/23/2014
3:56 PM
Old Monterey County Jail 9_23_14

BUILDING GSF: 20,550

BID DATE: 10/1/2016

I
1

SCHEME: 2

ESTIMATE DATE SEPTEMBER 23, 2014
PREPARED BY: J.R.CONKEY & ASSOCIATES

PREPARED BY: J.R.CONKEY & ASSOCIATES

ITEM

PHASE:

MISC
LANDSCAPING / IRRIGATION

6

EA

$4,500.00

$27,000

725

LF

$40.00

$29,000

6

EA

$1,000.00

$6,000

1

LS

$75,000

$75,000

3,800

SF

$2.00

$7,600
$0

SUBTOTAL HARD COSTS

$9,581,070

CONTINGENCY
ESTIMATING CONTINGENCY

15.00%

SUBTOTAL CONSTRUCTION COSTS

$1,437,161
$11,018,231

$0
2

3

DEMOLITION OF (E) BUILDING

94 - Cost Estimate

MARK-UPS

HAZARDOUS MATERIAL ABATEMENT

30,095

SF

$4.00

$120,380

GENERAL CONDITIONS

10.00%

$1,101,823

B

REMOVE (E) STRUCTURE

30,095

SF

$10.00

$300,950

OVERHEAD & PROFIT

10.00%

$1,212,005

C

TEMP SHORING

1

LS

$25,000

$25,000

INSURANCE & BONDS

2.25%

D

SALVAGE ORNAMENTAL ITEMS

1

LS

$25,000

$25,000

E

REMOVE (E) FOUNDATIONS

F

IMPORTED FILL, BASEMENT AREA

NEW BUILDING (2013 CAL GREEN COMPLIANT)
A

4

$0

A

30,095

SF

$3.00

$90,285

1,757

CY

$45.00

$79,080

20,550

SF

$400.00

$8,220,000

CONCRETE FOUNDATIONS
STRUCTURAL STEEL FRAMING

INCL ABOVE

C

CONCRETE ON METAL DECK

INCL ABOVE

D

PAINTED CEMENT PLASTER @ EXTERIOR WALLS

INCL ABOVE

E

ALUMINUM WINDOW SYSTEM (25%)

INCL ABOVE

$13,632,030

ESCALATION
10.00%

TOTAL ESTIMATE:
PROGRAM LEVEL ACCURACY CONTINGENCY

$14,995,233
35%

TOTAL ESTIMATED CONSTRUCTION COST

A

UTILITIES

1

LS

$125,000

$125,000

B

HARDSCAPE ENTRY PLAZAS AT EAST/WEST

1

LS

$100,000

$100,000

C

DEMOLITION OF (E) SITE

26,000

SF

$1.50

$39,000

D

ASPHALT PAVING

24,000

SF

$5.55

$133,200

E

STRIPING

800

LF

$2.00

$1,600

F

CURB

760

LF

$15.00

$11,400

G

SIDEWALK

950

SF

$6.50

$6,175

H

STORM DRAINAGE

1

LS

$30,000

$30,000

$1,363,203

$14,995,233

SUBTOTAL ESTIMATED CONSTRUCTION COST

SITEWORK

$299,971

$2,613,800

SUBTOTAL CONSTRUCTION COSTS & MARK-UPS

ESCALATION (2 YEARS AT 5% ANNUAL)

INCL ABOVE

B

SUBTOTAL MARK-UPS

$5,248,332

$20,243,565

COUNTY OF MONTEREY COSTS WORKSHEET - SCHEME 2

AMOUNT

TOTAL ESTIMATED CONSTRUCTION COST

$20,243,565

20% - Construction Management

$4,048,713

20% - Design/Environmental

$4,048,713

Furniture, Fixtures & Equipment

TOTAL PROJECT COST

$719,250

$29,060,240
Page & Turnbull

Old County Jail Re-Use Study
Salinas, California

Feasibility Study
FINAL REPORT - October 28, 2014

ESTIMATE WORKSHEET

ESTIMATE WORKSHEET

COUNTY OF MONTEREY, CALIFORNIA

COUNTY OF MONTEREY, CALIFORNIA

PROJECT: OLD COUNTY JAIL REUSE
PHASE:

PROJECT: OLD COUNTY JAIL REUSE

FEASIBILITY STUDY

SCHEME: 3

5 of 11
9/23/2014
3:56 PM
Old Monterey County Jail 9_23_14

ESTIMATE DATE SEPTEMBER 23, 2014

BUILDING GSF: 20,550

BID DATE: 10/1/2016
PREPARED BY: J.R.CONKEY & ASSOCIATES

ITEM
1

2

DESCRIPTION

HAZARDOUS MATERIAL ABATEMENT

B

REMOVE ALL UNUSED CONDUITS/PIPES ETC. (EXT)

C

REMOVE BUILDING

D

REMOVE INTERIORS

B

3

QTY

UNIT

TOTAL

PRICE

COST

CLEAN EXTERIOR

2

REPAIR CONCRETE SPALLS / CRACKS

3

PAINT EXTERIOR

4

REHABILITATE (E) WINDOWS

5

BID DATE: 10/1/2016

ITEM
4

DESCRIPTION

QTY

UNIT

UNIT

TOTAL

PRICE

COST

SITEWORK

$4.00

$120,380

A

UTILITIES

1

LS

$125,000

$125,000

1

LS

$5,000.00

$5,000

B

HARDSCAPE ENTRY PLAZAS AT EAST/WEST

1

LS

$100,000

$100,000

26,675

SF

$10.00

$266,750

C

DEMOLITION OF (E) SITE

26,000

SF

$1.50

$39,000

1

LS

$40,000

$40,000

D

ASPHALT PAVING

24,000

SF

$5.55

$133,200

E

STRIPING

800

LF

$2.00

$1,600

F

CURB

760

LF

$15.00

$11,400

950

SF

$6.50

$6,175

1

LS

$30,000

$30,000

7,200

SF

$5.00

G

SIDEWALK

$36,000

H

STORM DRAINAGE

I

SITE LIGHTING

60

SF

$100.00

$6,000

7,200

SF

$3.00

$21,600

1

FIXTURES

21

EA

$2,500.00

$52,500

2

FEEDER

REHABILITATE (E) DOORS

1

LS

$10,000

$10,000

3

CHRISTY BOXES

6

CLEAN/REPAINT (E) DECORATIVE FIXTURES

3

EA

$1,500.00

$4,500

J

7

CLEAN TILE

1

LS

$7,500.00

$7,500

K

MISC

8

PATCH TILE

1

LS

$1,500.00

$1,500

L

LANDSCAPING / IRRIGATION

IMPORTED FILL, BASEMENT AREA

6

EA

$4,500.00

$27,000

725

LF

$40.00

$29,000

6

EA

$1,000.00

$6,000

1,757

CY

$45.00

$79,080

1

LS

$75,000

$75,000

3,800

SF

$2.00

$7,600

INTERIOR
1

SEISMIC STRENGTHENING

5,175

SF

$25.00

$129,375

2

NEW HVAC

5,175

SF

$22.50

$116,438

3

NEW PLUMBING

5,175

SF

$15.00

$77,625

4

NEW ELECTRICAL

5,175

SF

$35.00

$181,125

5

STRIP INTERIOR OF FAÇADE

7,200

SF

$2.00

$14,400

6

PATCH HOLES IN (E) PLASTER

75

SF

$100.00

$7,500

7

PAINT INTERIOR OF FAÇADE

7,200

SF

$3.00

$21,600

8

CLEAN CONCRETE FLOORS

5,175

SF

$1.75

$9,056

9

SEAL CONCRETE FLOORS (4 FLOORS WING ONLY)

5,175

SF

$2.00

$10,350

NEW BUILDING (2013 CAL GREEN COMPLIANT)

15,375

SF

$400.00

$6,150,000

A

CONCRETE FOUNDATIONS

INCL ABOVE

B

STRUCTURAL STEEL FRAMING

INCL ABOVE

C

CONCRETE ON METAL DECK

INCL ABOVE

D

PAINTED CEMENT PLASTER @ EXTERIOR WALLS

INCL ABOVE

E

ALUMINUM WINDOW SYSTEM (25%)

INCL ABOVE

F

IMPORTED FILL

NOTE: INTERIOR IMPROVEMENTS BY FUTURE TENANT(S)

Page & Turnbull

6 of 11
9/23/2014
3:56 PM
Old Monterey County Jail 9_23_14

SF

EXTERIOR
1

SCHEME: 3

BUILDING GSF: 20,550

30,095

BUILDING
A

FEASIBILITY STUDY

ESTIMATE DATE SEPTEMBER 23, 2014
PREPARED BY: J.R.CONKEY & ASSOCIATES

UNIT

DEMOLITION
A

PHASE:

1,139

CY

$15.00

$17,083

SUBTOTAL HARD COSTS

$7,976,337

CONTINGENCY
ESTIMATING CONTINGENCY

15.00%

SUBTOTAL CONSTRUCTION COSTS

$1,196,451
$9,172,788

MARK-UPS
GENERAL CONDITIONS

10.00%

$18,113

OVERHEAD & PROFIT

10.00%

$19,924

INSURANCE & BONDS

2.25%

SUBTOTAL MARK-UPS

$4,931

$42,967

SUBTOTAL CONSTRUCTION COSTS & MARK-UPS

$9,215,755

ESCALATION
ESCALATION (2 YEARS AT 5% ANNUAL)

TOTAL ESTIMATE:

10.00%

$921,576

$10,137,331

Cost Estimate - 95

Feasibility Study
FINAL REPORT - October 28, 2014

Old County Jail Re-Use Study
Salinas, California

SUBTOTAL ESTIMATED CONSTRUCTION COST
PROGRAM LEVEL ACCURACY CONTINGENCY

ESTIMATE WORKSHEET

$10,137,331
35%

$3,548,066

COUNTY OF MONTEREY, CALIFORNIA
PROJECT: OLD COUNTY JAIL REUSE
PHASE:

TOTAL ESTIMATED CONSTRUCTION COST

$13,685,397

FEASIBILITY STUDY

SCHEME: 4

7 of 11
9/23/2014
3:56 PM
Old Monterey County Jail 9_23_14

ESTIMATE DATE SEPTEMBER 23, 2014

BUILDING GSF: 22,661

BID DATE: 10/1/2016
PREPARED BY: J.R.CONKEY & ASSOCIATES

ITEM

COUNTY OF MONTEREY COSTS WORKSHEET - SCHEME 3
AMOUNT

1

DESCRIPTION

QTY

UNIT

UNIT

TOTAL

PRICE

COST

DEMOLITION

$0

A

HAZARDOUS MATERIAL ABATEMENT

30,095

SF

$4.00

$13,685,397

B

REMOVE ALL UNUSED CONDUITS/PIPES ETC. (EXT)

1

LS

$10,000

$10,000

20% - Construction Management

$2,737,079

C

REMOVE INTERIORS

1

LS

$100,000

$100,000

20% - Design/Environmental

$2,737,079

D

REMOVE ELEVATOR TOWER

1

LS

$50,000

$50,000

TOTAL ESTIMATED CONSTRUCTION COST

Furniture, Fixtures & Equipment

TOTAL PROJECT COST

$719,250

$19,878,806

2

$120,380

BUILDING
A

B

EXTERIOR
1

CLEAN EXTERIOR

2

REPAIR CONCRETE SPALLS / CRACKS

3

PAINT EXTERIOR

4

REHABILITATE (E) WINDOWS

5

REHABILITATE (E) DOORS

6

INSTALL NEW ROOF

7
8
9

6,000

SF

$5.00

$30,000

450

SF

$75.00

$33,750

6,000

SF

$3.00

$18,000

72

EA

$2,500

$180,000

1

LS

$10,000

$10,000

9,295

SF

$15.00

$139,425

CLEAN/REPAINT (E) DECORATIVE FIXTURES

3

EA

$1,500.00

$4,500

CLEAN TILE

1

LS

$7,500.00

$7,500

PATCH TILE

1

LS

$1,500.00

$1,500

10 ADDITOINAL FOUNDATIONS

46

CY

$600.00

$27,644

11 NEW PERIMETER LIGHTING

10

EA

$1,500.00

$15,000

INTERIOR
1

SEISMIC STRENGTHENING (OTHER)

22,661

SF

$25.00

$566,525

2

NEW HVAC

22,661

SF

$22.50

$509,873

3

NEW PLUMBING

22,661

SF

$15.00

$339,915

4

NEW ELECTRICAL

22,661

SF

$35.00

$793,135

5

NEW ENTRY LOBBY, STAIRWORK, FINISHES

6

NEW INFILL CONSTRUCTION

1

LS

$50,000.00

$50,000

15,000

SF

$125.00

$1,875,000

7
8

NEW RESTROOM STACKS

1

LS

$100,000

$100,000

NEW ELEVATOR/ STAIRWELL TOWER

1

LS

$125,000

9

STRIP INTERIOR OF FAÇADE

$125,000

6,000

SF

$2.00

$12,000

200

SF

$100.00

$20,000

10 PATCH HOLES IN (E) PLASTER
11 PAINT INTERIOR OF FAÇADE

6,000

SF

$3.00

$18,000

12 CLEAN CONCRETE FLOORS

22,661

SF

$1.75

$39,657

13 SEAL CONCRETE FLOORS (4 FLOORS WING ONLY)

22,661

SF

$2.00

$45,322

14 SHOTCRETE WALL REINFORCING

1,900

SF

$35.00

$66,500

15 CLEAN (E) STEEL BARS, PANELS & REPAINT

1,200

SF

$10.00

$12,000

1

LS

$25,000.00

$25,000

16 CLEAN, REFINISH,REPAINT STEEL WINDOWS/ENTRY
17 NEW STEEL BEAMS (SEE ABOVE SEISMIC)

96 - Cost Estimate

Page & Turnbull

Old County Jail Re-Use Study
Salinas, California

Feasibility Study
FINAL REPORT - October 28, 2014

ESTIMATE WORKSHEET

SUBTOTAL ESTIMATED CONSTRUCTION COST

COUNTY OF MONTEREY, CALIFORNIA

PROGRAM LEVEL ACCURACY CONTINGENCY

PROJECT: OLD COUNTY JAIL REUSE
PHASE:

FEASIBILITY STUDY

$9,415,079
35%

$3,295,278

SCHEME: 4

8 of 11
9/23/2014
3:56 PM
Old Monterey County Jail 9_23_14

ESTIMATE DATE SEPTEMBER 23, 2014

BUILDING GSF: 22,661

BID DATE: 10/1/2016

TOTAL ESTIMATED CONSTRUCTION COST

$12,710,357

PREPARED BY: J.R.CONKEY & ASSOCIATES

ITEM

DESCRIPTION

QTY

UNIT

UNIT

TOTAL

PRICE

COST

NOTE: INTERIOR IMPROVEMENTS BY FUTURE TENANT(S)

3

COUNTY OF MONTEREY COSTS WORKSHEET - SCHEME 4
AMOUNT

SITEWORK
A

UTILITIES

1

LS

$125,000

$125,000

B

HARDSCAPE ENTRY PLAZAS AT EAST/WEST

1

LS

$100,000

$100,000

C

DEMOLITION OF (E) SITE

26,000

SF

$1.50

$39,000

D

ASPHALT PAVING

24,000

SF

$5.55

$133,200

E

STRIPING

800

LF

$2.00

$1,600

F

CURB

760

LF

$15.00

$11,400

G

SIDEWALK

950

SF

$6.50

$6,175

1

LS

$30,000

$30,000

H

STORM DRAINAGE

I

SITE LIGHTING

J

1

FIXTURES

2

FEEDER

3

CHRISTY BOXES

IMPORTED FILL, BASEMENT AREA

K

MISC

L

LANDSCAPING / IRRIGATION

6

EA

$4,500.00

$27,000

725

LF

$40.00

$29,000

6

EA

$1,000.00

$6,000

1,757

CY

$45.00

$79,080

1

LS

$75,000

$75,000

3,800

SF

$2.00

$7,600

SUBTOTAL HARD COSTS

TOTAL ESTIMATED CONSTRUCTION COST

$12,710,357

20% - Construction Management

$2,542,071

20% - Design/Environmental

$2,542,071

Furniture, Fixtures & Equipment

TOTAL PROJECT COST

$793,135

$18,587,634

$6,015,681

CONTINGENCY
ESTIMATING CONTINGENCY

15.00%

SUBTOTAL CONSTRUCTION COSTS

$902,352
$6,918,033

MARK-UPS
GENERAL CONDITIONS

10.00%

OVERHEAD & PROFIT

10.00%

$691,803
$760,984

INSURANCE & BONDS

2.25%

$188,343

SUBTOTAL MARK-UPS

$1,641,130

SUBTOTAL CONSTRUCTION COSTS & MARK-UPS

$8,559,163

ESCALATION
ESCALATION (2 YEARS AT 5% ANNUAL)

TOTAL ESTIMATE:

Page & Turnbull

10.00%

$855,916

$9,415,079

Cost Estimate - 97
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Old County Jail Re-Use Study
Salinas, California

ESTIMATE WORKSHEET

ESTIMATE WORKSHEET

COUNTY OF MONTEREY, CALIFORNIA

COUNTY OF MONTEREY, CALIFORNIA

PROJECT: OLD COUNTY JAIL REUSE
PHASE:

PROJECT: OLD COUNTY JAIL REUSE

FEASIBILITY STUDY

SCHEME: 5

9 of 11
9/23/2014
3:56 PM
Old Monterey County Jail 9_23_14

ESTIMATE DATE SEPTEMBER 23, 2014

BUILDING GSF: 23,335

BID DATE: 10/1/2016
PREPARED BY: J.R.CONKEY & ASSOCIATES

ITEM
1

2

DESCRIPTION

QTY

UNIT

UNIT

TOTAL

PRICE

COST

HAZARDOUS MATERIAL ABATEMENT

30,095

SF

$4.00

$120,380

B

REMOVE ALL UNUSED CONDUITS/PIPES ETC. (EXT)

1

LS

$10,000

$10,000

C

REMOVE INTERIORS

1

LS

$110,000

$110,000

D

REMOVE ELEVATOR TOWER

1

LS

$50,000

$50,000

BUILDING
A

B

EXTERIOR
1

CLEAN EXTERIOR

2

REPAIR CONCRETE SPALLS / CRACKS

3

PAINT EXTERIOR

4

REHABILITATE (E) WINDOWS

5

REHABILITATE (E) DOORS

6,000

SF

$5.00

$30,000

450

SF

$75.00

$33,750

6,000

SF

$3.00

$18,000

72

EA

$2,500

$180,000

1

LS

$10,000

$10,000

6

INSTALL NEW ROOF

12,195

SF

$15.00

$182,925

7

CLEAN/REPAINT (E) DECORATIVE FIXTURES

3

EA

$1,500.00

$4,500

8

CLEAN TILE

1

LS

$7,500.00

$7,500

9

PATCH TILE

1

LS

$1,500.00

$1,500

10 ADDITOINAL FOUNDATIONS

46

CY

$600.00

$27,644

11 NEW PERIMETER LIGHTING

10

EA

$1,500.00

$15,000

SCHEME: 5
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BUILDING GSF: 23,335

BID DATE: 10/1/2016
PREPARED BY: J.R.CONKEY & ASSOCIATES

ITEM

DESCRIPTION

QTY

UNIT

UNIT

TOTAL

PRICE

COST

SITEWORK
A

UTILITIES

1

LS

$125,000

$125,000

B

HARDSCAPE ENTRY PLAZAS AT EAST/WEST

1

LS

$100,000

$100,000

C

DEMOLITION OF (E) SITE

26,000

SF

$1.50

$39,000

D

ASPHALT PAVING

24,000

SF

$5.55

$133,200

E

STRIPING

800

LF

$2.00

$1,600

F

CURB

760

LF

$15.00

$11,400

G

SIDEWALK

950

SF

$6.50

$6,175

H

STORM DRAINAGE

1

LS

$30,000

$30,000

I

SITE LIGHTING
1

FIXTURES

2

FEEDER

3

CHRISTY BOXES

J

MISC

K

LANDSCAPING / IRRIGATION

6

EA

$4,500.00

$27,000

725

LF

$40.00

$29,000

6

EA

$1,000.00

$6,000

1

LS

$75,000

$75,000

3,800

SF

$2.00

$7,600

SUBTOTAL HARD COSTS

$5,314,593

CONTINGENCY

INTERIOR
1

FEASIBILITY STUDY

ESTIMATE DATE SEPTEMBER 23, 2014

3

DEMOLITION
A

PHASE:

SEISMIC STRENGTHENING (OTHER)

23,335

SF

$75.00

$1,750,125

2

NEW HVAC

23,335

SF

$22.50

$525,038

3

NEW PLUMBING

23,335

SF

$15.00

$350,025

ESTIMATING CONTINGENCY

15.00%

SUBTOTAL CONSTRUCTION COSTS

$797,189
$6,111,782

4

NEW ELECTRICAL

23,335

SF

$35.00

$816,725

5

NEW RESTROOM STACKS

1

LS

$100,000

$100,000

6

NEW ELEVATOR/ STAIRWELL TOWER

1

LS

$125,000

$125,000

GENERAL CONDITIONS

10.00%

$2,000

7

STRIP INTERIOR OF FAÇADE

6,000

SF

$2.00

$12,000

OVERHEAD & PROFIT

10.00%

$2,200

8

PATCH HOLES IN (E) PLASTER

200

SF

$100.00

$20,000

INSURANCE & BONDS

2.25%

9

PAINT INTERIOR OF FAÇADE

6,000

SF

$3.00

$18,000

10 CLEAN CONCRETE FLOORS

23,335

SF

$1.75

$40,836

11 SEAL CONCRETE FLOORS (4 FLOROS WING ONLY)

23,335

SF

$2.00

$46,670

12 SHOTCRETE WALL REINFORCING

2,600

SF

$35.00

$91,000

13 CLEAN (E) STEEL BARS, PANELS & REPAINT

1,200

SF

$10.00

$12,000

6

EA

$2,500.00

$15,000

14 CLEAN, REFINISH,REPAINT STEEL WINDOWS/ENTRY

MARK-UPS

SUBTOTAL MARK-UPS

$545

$4,745

SUBTOTAL CONSTRUCTION COSTS & MARK-UPS

$6,116,527

ESCALATION
ESCALATION (2 YEARS AT 5% ANNUAL)

10.00%

$611,653

15 NEW STEEL BEAMS (SEE ABOVE SEISMIC)
NOTE: INTERIOR IMPROVEMENTS BY FUTURE TENANT(S)

98 - Cost Estimate

TOTAL ESTIMATE:

$6,728,179
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SUBTOTAL ESTIMATED CONSTRUCTION COST
PROGRAM LEVEL ACCURACY CONTINGENCY

$6,728,179
35%

TOTAL ESTIMATED CONSTRUCTION COST

$2,354,863

$9,083,042

COUNTY OF MONTEREY COSTS WORKSHEET - SCHEME 5
AMOUNT
TOTAL ESTIMATED CONSTRUCTION COST

$9,083,042

20% - Construction Management

$1,816,608

20% - Design/Environmental

$1,816,608

Furniture, Fixtures & Equipment

TOTAL PROJECT COST

Page & Turnbull

$816,725

$13,532,983

Cost Estimate - 99
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ESTIMATE WORKSHEET

SUBTOTAL ESTIMATED CONSTRUCTION COST

COUNTY OF MONTEREY, CALIFORNIA

PROGRAM LEVEL ACCURACY CONTINGENCY

PROJECT: OLD COUNTY JAIL REUSE
PHASE:

FEASIBILITY STUDY

$1,107,391
35%

$387,587

SCHEME: 6
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Old Monterey County Jail 9_23_14

ESTIMATE DATE SEPTEMBER 23, 2014

BUILDING GSF: 30,095

BID DATE: 10/1/2016

TOTAL ESTIMATED CONSTRUCTION COST

$1,494,978

PREPARED BY: J.R.CONKEY & ASSOCIATES

ITEM
1

DESCRIPTION

UNIT

UNIT

TOTAL

PRICE

COST

COUNTY OF MONTEREY COSTS WORKSHEET - SCHEME 6

DEMOLITION
A

2

QTY

MISC DEMO

30,095

SF

$0.50

$15,048

BUILDING
A

EXTERIOR
1

B

SECURE EXTERIOR ELEVATION

6,000

SF

$5.00

$30,000

AMOUNT
TOTAL ESTIMATED CONSTRUCTION COST

$298,996

20% - Design/Environmental

$298,996

Furniture, Fixtures & Equipment

TOTAL PROJECT COST

INTERIOR
1

SEISMIC STRENGTHENING (OTHER)

2

SHOTCRETE WALL REINFORCING

23,335

SF

$25.00

$583,375

1,900

SF

$35.00

$66,500

SUBTOTAL HARD COSTS

$1,494,978

20% - Construction Management

0

$2,092,969

$694,923

CONTINGENCY
ESTIMATING CONTINGENCY

15.00%

SUBTOTAL CONSTRUCTION COSTS

$104,238
$799,161

MARK-UPS
GENERAL CONDITIONS

12.00%

$95,899

OVERHEAD & PROFIT

10.00%

$89,506

INSURANCE & BONDS

2.25%

SUBTOTAL MARK-UPS

$22,153

$207,558

SUBTOTAL CONSTRUCTION COSTS & MARK-UPS

$1,006,719

ESCALATION
ESCALATION (2 YEARS AT 5% ANNUAL)

TOTAL ESTIMATE:
100 - Cost Estimate

10.00%

$100,672

$1,107,391
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EXISTING BUILDING
PLANS

Old County Jail Re-Use Study
Salinas, California

OLD COUNTY JAIL - GROSS AREA PER FLOOR
(E) BASEMENT - 2,640 SF
(E) FIRST FLOOR - 13,760 SF
(E) SECOND FLOOR - 5,300 SF
(E) CELL BLOCK THIRD FLOOR - 3,520 SF
(E) TOP FLOOR - 4,875 SF

OLD COUNTY JAIL - (E) SECTION
102 - Appendix
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OLD COUNTY JAIL - (E) BASEMENT - 2,640 SF
Page & Turnbull
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OLD COUNTY JAIL - (E) FIRST FLOOR - 13,760 SF
104 - Appendix
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OLD COUNTY JAIL - (E) SECOND FLOOR - 5,300 SF
Page & Turnbull
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OLD COUNTY JAIL - (E) CELLBLOCK THIRD FLOOR - 3,520 SF
106 - Appendix
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OLD COUNTY JAIL - (E) TOP FLOOR - 4,875 SF
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OLD COUNTY JAIL - (E) ROOF
108 - Appendix
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STRUCTURAL BUDGET QUANTITIES

Old Monterey County Jail
Salinas, California

REINFORCING STEEL:

FEASIBILITY STUDY

REINFORCING

STRUCTURAL SPECIFICATIONS AND BUDGET QUANTITIES (SSBQ)
September 19, 2014

STRUCTURAL SPECIFICATIONS

ASTM A615; Grade 60

Weldable Reinforcing Bars

ASTM A706; Grade 60

Smooth Welded Wire Fabric

ASTM A185

All steel construction shall utilize the latest editions of AISC 341 and AISC 360.

All concrete construction shall be per the latest editions of ACI 301 and ACI 318.
STRENGTH
(PSI)

TEST AGE
(Days)

MAXIMUM
AGGREGATE
SIZE

Foundations

4,000

28

1”

Slab-on-Grade

4,000

28

1”

Shear Walls

6,000

28

¾”

Shotcrete Walls

6,000

28

¾”

Concrete Fill over Metal Deck

4,000

90

¾”

The use of fly ash or other pozzolans shall conform to ACI 318 section 4.3.1 and 4.4.2, with a
maximum substitution of 25% of total cementitious material.
Concrete used for elevated slabs shall have a maximum water to cementitious ratio (based on
total cementitious materials) of 0.35. The shrinkage limit for all elevated decks shall be 0.035% at
28 days.

Steel framing will be composite construction with the concrete fill over metal deck. Steel beams
will be cambered as required to reduce deflections and alleviate the need for temporary shoring.
Steel beams may be fabricated with pre-cut holes and supplemental reinforcement in order to
allow for mechanical system runs.
Concrete fill over metal deck will include welded wire reinforcement and supplemental
reinforcement over girders. Reference the budget quantity information below.
Exterior steel framing shall be primed and coated per the architectural requirements.
FRAMING MEMBER

DESIGNATION

Wide Flange (W) Shapes

ASTM A992; Fy = 50 ksi

Channel (C) & Angle (L) Shapes

ASTM A36; Fy = 36 ksi

Structural Bar and Plate (PL)

ASTM A36; Fy = 36 ksi

Hollow Structural Sections (HSS)

ASTM A500, Grade B; Fy = 46 ksi

Slumps shall be proposed by the contractor, based on placing and finishing requirements, and
then approved by the Engineer of Record.

Structural Pipe

ASTM A53, Grade B; Fy = 35 ksi

Open Web Steel Joists

Steel Joist Institute K-Series

Concrete exposed to the exterior environment shall have a minimum air content of 5%. Air
content of +/- 1 ½% is acceptable for interior concrete, including topping slab over metal deck.

Steel Deck

ASTM A653, Grade 33

High-Strength Bolts

ASTM A325/F1852, Type 1, Plain

Nuts

ASTM A653

Washers

ASTM F436

Anchor Rod

ASTM F1554, Gr. 36

A liquid membrane curing compound shall be applied, in two separate coats, to all concrete slabs
in accordance with ASTM C 309. The curing compound shall be applied directly after finishing
work is complete and after the initial coat becomes tacky.
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Reinforcing Bars

STRUCTURAL STEEL:

CONCRETE MIXES:

MEMBER

DESIGNATION
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Mild Threaded Rod

ASTM A36 or ASTM A307; Fy = 36 ksi

Welded Headed Studs (3/4” diameter)

ASTM A108 – Nelson/TRW S3L

Dowel Bar Anchors

ASTM A496 – Nelson/TRW D2L

Welding Electrodes

E70XX

SLRS Welding Electrodes

E70XX w/ Charpy V-Notch Toughness of
20 Foot-Pounds at 0 Degrees Fahrenheit

CONCRETE REINFORCING QUANTITIES:
LOCATION
Foundations

QUANTITY
110

LBS / CYC

1.00

Pounds per SF of Slab on Grade
(Assumes slab does not resist
hydrostatic pressure)

Slab on Grade

BUDGET QUANTITIES
All budget quantities provided below include an allowance for reinforcing bar laps, construction
joints, trim bars, post-tensioning back-up bars, bolts, and connection plates. DCI+SDE quantities
do not include waste factors. The contractor / estimator shall allow for appropriate waste factors.

Office Levels Concrete Topping

0.20
LBS / SFED w/
6x6 W4xW4 Welded Wire Reinforcement

Shotcrete Walls

210

LBS / CYC

All reinforcing quantities are based on Pounds per Square Foot of Elevated Deck (LBS / SFED)
or Pounds per Cubic Yard of Concrete (LBS / CYC). SFED is defined as the surface area of all
suspended concrete structural decks. Deductions for mechanical, stair and elevator openings are
not required. CYC is defined as the gross volume of concrete for the structural element
referenced.

Shear Walls

150

LBS / CYC

Contingency

0.10

LBS / SFED

STRUCTURAL STEEL QUANTITIES:

FRAMING SYSTEMS AND QUANTITIES:
LOCATION

LOCATION
FRAMING

Foundations

Page & Turnbull

Scheme 2

550

Cubic Yards

Scheme 3

500

Cubic Yards

Scheme 4

1100 Cubic Yards

Scheme 5

900

Cubic Yards

Scheme 6

900

Cubic Yards

New Office Level Columns

W10 & W12

New Office Levels

3” Deep Steel Deck w/ 3 ¼“ Lightweight Concrete
Topping over W12 Beams @ 10’-0” OC, Maximum

New Roof Levels

3” Deep Steel Deck w/ 2 ½“ Normal Weight Concrete
Topping over W12 Beams @ 10’-0” OC, Maximum

QUANTITY

Office Levels

6.25

LBS / SFED

Connections

0.50

LBS / SFED

Columns

1.50

LBS / SFED

Studs (Composite Construction)

Provide allowance for one (1) stud at 18” o.c.
at all composite steel beams.

CONTINGENCIES:
The contractor shall provide additional contingency for reinforcing in areas that are noted above
but not specifically outlined in the quantities summary. These areas include the transformer vault,
heavily landscaped courtyards, and a water detention vault.
Additional Structural steel contingencies shall also be provided in the budget for elements that are
not clearly defined at this time such as canopies, trellis work, mechanical screens, and
miscellaneous storefront framing.
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MEMORANDUM
DATE September 8, 2014

PROJECT NO. 13170

TO Dave Pratt
OF

CC

PROJECT Salinas Old County Jail

County of Monterey
Dept. of Public Works
168 West Alisal Street,
2nd Floor
Salinas, CA 93901
Ruth Todd, Sarah Woock,
Email

FROM Elisa Skaggs

Miriam Aranoff

VIA Email

REGARDING: Salinas Old County Jail Public Meeting 1 Analysis
Meeting Date: March 20, 2014

Public Input Methodology: Public opinion was gathered regarding reuse and preservation of the
Salinas Old County Jail. At the meeting, Page & Turnbull displayed poster boards describing the
reuse options and showing architectural elements that could be preserved. Meeting attendees were
given sticker-dots to indicate selection of a particular reuse option and to indicate preservation
priorities within the Old County Jail. Participants also wrote comments on the boards.
Public Input Major Use Analysis: With regard to reuse of the Old County Jail, the top three use
options that attendees selected were: Mixed-Use, Cultural, and Education (see chart 1). Each of the
major use options was accompanied by examples for explanatory purposes. Mixed-use was
described as “Museum/Café, Community Center, Historical Society/County Offices”

Chart 1: Major Use Options--Public
Meeting 1 Participant Selections
Government

5

Cultural

Meeting Time: 5:00 p.m.

Educational

Location: Monterey County Administration Building: The Monterey Room—Side A Room 2092,
168 W. Alisal Street, Salinas, CA 93901
Attendees: Twenty-nine individuals attended the public meeting:
Number of Meeting Attendees
City and County Historic
Resource Boards

8

Monterey County and City
of Salinas Staff

13

Private Citizens

7

Reporter

1

Meeting Purpose: The purpose of the first public meeting regarding the Salinas Old County Jail
was to describe the history of the Old County Jail, introduce the current project scope, describe
architectural constraints, and to review previously studied architectural alternatives. In addition,
public input was gathered regarding different uses for the Old County Jail and preservation
priorities. Below is an analysis of the public input.
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11
9

Commercial

2

Recreational

2

Mixed-Use

12

Other

0
0

5

10

15

Number of Dots

Public Input Preservation Priorities Analysis: Attendees indicated their preservation priorities by
allocating sticker-dots among various architectural elements grouped within twelve boards. Each
board represented a different section of the Old County Jail (see chart 2). Among all the boards, the
largest conglomeration of dots was located on the board illustrating exterior architectural features.
Among the various features displayed on the Exterior Architectural Features board and the Main
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Page 3

Page 4

Elevation board, the decorative stonework above the main entry and the entire façade as a whole
were allocated the most sticker-dots, nine each.

Conclusion: The Consultant’s impression is that people who attended the workshop were
generally supportive of reusing the Old County Jail. Low attendance by the general public was
disappointing, and does not reinforce or indicate strong support by the local community for the
preservation of the Old County Jail. Participants cast the most votes for a mixed-use option which
could include government, cultural, and educational uses. Workshop participants also expressed
sensitivity toward architectural features associated with Cesar Chavez’s imprisonment. Finally,
participants expressed interest in appropriate treatment of exterior architectural features. The public
cast the most votes for those features on the Old County Jail’s primary façade while the rear façade
received almost no votes.

The board displaying Significant Features from the Experience of Cesar Chavez’s Incarceration
received the second largest collection of dots. Within that board the largest collection of dots was
allocated to Cellblock 36—where Cesar Chavez was held. Moreover, of all the architectural
elements among all the different boards, Cellblock 36 received the largest allocation of dots. The
second largest number of dots was located on a depiction of the entire basement—where Cellblock
36 is located.

Preservation Priorities: Public Meeting 1 Participant Selections
Ground/Basement Floor Plan

15

Second Floor Plan

5

Third Floor Plan

1

Fourth Floor Plan

1

Roof Plan

5

Main Elevation - South Façade

27

Board: West Façade

14

North Façade Board

1

East Façade

8

Significant Features from the Experience of Cesar
Chavez's Incarceration

53

Exterior Architectural Features

61

Interior Architectural Features

6
0

Page & Turnbull

10

20

30
40
50
Number of Dots

60

70
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MEMORANDUM
DATE September 8, 2014

PROJECT NO. 13170

TO Dave Pratt

PROJECT Salinas Old County Jail

OF County of Monterey

CC

FROM Elisa Skaggs

Dept. of Public Works
168 West Alisal Street,
2nd Floor
Salinas, CA 93901
Ruth Todd, Sarah Woock,
Email

Miriam Aranoff

VIA Email

REGARDING: Salinas Old County Jail Public Meeting 2 Analysis
Meeting Date: April 30, 2014
Meeting Time: 5:00 p.m. – 7:00 p.m.
Location: County Administartion Building, Monterey Room
Attendees: There were thirteen attendees as the second public meeting.

Number of Meeting Attendees
Private Citizens
City of Salinas Historic
Resources Board
Monterey County
Public Works

7
3

Public Input Methodology: Public opinion was gathered regarding reuse of the Salinas Old
County Jail. At the meeting, Page & Turnbull displayed poster boards, four of which illustrated
different adaptive reuse concepts, and seven of which depicted various parts of the building interior
and exterior. Meeting attendees affixed sticky notes to the boards, detailing specific comments on
rehabilitating the Old County Jail.
Public Input Analysis: A total of thirty-two comments were received, including a two page letter
written by an individual opposed to rehabilitation. Nine of the thirty-two comments were affixed to
the poster board illustrating Adaptive Reuse Concept I, which highlighted voluntary seismic
strengthening. Of all thirty-two comments, eight comments expressed the desire for the creation of
an outdoor space and six comments called for commemorating the building’s history. Four
comments promoted the creation of office space and three comments advocated for a restauarant
within the building. Two comments called for a space that can accommodate multiple uses such as
business, dining, and storage. In addition, two comments called for targeted demolition or refraining
from rehabilitation. The remaining comments called for the creation of classrooms for Hartnell
College and the preservation of stairwells and the front façade.
Discussions following the breakout session included the suggestion that the story of Cesar Chavez
be expanded to include not only the farmworker labor movement but the importance of the broader
agricultural context in the Salinas Valley. A strong desire was also expressed by one person for the
building to serve as museum. There was consensus that the rear façade be altered to relate better
to the public paseo and the county administration building.
Conclusion: The majority of public comments favored the preservation of the front façade, creation
of open-space by selective demolition of the one-story areas, and the commemoration of Cesar
Chavez and the agricultural labor movement.

3

Meeting Purpose: The second public meeting regarding rehabilitation of the Salinas Old County
Jail focused on the Secretary of the Interior Standards for Rehabilitation, the buildings’ structural
and architectural constraints, and potential conceptual design approaches for rehabilitation and reuse. In addition, Page & Turnbull gathered public input on the various reuse options that were
presented for the Old County Jail. The client presented a video of the building’s interior so that the
public was able to visualize some of the interior features.
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Public Input Methodology: Dave Pratt introduced the criteria that will be used to make final
decisions about the rehabilitation of the Old County Jail and described specific issues that impact
the criteria. The attendees were then presented with handouts that listed the criteria and were
broken up into small groups. A sample of the handout is attached. The groups discussed the
various criteria and one member from each group recorded the comments.

MEMORANDUM
DATE September 23, 2014
TO Dave Pratt
OF County of Monterey

CC

Dept. of Public Works
168 West Alisal Street,
nd
2 Floor
Salinas, CA 93901
Ruth Todd, Sarah Woock,
Miriam Aranoff

PROJECT NO. 13146
PROJECT Salinas Old County Jail
FROM Elisa Skaggs
Ruth Todd

VIA Email

REGARDING: Salinas Old County Jail Public Meeting 3 Analysis
Meeting Date: May 22, 2014
Meeting Time: 5:00 p.m. – 7:00 p.m.
Location: County Administration Building, Monterey Room
Attendees: There were sixteen attendees at the third public meeting.

Number of Meeting Attendees
Private Citizens
City of Salinas Historic
Resources Board
Monterey County
Public Works
Page & Turnbull

5
5
4
2

Meeting Purpose: The third public meeting regarding the rehabilitation of the Salinas Old County
Jail focused on obtaining the attendees’ valuation of criteria that will be considered in making final
decisions regarding the historic property. The criteria presented to the attendees included land use
and historic preservation; available financing and revenue; functionality and accessibility;
construction and operational costs; preservation priorities; and major uses.

Page & Turnbull

Public Input Analysis: A total of ten handouts with handwritten comments were received. Under
the Land Use and Historic Preservation Criteria, most comments opined on the existing zoning and
compatible uses. Attendee preference for government use was strongest. Attendees also generally
expressed interest in retaining historic features of the building as well as the area where Cesar
Chavez was incarcerated. Under the Available Financing & Revenue criteria, comments were brief,
varied, and included several questions. Under Functionality & Accessibility, a common theme was
the lack of and need for parking. Attendees seemed to be in agreement that the resource would
need to be upgraded to meet ADA requirements. Similar to the Financing & Revenue criteria,
attendees generally provided fewer comments under Construction & Operational Costs. There were
several questions asked by attendees. Under Preservation Priorities, attendees generally
expressed a desire to retain exterior historic features and there was general interest in the specific
area where Cesar Chavez was incarcerated. Finally, under Major Uses, a government use and a
cultural use were most regarded most favorably.
The following is a record of the comments (in italics) received:
1.

Land Use and Historic Preservation
a. Existing Zoning and Compatible Uses
Comments:
 Consider parking needs.
 Acceptable to consider uses that aren’t currently zoned
 Can we go ahead using existing zoning/compatible uses or change the
zoning/compatible uses?
 Recreation/Courtyard.
 Not an issue. Yes to city, county, government, and court uses.
 Should be compatible with City, County, and courts.
 Needs to be compatible with City and County uses.
 Not important because zoning can be amended.
 Compatible to existing government use and public/commercial.
 Government use vs. commercial
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b. Overall level of Historic Preservation
Comments:
 Zero in on where Cesar Chavez was incarcerated and incorporate an
interpretive display
 Don’t limit rehabilitation to Cesar Chavez. Salinas is highly multicultural.
Rehabilitation should appeal to the general public and culture of Salinas.
 Include interpretive display
 Are we able to provide adequate or highest level of historic preservation?
 Exterior (demolish mid-building).
 Important.
 Not important at this stage since the building has been neglected.
 Preserve most depending on the uses within the code.






f.

c. Accessibility of Public to View Important Historic Elements
Comments:
 Front
 Important.
 Very important.
 If it is determined to be a historical site, it should be accessible.
 Inside vs. outside.
d. Land Use Consistency
Comments:
 If making changes, do we need to change land use or adhere to existing
 Can we adhere to present land use requirements or need to change?
 Important consideration
 Compatible with County and City.
 Use should be compatible with the County, City and court’s long term plans
for the area.
 Government use.
e. Environmental Review
Comments:
 Make sure we have required environmental review.
 Do we have environmental review for each floor and use or overall?
 More green space.
 Application of Secretary of Interiors Standards vis –a-vis proposed use.
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When?
Not important because regulations can be amended.
Required.
EIR not required if proposal follows the Secretary of the Interior’s
Standards. “Initial Study” is required.

Preservation of Most Important Historic Elements
Comments:
 Yes, if we are able to do so, preserve the most important elements
 Front
 The historical significance must be constructed, it does not exist.
 Determine what parts of the building are contributing.
 Exterior architecture.
 Main façade, existing walls, fenestration.

g. Synergy of Uses with Site’s Symbolism
Comments:
 Historical important for the spaces Cesar Chavez occupied.
 Impure.
 Labor movement, historical site.
2.

Available Financing and Revenue
a. Future Lease Sustainability
Comments:
 Would like to see rent to support operating cost
 Most revenue supporting county office makes sense. Mix-use.
 Not likely.
 For on-going maintenance.
b. Existing Grant (Federal, State, Local)
Comments:
 Are grants available?
 What grants are available?
 Are grants available?
 Depends on uses.
 If possible.
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Sources may be identified if move to a non-profit organization and/or other
group.

c. Existing Funding
Comments:
 How real is private funding?
 Community groups promised to pay for it. They have to step up.
 Need to acquire by private sources, grants…matching funds. EIR: Fund
Eliminated but needed.
 Weatherization required at a minimum to preserve for future uses.
d. Financing via Bond Measure
Comments:
 Bond measure will not work in Salinas
 Too early to evaluate.
 Might be a good idea.
 Bonds have to be tied to revenue sources – there are none.
 No new taxes or dependence on tax revenue.
 Questionable depending on the economic times.
e. Generates Positive Cash Flow/Profit
Comments:
 Would like to see the rehabilitation generate revenue (restaurant,
bookstore, real estate)
 Would like a long-term lease agreement
 Not likely.
 For long term operation.
 Needs to be studied depending on use/users.
f.

Private Funding
Not included in handout but written in by two attendees.

g. Corporate Funding
Not included in handout but written in by two attendees.
3.
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Functionality and Accessibility
a. Parking

Comments:
 Need to consider parking but also employee mass transit.
 Need to make the building easy to access and at low cost or people will not
come
 Will we need to add more spaces for offices, services museum in building?
 Inside/outside parking?
 Is there space/room for parking?
 Monterey County needs parking. Mobil office building planned to be
removed…A parking structure most users of the space = 70+% making
negligible additional parking requirements.[sic]
 By demolishing this building, as well as the east and west wings of the old
courthouse, we can create a wonderful vista for the new county center.
Moreover, the old post office and fire station removal will make a huge
working space for real planning.
 No.
 No good parking.
 Big issue.
 City and County Downtown Vitality Project should help solve parking for
whatever added parking requirements from uses. Should not spend time or
money.
 Hold off for long tern plan by Salinas and Monterey for parking.
 Should be compatible with use.
 Lack of adequate parking in the area should raise feasibility of a use that
doesn’t require additional parking, like storage. Otherwise the calculus of
parking per square foot should include consideration that visitors to
proposed uses could be already here for other reasons so no additional
parking is needed.
b. Quality of Building Circulation
Comments:
 The old Californian Building could be saved for adaptive re-use far more
easily that this structure!
 Not good.
 Should be compatible with use.
 Depending on use.
 Depends on needs of selected uses.
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c. Exterior ADA Accessibility
Comments:
 Building needs to be accessible
 Must have, required.
 Access space selection dependent on what each room is used for.
 Not good.
 Important.
 Have to do with any uses.
 Should be considered.
 The least intrusive.
d. Quality of Natural Lighting & Ventilation
Comments:
 Fiber-optic skylights
 If we demolish mid-section, the front building can get natural lighting
 Important.
 Desirable but not essential.
 Needs improvement per use.
 Evolving technologies like fiber-optic sky lighting can bring natural light into
interior spaces far from the exterior surfaces.
e. Interior ADA Accessibility
Comments:
 Building needs to be accessible
 Must have, required.
 Elevators.
 Important.
 Have to do with any uses.
 Should be considered but high cost should be avoided.
 Complicated and challenging.
Additional Comments:
 Ruth Todd, I can think of no firm more qualified than yours to rebuild the
magnificent craftsman homes lost in the Oakland Hills fire! Stop wasting
your time on a city that has morphed from the “Salad Bowl of the World”
into the “toilet bowl of Mexico,” where there is no respect for the rule of law.
There can never be an enduring culture.
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4.

Construction and Operational Costs
a. Construction Complexity
Comments:
 Cannot be evaluated at this time without determining how much to save
and restore.
 Unsure.
 A challenge on any use achieved.
b. Exterior Maintenance Costs
Comments:
 How often required? Upgrades?
 Drainage should be done now for stabilization.
 Paid by lease.
 Certainly need landscaping and regrading to drain away from the building
to reduce damage.
c. HVAC
Comments:
 Start from zero!
 Required.
d. Cost of Construction
Comments:
 Start from zero!
 Depends on funding plans.
 Certainly whichever concept used there will impact economically.
Imbedded cost (carbon footprint).
 Embedded costs of existing construction is an investment of county
resources and demolition would increase that cost. Costs of new
construction in that footprint should include the wasting of those original
costs in today’s dollars.
e. Future Utilities and Operational Staff Costs
Comments:
 Paid by lease.
 National Parks will staff the exhibit and maybe help to find grants.
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f.

Museum staff costs can be partially covered by a National Park Service
partnership. During the Chavez study they conducted a few years ago,
their representatives said they could provide unformed personnel to serve
as docents and guides.

Comments:
 OK to keep stair towers if it makes the project feasible
 Façade has good features.
 Very well identified by Page & Turnbull.
 Front façade
 Front façade with original door/windows, original gates, and metal
ornamental.
 If the rear panel was removed (it’s stucco over lightweight steel studs), 3
windows and 2 relief elements would exposed going along way toward
improving that elevation which is a major elevation since this is viewed by
visitors to the Administration Building.

Interior Environmental Quality
Comments:
 Consider comfort, lighting, ceiling heights, flooring, ventilation
 The project should result in a structure that the community takes pride in.
 Will increase depending on the occupancy/use.

g. Interior Maintenance Cost
Comments:
 How often? Upgrades?
 Highly questionable!
 Paid by lease.
 Not much different to existing costs.
 If venting isn’t screened and windows aren’t screened or repaired, birds will
enter and pollute the I.E.Q.
5.

Preservation Priorities
a. Significant Features from the Experience of Cesar Chavez’ Incarceration
Comments:
 Preserve but keep other cultures in mind.
 Keep historic integrity
 Specific floor, booking area, holding cell?
 Where was Cesar Chavez held? Location of cell.
 Very well identified first floor by Page & Turnbull.
 Important.
 Unsure of how this will be presented.
 Please consider identifying the historic elements and relocating them to
another site. Maybe the City’s Police Station in the Alisal Marketplace.
 Front façade and the alley between the Monterey County Court Bldg. along
W. Alisal (perpendicular) and the Old Monterey County Jail. [sic]
 Can’t the jail’s logs be researched to locate the cell Chavez was in?
b. Exterior Architectural Features
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c. Interior Architectural Features
Comments:
 Keep jail cells
 Limited.
 Community is unaware of these.
 Front façade with original door/windows, original gates, and metal
ornamental.
d. Building Preservation vs. Historic Event Preservation
Not included in handout but noted by one of the attendees.
6.

Major uses
a. Government
Comments:
 Best use based on proximity to other government buildings.
 County office.
 Only if it fits within plans
b. Cultural
Comments
 Ethnic histories in museum
 No.
 Museum first floor.
 Museum or other interpretive exhibit to explain the reason the building was
listed on the State Registry and the National Register of Historic Places.
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c. Educational
Comments:
 Wrong area of tower.
d. Commercial
Comments:
 Generating income.
 Yes as a mixed use.
 Should serve existing population, not an attraction.
e. Recreational
Comments:
 Not applicable.
 Yes
f.

Mixed-Use
Comments:
 A combined parking/meeting area, plaza for concerts and tianguis for mass
gatherings would be wonderful!
 Office, restaurant, daycare, museum.
 Yes, but not one that attracts new visitors.

g. Other
Comments:
 Parking!

Conclusion:
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MAJOR USE OPTIONS
GOVERNMENT

Administrative Offices, Storage...

CULTURAL

Museum, Historical Society, Visitor Center…

EDUCATIONAL

School, Library, Training Facility…

COMMERCIAL

Retail Stores, Café, Day Care…

RECREATIONAL

Fitness Center, Indoor/Outdoor Playground…

MIXED-USE

Museum/Café, Community Center, Historical Society/County Offices …

OTHER

Please indicate…

Page & Turnbull
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CONDITIONS ASSESSMENT
OBSERVATION SUMMARY
Old Monterey County
Jailhouse

Room # Name
1 Office

Floor
1st /
Basement

Construction

9 Room

1st /
Basement

Conc

1st /
Basement

Conc

11, 12 Storage

1st /
Basement

Interior Wall - Clay
block and plaster

13 RR

1st /
Basement
2nd

Tile Floor

10'-0" FF to
Ceiling
Interior Wall- Metal stud 10'-11" slab to Fine cracks in
with plaster
slab, 10'-3" to slab
BO beam

16, 17 Offices

2nd

Interior Walls - Clay
block with plaster and
Conc with plaster.
Exposed conc floor and
ceiling.

Front wall has
hole. Exposed
ceiling pipes are
rusted.

18 to 23 workshop

2nd

Clay block with plaster

Plaster exhibits Infill
biological growth.
Exposed pipes
and ceiling
trusses are
rusted. Ceiling
insulation has

10 Hallway &
Barbershop

15 Entry
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Ceiling Height

Deterioration

1930s or Addition Details of Interest
Notes
Infill in original
footprint - Old
Garage space
Original
One multi-light steel Entry opening: 30" x 6'-2", 1 3/4"
window : 45 1/2" Sill threshold
Height. 46" w x 5'-8"h
Metal Bar wall and floor drain

10'-2" Slab to
Slab, before
beam. 1'-0"
deep beam. 9'11" at
enclosure
10'-0"

Original

Original

Original

Has short lighted
window with five
operable lights
One multi-light steel
window
Arched Door
Assembly with nonoriginal door - 6'-10"
x 3'-3"
Large Arched
windows (5'-5"w x 6'10"h) - lower hopper
and two casements.
Sill Height - 1'10"

Dividing wall cut back five feet from
floor to ceiling to provide passage.
No framed opening.
2 Stalls, 1 sink, 1 urinal. Door
opening 2'-7" x 6'-8"

Dividing wall has been removed.
There is an interior plaster shaft for
pipes. Surrounding frame is all that
remains of a lowered ceiling.
Exposed conc beams on underside
of overhead slab. Opening to Room
1 is 2'-8" x 6'-8"

Pointed Arch relief in
conc over entry door used to be exterior
wall opening.
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Old Monterey County
Jailhouse

Room # Name
24 Office

Floor
2nd

25 Office

2nd

27 Hallway

2nd

Conc

Ceiling Height Deterioration
1930s or Addition
9'-4" Slab to
Hole in ceiling.
Furred Ceiling Window has
visible rust. Closet
removed and
wiring conduits
exposed in
opening.
9'-4" Slab to
Holes in wall and
Furred Ceiling ceiling. Large
Arched window
rusted. Damaged
plaster and
peeling paint
9'-4"

29 Prisoner's
Area
30 Storage

1st /
Basement
1st /
Basement

Conc Floor

10'-0"

31 Jail Reception 1st /
Basement

32, 33 Booking and 1st /
Records
Basement
34 Holding Room 1st /
Basement
37 Hallway

Page & Turnbull

1st /
Basement

Construction
Conc Floor, Plaster
finish walls

Interior Wall - Painted
over window wall with
dividers for visiting
Interior - One Wall :
Prison bars backed with
grating. One Wall: Metal
Stud and plaster with
three glazed openings
and a door to the next
Conc walls and ceilings.
Wall with interior glazing
Walls : Conc with steel
plates
Conc Floor and deck
ceiling (wood or metal)

Details of Interest
Notes
Soffited plaster ceiling. Radiator
Art Deco door
hardware, and same under window
large arched window,
sill height - 1'-10"
(See Rm 16 & 17)
Same Large Arched Soffited plaster ceiling. Fixtures
Window (See Rm 16 missing from RR. Radiator under
window
& 17)

Has 49 light window: One radiator. Door to stair with 30"
x 7'-0" opening
hex wire glass,
operable hopper with
exterior screen.
Opens to light well

Infill

Original partition
counters in tact
Paint looks newer Infill at East end Window wall and
of original Admin counter
and in fair
condition
Infill Addition
Wall with glazed
openings, and wall
with bars

None apparent

Infill, with original Hatch in ceiling of
perimeter wall
both rooms
Infill Addition
Steel clad walls and
ceiling. Table and
bench still in tact

Space is 5'-6" w
Has Murals from the 1990's - after
jail closure
Packed with bagged filing folder
boxes. Exterior Door to alley

Entry doors 2'-8" x 6'-8"
Rumored to be cellblock of Cesar
Chavez. Currently, packed with
storage bags.

Multi Light windows Opening at Cell - Floor to underside
with sill height of 25" of beam 6'-2". Width: 4'-1"
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Old Monterey County
Jailhouse

Room # Name
42 Dr Office

Floor
1st /
Basement

43 Cellblock Hall 1st /
Basement
46 Cell
1st /
Basement
47 cell
1st /
49, 50 Storage
1st /
Basement

54, 56 Kitchen and
Dining

1st

75 Cellblock
Hallway

2nd

76 Elevator

94 Hallway
110 and Cell Blocks
112
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Construction
Conc

Ceiling Height
10'-0"

Deterioration

Conc

9'-7"

Rust and Peeling Original
Paint

Interior Wall - Metal
Stud and plaster

9'-7"

1930s or Addition Details of Interest
Infill
Boarded up Original
Window opening

Radiators and Cell
Bars
3 beds with shower
and toilet
double bed
Has 49 light window
Ceiling has caved Infill between
original buildings, in non-original wall
in from water
so minimal linear
damage
feet of nonoriginal
construction

Kitchen has furred wall 10'-7"
with ceramic tile in front
of original conc wall.
Floor is quarry tile
Conc Floor and metal
8'-0"
ceiling
Conc

3rd

Conc floors

4th

Conc with paint, and
bars

Notes
30" Entry door with raised threshold
- N.C.
Width at Elevator: 5'-6". Width at
Cell 47: 3'-6".

Only one wall of bars
Dividing wall opening is a
frameless, doorless hole. Steel
Door at Entry 2'-7" x 6'-8"

Tray passage at wall between
spaces. Open expanse with
observable overhead beams. Only
one colum in space
4'-4" wide and restrictions at
Radiators and Cell
Bars. Windows have columns
interior screens
Addition
Shaft is in good
condition. Cab,
lobby doors, and
visible equipment
are severely
rusted.

Original
Rusted metal
cladding on walls.
Rusted windows.
Blistered and
peeling paint.

Shaft opening is 6'4" x 8'4". Door
opening 3'-0"

Stained Conc floor. Severely
peeling paint
These cells have the advantage of
bars instead of a solid wall with the
side adjacent to the day room.
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